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INTRODUCTION

It is generally accepted that synaptic contact zones are dynamic structures able

to modiff their chemical, physiological and functional properties throughout the lifespan

of an organism. Such changes have been shown to be accompanied by alterations in

the morphology of synapses. For example, modifications in synaptic ultrastructure have

been reported to be involved in learning and memory, in sensitization and in other

functions of the CNS (Central Nervous System). However, qualitative changes, if not

extreme, are difficult to detect and compare. Therefore, quantification of synaptic

ultrastructural features is of prime importance in neurobiology.

Compared to what is known about the clinical and pathological lesions

encountered in various age-related diseases, such as Alzheimer's disease, little is known

about structural, biochemical and functional changes that occur in the brain as a

consequence of the normal aging process. Yet, to get more insight into the mechanisms

responsible for the clinical and pathological changes in age-related diseases but also in

e.g. environmental toxicology, it seems relevant to obtain baseline knowledge of what

constitutes normal ageing.

One of the major problems with regard to normal ageing is the question of

whether the synaptic connectivity of neurons that survive in the senescent brain is
impaired. This problem has been studied most frequently in the hippocampal formation

because of its relatively simple anatomy and its rather well known pattern of synaptic

connections. The hippocampal formation seems to be very vulnerable to the ageing

process and it plays a crucial role in the aquisition of certain types of new information,

particularly for memory formation, which is commonly disrupted during normal ageing

(Barnes, 1983, 1988; landfield et al., 1986; deToledo-Morell et al., 1988a, 1988b).

Electrophysiological studies of the hippocampal formation have indicated that

the potential of particular subfields for functional synaptic plasticity is diminished in

senescence. However, with respect to quantitative data on the morphology of the

synapses at young versus old age, the results of different studies are very conflicting

and, consequently, difficult to interpret.
There are several reasons for these discrepancies of the various results on

quantitative data of synapse morphology.

A main problem was the finding that synapse shape may deviate from the

classically presumed disc-shape (West et al., 1972). For several brain regions, including

the hippocampal formation, it has been shown that many synaptic contact zones are

not flat, round structures. They may have a very complex morpholory and may even

show interruptions in their pre- and post synaptic densities (De Groot and Bierman,

1983, 1986; De Groot, 1988; Geinisman et al., 1986; Geinisman, 1993). The latter, so

called perforated synapses (Peters and Kaiser-Abramof, t969), can only be distinguished
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from non-pe(orated synapses with the use of serial sections (see below) (De Groot and

Bierman, 1983).

Older stereological methods to estimate number and size of synapses use information
from random sections and start from the assumption that synapses are disc-like
structures. In addition, they may fail to account for differences in size of the
investigated particles -although the more advanced unfolding methods do (Cruz-Orive,
1983)- and may ignore the effect of section thickness. Microscopical sections have a

finite thickness whereas some stereological methods start from the assumption that
structures are measured and counted in a 2-dimensional plane. The use of tissue
sections introduces truncation problems (Cruz-Orive, 1983). One of these problems
results from overprojection, the so called Holmes' effect (Weibel, 1979). Because of the
3-dimensional character of a tissue section, the projected image or proJtle of a

transected structure may be observable in the section whereas it is not actually present
at the upper surface of the section which would be a true 2-dimensional plane. In
addition, the projected image of the structure may seem larger than its actual size at
the upper surface of the section. Another truncation phenomenon is that of 'lost caps'
where small profiles may go unrecognized in the section.
Clearly, the results obtained with such methods have been biased to an unknown extent
and part of the discrepancies between the results of earlier studies will originate from
these biases.

Another bias has been introduced by the reference space. Numbers of synapses
were usually expressed in numbers per unit tissue area or tissue volume whereas
changes in the reference tissue such as procedural shrinkage or changes in the volume
of the neuropil which might have resulted from the ageing process, were not taken into
account.

There is also the problem of individual variability in the memory capacity
intrinsic to aged animals (Geinisman et al., 1986). One has to realize that, depending
on species and strain, only a certain percentage of a population of individuals will reach
old age; the proportion reaching senescence will be even smaller. The question remains
whether or not the survivors comprise a selected group of physically and/or mentally
stronger individuals, not representative of the "average" individual.

OUTLINE OF THE THESIS

This thesis has two main themes.

1) To assess the applicability and value of quantitative stereological/morphometrical
methods for the detection of subtle -but relevant- differences in number, size
and shape of different types of complex-shaped synapses (part II, chapters 1 to
5), and
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2) To apply quantitative stereological/morphometrical methods to test whether
synaptic plasticity occurs in the hippocampus of the rat during normal ageing

(Parts III and IV).

In Part II the methodological problems outlined above have been studied

experimentally, using synapses in the hippocampus of young and aged rats.

In chapter 1, the bias introduced into the estimation of synapse number and size when

perforated synapses are not recognized as such is studied. Results, obtained in random

sections are compared with results obtained in serial sections.

In Chapter 2, improvements of the protocol for serial sectioning are described, as is

the application of the seial section technique to estimate numerical densities of
arbitrarily-shaped synapses (Cruz-Orive, 1980).

In Chapter 3, different methods to estimate the thickness of (ultra)thin tissue sections

are described, evaluated and compared.

In Chapter 4, the conventional unfoldrng procedure (Cruz-Orive, 1983) to estimate the

numerical density of synapses is compared with two recent methods, i.e. the serial

section technique (Cruz-Orive, 1980) and the disector technique (Sterio, 1984), which do

not rely on assumptions regarding the size, shape and orientation of the synapse.

In Chapter 5, a method is described providing information on differences in the shape

of synapses using measurements on 2-dimensional reconstructions of synapse shadows.

In Part III the effect of age on several ultrastructural features of neurons, of
non-perforated and of perforated synapses in the hippocampus of. 3, 12,24 and 30

months old rats is studied. To estimate number and size of these structures, some of
the methods evaluated in Part II have been applied. Also the number and size of
synapse perforations has been estimated. Synapses and neurons have been counted in

serial sections according to an unbiased counrtng rule (Gundersen, 1977). To avoid

biases introduced by age-related or procedure-related changes in the reference volume,

number fractions of neurons and synapses have been calculated since number fractions

do not depend on changes in the reference space.

Methods to estimate the number of presynaptic dense projectionr (Cruz-Orive, 1985) are

compared. In addition, synapse shadows are reconstructed and are studied both

qualitatively and quantitatively (De Groot et a1.,1992), to obtain (indirect) information

about differences in the shape of the actual synapse.

The relevance of the results with regard to synaptic plasticity and the ageing

process is discussed.

Part IV, the Appendix, includes an extensive description of all the

stereological/morphometrical procedures and formulae, used in Part III to quantiff

neural structures.
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The present part of the thesis closes with a brief description of the structural
organization of the hippocampus and recent views on the relevance of "perforated"
synapses.

STRUCTURAL ORGANIZATION OF TEE HIPPOCAMPUS.
Functions of the hippocampus.

Definition and nomenclature.

The hippocampus is one of the most extensively studied areas of the brain.
At first, the hippocampus was considered as an important olfactory centre, belonging
to the rhinencephalon or "smell brain" (Ramon y Cajal, 1903; Brodal, 1947). This
theory was superseded by the Papez hypothesis, suggesting that the hippocampus is part
of a circuit interconnecting hippocampus, hypothalamus, thalamus and neocortex and
forming the neural substrate of emotional behaviour (Papez, 1937). l_ater, Maclran
(1952) extended the Papez hypothesis by introducing the term "limbic system".

The term "limbic" stems from Broca's (1878) description of the structures near
the border (limbus) of the neocortical mantle surrounding the base of the cerebral
hemisphere, structures which Broca found to be relatively constant in their development
in the brains of all mammals. The "limbic system" concept was based on the assumption
that visceral and non-visceral systems in the brain can clearly be distinguished
(Maclean, 1952). Maclran included the cerebral cortex surrounding the medial part of
the cerebral hemisphere and the subcortical nuclei to which it is connected, suggesting
that these areas are all related to non-visceral functions.

Since the introduction of the term limbic system, many brain regions have been
shown to have connections with the limbic cortex. In fact, essentially all of the major
functional systems in the brain share direct connections with the limbic lobe (Brodal,
1981). This has made it particularly difficult to define the limits of the limbic system.
However - although there are variations in definition- the limbic structures generally
involve the cingulate and hippocampal gyri, the hippocampal formation, the orbito-
insulo temporal polar region, amygdala, septum, hypothalamus, epithalamus and the
dorsomedial and anterior thalamic nuclei.

With regard to synaptic functioning, present knowledge suggests that the
hippocampal formation may be responsible for integration of information from the
sensory modalities and for transformation of this information before it is relayed to
cortical association areas and to visceral and motor control systems. In the broadest
functional terms it seems to be in the unique position of influencing somatomotor,
visceral, motivational, affective and cognitive mechanisms (Swanson, 1983).
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Cltoarchitecture and topography of the hippocampal formation.
The hippocampus is a bilaterally symmetrical structure, shaped somewhat like

a torsed banana (fig. 1). Its long or septotemporal axis runs from the septal nuclei

rostrally to the temporal cortex ventrocaudally. The short or transverse axis is oriented

perpendicular to the septotemporal axis.

Figutu 1. Drawing of the position of the hippocampal formation in the rat brain. The mrtical surface

overlying the hippocampus has been removed. The hippocampus is an elongated, banana-shaped

structure with the long or septotemporal axis running from the septal nuclei rostrally (S) to the

temporal cortex (T) ventrocaudally. The short or transverse axis is oriented perpendicular to the

septotemporat axis. A slice taken approximately midway along the septotemporal axis is indicated. Such

a slice includes the major neuronal connections of the hippocampal formation (compare fig. 2).

Mdified after Anderse4 1981b.

It consists of two interlocking -in transverse sections 'C-shaped'- archicortical fields:

the hippocampus proper or cornu ammonis and the dentate gyrus or fascia dentata

(fig.2).
Each region contains a densely packed sheet of "principal" cells.

The principal cells are pyramidal cells. The continuous layer of pyramidal cell bodies

is called the pyramidal layer (see below).

The major neurons of the dentate gyrus are the granule cells. The continuous layer

containing their cell bodies is called the granular layer (see below).

The hippocampus and the fascia dentata contain a variety of interneurons with their

dendrites intermingling with those of the principal cells. Different layers can be

distinguished in both regions.
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Figure 2. Diagram of a transverse section of the hippocampal formation showing the main neuronal
elements of the structure. The hippocampus consists of two interlocking C-shaped archicortical fields:
the hippocampus proper (H) and the fascia dentata (FD). The principle cells of H and FD are the
pyramidal and granular cells, respectively.
alv, alveus; ent, entorhinal area; fi, fimbria; Gr, granular layer; mf, mossy fibers; pp, perforant path; py,
pyramidal layer; sc, schaffer collaterals; S, subiculum.
Modified afier Andersen et al., 1971.

The hippocampus consists of seven layers, from periphery to centre (fig. 3):
1) The ependymal zone, which forms the lining of the ventricular surface of the

hippocampus;
2) The alveus, consisting mainly of axons of pyramidal cells and incoming fibers.

A few cell bodies, apparently displaced from the adjacent stratum oriens, are
present here;

3) Stratum oriens contains the tufts of the basal dendritic arborizations of the
pyramidal cells, different types of cell bodies and the collaterals of the axons of
the CA3 pyramidal cells that are in parallel with the Schaffer collaterals of the
stratum radiatum;

4) Stratum pyramidale represents the continuous layer of densely packed pyramidal
cell bodies. The dendrites of the pyramidal cells are located in the stratum
oriens, stratum radiatum and stratum lacunosum moleculare (Andersen et al.,

H
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1)

2)

3)

1e71);

5) Stratum radiatum, charucterized by rather sparse cell bodies and several fiber

systems, the most important of which is formed by the Schaffer collaterals, i.e.

the collaterals of axons of CA3 pyramidal cells that form synapses with the

dendrites of the CAI pyramidal cells. These collaterals are also called association

fibers;

6) Stratum lacunosum, consisting mainly of bundles of parallel fibers. Some of these

bundles are collaterals of the pyramidal cells, whereas others are extrinsic to the

hippocampus.

7) The most superficial layer is the stratum moleculare, lying directly adjacent to

the hippocampal fissure. It contains predominantly fibers and dendritic terminals.

In a number of studies the latter two layers are combined into stratum lacunosum-

moleculare (Hjorth-Simonsen, 1977).

The fascia dentata consists of three layers:

The molecular or dendritic layer. This molecular layer can be further subdivided

based upon the distribution of different afferent systems;

The granular cell layer, containing the granule cell bodies (the principle cells of

the fascia dentata) with their excitatory axons, the mossy fibers (Blackstad et al,

LeTO);

The polymorph layer or "hilar region" characterized by widely scattered,

polymorph neurons (see below area CA4). This hilar region is found between

the, so called, upper and lower blades that the fascia dentata possesses because

of its geometry.

The hippocampus proper is subdivided into the subfields CA1 to CA4 (Lorente

de No, 1934). Each of the subfields contains apical and basal dendritic areas.

Area CA4 corresponds to the so called 'polymorph zone of the dentate glirus',

described earlier by Ramon y Cajal (1911), and to the 'hilar region of the dentate

Figure i. Epon sections (200 nm thick) from the hippocampal CAI (left) and_ CA3 regions (right) of

a i month old rat, stained with toluidine blue. The tissue has been block-stained with E-PTA (ethanolic

phosphotungstic acid) Prior to embedding.
biffo"nt taien can be distinguished in tfie hippocampus. In CAl, from periphery (ventricular surface;

top) to centre (hippocampal fissure; bottom):

"piit "tiut ^n" 1"i1-, atveus (alv), stratum (sir.) oriens (Or), str. pyramidale ($), str' radiatum (Rad)'

str. lacunosum (L), stratum moleculare (Mol).
In addition to tire layers that can be distinguished in the hippocampal CAI region (compare CAl,and

CA3), the CA3 region contains stratum luiidum (Lu). The'mossy fibers, the zinc-rich afferents of the

gr"nul" cells of thi fascia dentata project to this layer and to the pyramidal layer of CA3 as well'

fi, fimbria.
Modified after De Groot, 1988.
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g5trus' (Lopez da Silva et al., 1990). The fields CA3 and CA2 together correspond to

the'regio inferior'(Ramon y Cajal, 1911) whereas field CA1 corresponds to the'regio

superior'.

In the rat the CA2 area is often included in CA3 (Blackstad, 1956).

Connections of the hippocampal formation.
The main afferent projections to the hippocampus include (fig.2):

1) the perforant pathway (hrento de No, 1934; Hjort-Simonsen, 1972) which

originates in the stellate layer of the entorhinal cortex and terminates in the

outer two third of the molecular layer of the fascia dentata and

2) the septo-hippocampal projections mediated through the fimbria and fornix. The

latter originate in the medial septal nucleus and distribute to the whole

hippocampal formation and the adjacent cortical areas (Swanson and Cowan,

1e7e).

Both CAl and CA3 pyramidal cells project to the lateral septum via the fimbria

(Swanson and Cowan, 1977). The lateral septum projects to the medial septum which,

in turn, projects back to the hippocampal subfields as well as to the granule cells of

the fascia dentata and the subicular complex (Swanson, 1978; Swanson and Cowan,

1e7e).

In the hippocampus, integration of all kinds of incoming cortical and subcortical

information takes place.

The principal extrinsic cortical afferent inputs to the hippocampal formation terminate

in the molecular layer of the hippocampal areas CA1 to CA4 and in the molecular

layer of the fascia dentata. In the same regions projections from subcortical areas like

amygdala, thalamic nuclei and basal forebrain exist. Other important extrinsic afferents

terminate in areas that are dominated by major intrinsic afferent systems.

Lamellar organization of the hippocampus.

A striking feature of the hippocampal formation is the highly ordered and

serially aranged chain of intrinsic connections that link adjacent rytoarchitectonically
defined subfields. Impulses entering the granule cells of the fascia dentata through the

perforant path are further processed through the hippocampal formation by a three-

membered pathway, so called "lamella", consisting of the following elements (fig. 2)

1) the mossy fibers

2) the CA3 axons and

3) the CAl axons.

The mossy fibers, the zinc-rich efferents of the granule cells of the fascia dentata,

project to the stratum pyramidale and stratum lucidum of the CA3 area (Blackstad et

10



al, 1970) (fig. 3).

The CA3 neurons propagate the impulses from the mossy fibers both to the ipsilateral
CA1 region through the Schaffer collaterals, an intrinsic projection system identified by
classical Golgi impregnation studies, as well as to the contralateral CA1 and CA3 areas

through the commissural fibers (Blackstad, 1956; l,aurberg, 1979).

The excitatory CA1 pyramidal cells send most of their axons caudally into the subicular
complex (Andersen et al, 1973) via the alveus.

All these excitatory pathways appear to be monosynaptically connected
(Andersen, 1975) but they are also influenced by recurrent inhibition at each step
(Andersen et al,1964). I-ocal neurons are present both in the fascia dentata and in the
stratum pyramidale of the hippocampus (Storm-Mathisen, 1972; Fonnum and Walaas,

te78).

The orientation of the lamellae as regards the longitudinal or septotemporal axis

of the hippocampus differs among species (Andersen, 1983). In rat the plane of the
lamellae has long been thought to be transverse to the longitudinal axis (cf. figs. 1 and
2). However, increasing evidence indicates that projections in the longitudinal axis are
as prominent and well organized as those which run in the transverse axis (Amaral and
Witter,1989).

The connections, mentioned above, represent the quantitatively most important
part of the hippocampal circuitry. More detailed descriptions are given in reviews by
e.g. Amaral and Witter (1989), Andersen (1975, 1981a), I_npez Da Silva et al. (1985,
1990), Teyler and Discenna (1984) and Walaas (1983).

RECENT VIEWS ON STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION OF 'PERFORATED'
SYNAPSES.

Morphologt of perforated synapses.

The term "perforated" synapse was first introduced by Peters and Kaiserman-
Abramof (1969), for synapses upon dendritic spines in the cerebral cortex of the rat.
In serial sections, these synapses appear to exhibit a discontinuous or perforated PSD
(Post Synaptic Density) profile in at least one serial section, while non,perforated
synapses show continuous PSD profiles in all consecutive sections. The perforations
(also called holes) in the PSD appear to correspond to local interruptions in the
presynaptic membrane densities of the synapse, i.e. to interruptions in the so called
prerynaptic Srid of dense projections (cf. De Groot and Bierman,1983, fig. 3; part II,
chapter 1 of this thesis and De groot, 1988, fig. 9; Part II chapter 2 of this thesis).

11



In subsequent years, the presence of perforated synapses was reported for
several parts of the brain of different mammals (for a review cf. Calverley and Jones,

1990). It was demonstrated further that perforated synapses are morphologically
heterogeneous and may be subdMded according to the appearance of their PSD into
1) segmented 2) horseshoe-shaped or 3) fenestrated perforated synapses (Peters and
Kaiserman-Abramof, 1969; Cohen and Siekevitz, 1978; Vrensen and Nunez Cardozo,
1981; Spacek and Hartmann, 1983; Calverley and Jones, 1987; Geinisman et al., 1987,

1991b, 1992a,1992b).

ln segmented synapses complete separation of the active zone has occurred. In
horseshoe-shaped synapses, invaginations in the outer border of the transmission zone

are observed and fenestrated synapses are characterized by a local interruption in the

PSD (fig.4A-C).
Recently Geinisman (1993), using three-dimensional (3D) reconstructions from

serial sections, distinguished additional subtypes of axospinous perforated synapses in
the molecular layer of the fascia dentata. These reconstructions showed that some

synapses exhibited partitions. These partitions are composed of a ridge on the
postsynaptic spine head, which invaginates the presynaptic axon terminal. Geinisman
distinguished 3 different types of partitions: 1) complete, 2) sectional and 3) focal
partitions (fig.aA-C).
Complete spine partitions are observed in segmented synapses (fig. aA). These spine
partitions span the entire extend of a transmission zone and divide the area of the axon

terminal contacted by the spine into distinct entities. Such complete spine partitions
provide barriers between two to four discrete transmission zones, each one being

formed by a separate il(on terminal protrusion and delineated by a separate segment

of the postsynaptic density (PSD).

Sectional partitions are present in horseshoe-shaped synapses, i.e. the base of the
partition is placed between the arms of a horseshoe-shaped PSD (fig. aB).

Focal partitions have been observed infenestraled synapses; in this case the base of the

partition is restricted to a perforation (fig. 4C).
In the latter two synapse types, contrary to the segmented ones, the base of the spine
partition does not extend beyond a perforation area. Although both sectional and focal
partitions invaginate a presynaptic rxon terminal, they do not divide it into separate
protrusions and do not split a single transmission zone into disjoint entities.

In Geinisman's study all three subtypes of panilioned synapses appeared to have

nonpanbioned companions exhibiting segmented, horseshoe-shaped or fenestrated PSDs,

but no ridge on the postsynaptic spine head invaginating the presynaptic axon terminal
(cf fig. 4A-C).
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Figun 4. Schematic drawings of distinct sub-types of perforated synapses with 'partitions'. The partitions

are formed by a band of cytoplasm (ridge), forth coming from the postsynaptic spine and invaginating

the presynaptic axon terminal.

A- Segmented synapse with complete partition.

B. Horseshoe-shaped synapse with a sectional partition.

C. Fenestrated (annulated) synapse with a focal partition.

PSB, shaded area representing the post synaptic band (or postsynaptic 'density'); ridge, band of

rytoplasm forth mming from the postsynaptic spine and invaginating the presynaptic axon terminal;

PrSG, presynaptic 'grid' of dense projections; PrSV, presynaptic vesicles.

NB. All thre€ subtypes, shown here, may appear also in a non-partitioned form.
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The perforated synapse and its possible role in synaptic plasticity.
Synaptic plasticity refers to alterations in the efficary of synaptic transmission and

is likely to involve structural modifications of synapses. The general pattern of synaptic
restructuring associated with synaptic plasticity is unknown. However, changes in the
number and morphology of synapses and alterations in synaptic strength have been
shown to exist (for reviews see Desmond and [rvy, 1988; Greenough and Bailey, 1988;

Calverley and Jones, 1990; Geinisman et al., 1991a; Wallace et al., 1991.; Bailey and
Kandel, 1993). Especialy perforarcd synapses are shown to be involved in synaptic
plasticity (Nieto-Sampedro et al., 1982; Carlin and Siekevitz, 1983; Dyson and Jones,

1984; Geinisman et al., 1986, 1988, 1990; Petit, 1988; Calverley and Jones, 1990). It has

been hypothesized that such synapsos may split along PSD perforations into non-
perforated synapses having a continuous PSD and that the resulting increase in synaptic
numbers may underlie an enduring augmentation of synaptic transmission (Nieto-
Sampedro eta1.,1982; Carlin and Siekevitz, 1983;Dyson and Jones, 1984; Petit, 1988).

Another explanation for the role of perforated synapses (cf. Vrensen, 1989) is
an increase in synaptic efficacy due to the induction of perforations. If
neurotransmission indeed takes place at the edges of the PSD (Peters and Kaiserman-
Abramof, 1969), induction of perforations will increase the total perimeter length of the
PSD. Hence, increased synaptic transmission will take place.

As a result of his observations on reconstructed serial sections, Geinisman (1993)
suggested a novel model of the structural modifications which may underly synaptic
plasticity.

According to this model, the assembly of spine partitions separating discrete
transmission zones, rather than the process of synapse splitting and division, may
account for persistent alterations in synaptic efficary. Remodelling of preexisting
synapses which eventually results in the formation of such synapses with multiple,
completely partitioned transmission zones is proposed. These synapses, which appear
to be designed as elements of an unusual high strength, represent the pivotal structures
in synaptic plasticity. Formation of such synapses is postulated to result in a sustained
increase in efficacy of synaptic transmission. Conversely, a disassembly of complete
partitions with the transformation of multiple transmission zones into a single one is
proposed to lead to a persistent depression of synaptic responses.

Evidence, supporting this hypothesis was given by the finding that in the fascia
dentata of the rat the induction of LTP (long Term Potentiation) which is a widely
accepted experimental model of synaptic plasticity, was followed by a higly specific
increase in the number of only those axospinous perforated synapses, exhibiting
multiple, completely partitioned transmission zones (Geinisman et al, 1993). This highly
selective modification of synaptic connectivity, involving only one particular synaptic
subtype in the potentiated synaptic field may represent a structural substrate of the

14



longJasting enhancement of synaptic responses which characterizes LTP.

It seems likely that at least the last-mentioned perforated synaptic contact zones

represent structures of unusually high efficacy. An increase in their numbers would be

expected to augment permanently synaptic responses. However, more evidence should

be gathered to support this suggestion.
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SUMMARY

- Failure to appreciate the consequences for stereological work ofthe simultaneous presence
of complex-shaped perforated and disc-like non-perforated synapses in brain tissue results in
underestimation of synaptic profile length and overestimation of synaptic density when measured
in randomly selected ultrathin E-PTA slices. This problem can be solved by using serial slices
and a calculation method which makes no assumptions about synaptic size and shipe. A three-
dimensional reconstruction is unnecessary.

INTRODUCTION
The aim of quantitative stereology is to derive numerical three-dimensional data from

measurements in two-dimensional microscopical slices. Stereological methods are used. in
nelrroanatomy for quantitative morphological analyses ofneuronal structures such as neurons,
dendrites, axons and synapses. Parameters of interest are, for example, volume, surface and
number of the structures investigated. Vhen estimating the numerical density of s5mapses the
existence of complex-shaped synapses described by many authors (Gray, 1959; peters &
Kaiserman-Abramof, 1969; Akert, 1973; Greenough et al., 1978; cohen & Siekevitz, lgzg;
Dysop & Jones,.1980; vrensen et al., 1980; Miiller et al., l98l; vrensen & Nunes cardozo,
1981; verwer & De Groot, 1982) has to be taken into account. These complex-shaped ,yrr"pr.,
are thought to have a functional significance, since increases in their num6er were found in the
occipital cortex ofrats reared in an 'enriched' environment (Greenough et al.,1978) and in the
visual cortex of rabbits after visual training (Vrensen & Nunes Cardozo, l98t). Some of the
co_mplex-shaped synapses have a presynaptic grid arranged in such a way that one or more pugts
of the presynaptic membrane are devoid of dense projections. This gives the impression that
these synapses are 'perforated' (Greenough et al,,1978).

The present investigation concerns a quantitative stereological evaluation of synapses in the
CAI and CA3 areas of the hippocampus of rats in relation to the age of the animals. this pape.
focuses on the errors that can be made ifthe differences in size and shape ofsynapses a,i 

"ottaken into account when their numerical density is to be estimated. Both 'classical' disc-like
(Vest er al.,1972) synapses and perforated s1'napses appeared to be present in all four layers of
the hippocampus CAI and CA3 areas of the rats in the present stuay €ig. t;.

Quantitative analysis ofthe synapses was carried out in slices treated with ethanolic phospho-
tungstic acid (E-PTA) in which synapses appear against a practically unstained background, a
feature which facilitates their detection. The term 'slices', generally used for tissue sections
@ f983 The Royal Microscopical Society
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Fig. 1. An OsO4 treated ultrathin (50 nm) slice showing a perforated (Y) and a possible non-perforated
synapse (X).

Fig. 2. An E-PTA treated semi-thin (500 nm) slice showing a large complex-shaped perforated synapse

(Y) and smaller disc-like non-perforated (X) synapses. Z, transversely cut synapses.

which have a thickness of more than 100 pcm, is used in the present paper for all ultrathin and

semithin sections, to avoid confusion with the term 'sections of synapses'. From the images in
semi-thin (500 nm) slices it is clear that the perforated synapses in the hippocampi are larger

than the disc-like synapses and are often irregularly shaped (Fig.2). In ultrathin (50 nm) slices

t1e synapses will almost always be transversely cut since the diameter of the preslrraptic grid
is 100-450 nm. In such a 50 nm slice of osmicated (OsO+) hippocampal tissue the per-

forated synapses seem to have an interrupted contact zone, when the cut runs through the

'perforation' (Fig. 1). OnIy in this case can the perforated synapse be distinguished from the

&scJike non-perforated synapse which does not have an interruption (Fig. l). Obviously one

can never be sure ifa synapse is a perforated one when a 'perforation' is not present in the plane

of the slice. This problem is also encountered in E-PTA treated 50 nm slices. It appears,

however, that in the E-PTA treated ultrathin slices an interrupted contact zone often goes

umecognized and is therefore counted as two or more separate synapses instead ofone perforated

synapse.
ftte aim of the present report is to show the extent to which this lack of recognition of

perforated synapses may affect the measurement of syraptic density and synaptic profile length
in random ultrathin E-PTA treated slices of tissue.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Female, small Wistar (WAG/Rii) rats of 12 (two animals) and 30 (two animals) months

respectively were examined. Under ether anaesthesia the animals were fixed by transcardial
perfusion with glutaraldehyde/paraformaldehyde mixture (Peters, 1970). Vhen the hippo-
campi were taken from the brain, a transverse section of approximately 5 mm was taken from
the middle of the left hippocampus atd75 prm vibratome slices wer6 cut from this sample.

A vibratome slice was put under the dissecting microscope and subsequently three distinct areas
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were sampled. After rinsing in sodium cacodylate bufer the slices were blockstained with
ethanolic phosphotungstic acid (E-PTA) according to Vrensen & De Groot (1974). Embedding
was orientated so that cutting with the ultramicrotome occurred parallel to the ventricular
surface. Ultrathin (50 nm) serial slices (thirty slices per series) from the stratum pyramidale of
the hippocampus CA3 area (Fig. 3) were prepared on one-hole grids covered with a Pyoloform F
(Vacher-Chemie) film and a carbon-coating and were examined with a Philips 201 elecron
microscope. From each serial slice a square area was photographed which was alnost as large
as the small slice itself. It should be mentioned that in view of the necessarily large number of
slices within one series the size of the pyramid-shaped slice was as small as possible (400-
800 pm2). In these photographqd areas the number ofsynapses per unit area were counted and
their profile lengths measured. By tracing the synapses in the adjacent serial slices, a distinction
was made between perforated and non-perforated ones. This analysis was carried out as follows:
(a) in the centre slice of a series the number of syraptic contact zones (called 'sections of
synapses') was counted, applying Gundersen's (1977) unbiased counting rule. Each contact

Fig. 3. A series of E-PTA treated ultrathin (50 nm) slices showing from A to J a perforated (Y) and non-
perforated (X) synapse.
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zone in the photograph, whether curved or not, was traced precisely and its profile length was
measured using a Videoplan (Kontron Messgerate, Eching, FDR); (b) subsequently, it was
established in how many ofthe adjacent slices these 'sections ofsynapses'were present and if
they belonged to perforated or non-perforated synapses. Thus, the number of'true' synapses
was counted, thereby distinguishing between perforated and non-perforated synapses.

The number of synapses per unit volume was calculated according to the method of Cruz-
Orive (1980a and personal communication), since this method is the only one that does not
make an assumption about the shape ofthe investigated particle. Standard errors were calculated
according to Cruz-Orive (1980b).

RESULTS
The number of 'sections of synapses' per unit area was significandy higher than that of the

'true synapses' (Table 1). The majority of true synapses were non-perforated, The measurements
showed that the mean profile length of perforated synapses was significantly higher (P> 0.05,
two tailed, Student's ,-test) than that ofthe non-perforated ones (Table 1), indicating that the
perforated synapses were larger. Clearly, the average profile length of the 'true s5mapses',

depending on the numerical relation between the large perforated and the smaller non-perforated
synapses, is larger than the profile length of the 'sections of synapses'. Calculated per unit
volume of tissue, 10-20% of the synapses in these rats appeared to be perforated (Table l).

Taken together, the results show that the number ofsynapses per unit area oftissue is over-
estimated, while the average profrle length is underestimated, if no account is taken of the effects
ofthe differences in size and shape ofthe synapses. As a consequence ofthese systematic errors,
the estimate of the number of synapses per unit volume of tissue will be even more erroneous-
i.e. overestimated-since this parameter depends on the quotient: number per area/diameter,
of which the first is overestimated and the second is underestimated (Table l).

Table 1. The number of synapses per unit area .Atre (10-3 pm-z), the synaptic profile length i(nm) and
number of synapses per unit volume Nv (16 :rz cm-3) in the stratum pyramidale* of the hippocampus CA3

area of four rats.

Number per unit area ltrr (10 r pm-21

Sections of True Non-perforated Perforated
Age/rat No. synapses synapses s5mapses synapses

12 M/No. 58 27L 262 24r 2t
12 M/No. 61 406 359 281 78
30 M/No. 43 242 215 156 59
30 M/No. 45 318 28O 2lO 70

Profile length of synapses I (nm)

True Non-perforated
synapses synapses

Mean SEM n Mean SEM nnAge/rat No.
12 M/No. 58
12 M/No. 6l
30 M/No. 43
30 M/No. 45

Sections of
synapses

Mean SEM
189 6
208 7
214 8
t82 6

90
146
119
164

199
248
256
224

10
11
10

87
129
106
144

192
278
224
192

80
101
77

108

6
8
9

Perforated
synapses

Mean SEM
279 42
361 29
340 28
322 26

n

7
28
29
JO

Age/rat No.
12 M/No. 58
12 M/No. 6l
30 M/No. 43
30 M/No. 45

Number per unit volume .Ntry (10 '12 cm-:)
True Non-perforated Perforated

synapses synapses synapses
Mean SEM Mean SEM Mean SEM
t-313 0.146 1.239 0.170 0.075 0.038
1.770 0.573 L.526 0.643 0.244 0.077
1.041 0.273 0.866 0.250 0.158 0'053
1.207 0.213 1.013 0.324 0-194 0.072

* Cells and large neurites are excluded from the measurements.
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DISCUSSION
It could well be that the discrepancy noted between the counting of slmapses in osmicated

and in E-PTA-stained ultrathin slices of the developing hippocampus of rabbits (Schwartzkroin
et al., 1982) is due to this source of systematic error and is particularly relevant when an increase

is noted in the number of complex-shaped synapses, as has been reported by Mid,ller et al.
(1981) in the developing visual cortex of the rabbit. These authors as well as Vrensen e, a/.
(1980) and Vrensen & Nunes Cardozo (1981), found, in semithin E-PTA slices, that the size
of the complex-shaped synapses was larger than that of disc-like synapses. This finding is in
good agreement with our resu{s and those of Peters & Kaiserman-Abramof (1969) obtained in
ultrathin serial slices. Unfortunateln from their measurements on semi-thin slices, MtiLller
et al. (1981) and Vrensen & Nunes Cardozo (1981) also drew conclusions with respect to the
frequency ofcomplex-shaped and disc-like synapses) and ignored the fact that the large complex-
shaped synapses stood a smaller chance of being fully incorporated in the slice. Therefore, they
stood a smaller chance of being counted, since only fully incorporated s).napses were measured.
Moreover, these authors calculated the number of synapses per unit volume using the conven-
tional method of Abercrombie (1946). Vhen complex-shaped slnapses are present in a tissue,
the conventional calculations for the number of synapses per unit volume, based on the assump-
tion that synapses are disc-like structures, is inadequate and may lead to erroneous results.
This was shown by Verwer & De Groot (1982), who compared the conventional calculations
according to Abercrombie (1946) and to Fullman (1953) with the one proposed by Cruz-Orive
(1980a). The latter method does not imply that synapses have a particular and constant shape,
size and orientation. This method requires serial sectioning which makes it rather laborious.
Since the present measurements were not carried out as a routine investigation, and improve-
ments are envisaged as to the efficiency of the procedure, no fair estimate can yet be given about
the time involved. The results described, however, show that this method is essential when
complex-shaped perforated synapses are present in the tissue.
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improvements of the serial section
method in relation to estimation of
the numerical density of complex-
shaped synapses

Didima M. G. de Grootx

INTRODUCTION
In estimating the numerical density (Nr) of a type of particles in a tissue
sample, both the number per unit area (No) and the particle size must be taken
into account. The particle size is described by the mean projected height,
tangent, or caliper diameter (11) averaged over all orientations. Under ideal
conditions, N, equals the ratio No over H tEg. e.79) in Ref. ll. Whereas the
determination of No is a relatively simple task, the estimation of E may cause
considerable problems. Most conventional methods for estimating N, start by
making strict assumptions regarding particle shape. Then N, is estimated on
the basis of No and a simplified measure of particle size. However, such
assumptions may cause serious errors. Cruz-Orive (Ref. 2 and Appendix)
described a method for estimating N, without making any assumptions about
size, shape, and orientation of the particles. In essence, this method makes
use of serial sections for the estimation of the "effective projected height"
(E). The quanrity n + f is obtained by mulriplying ttre totat number of
sections in which a particle appears by the thickness of a section.

In studies on synapses in the cerebellum3 and the hippocampusa of the rat,
it has been shown that calculations of N, based on the simple shape assump-
tion that synapses are disklike structures may lead to erroneous biased results.
In addition, it appeared that the method of Cruz-Orive must be applied when

* With an appendix by Luis M. Cruz-Orive.
Mr. E. Bierman is gratefully acknowledged for technical assistance and Mr. M. Boermans
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o. wolthuis are acknowledged for critical reading of the manuscript and Mrs. R. Engelen and
W. Roelofs for careful typing. This work was supported by Shell Internationale Research
Maatschappij B.V.
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the numerical density of complex-shaped synapses has to be estimated. A

disadvantage of the Cruz-Orive method is that serial sectioning and inspec-

tion are rather laborious and time-consuming. The aim of the present chapter

is to show how the efficiency of the method can be improved to make it more

suitable for routine application. A common problem in serial sectioning is

that the size of the pyramid-shaped section is kept very small in view of the

necessarily large number of sections within one series.a With such small sec-

tions the sample size is extremely small, so several series must be cut for
quantitative studies. Nevertheless, the statistical relevance of the results ob-

tained from such serial section samples may sometimes be questioned. The

use of large sections overcomes this problem to a large extent and consider-

ably reduces the time spent on ultramicrotomy. In the present chapter a serial

sectioning technique is described in which large sections are cut.

Another problem in serial sectioning of small tissue samples is the orienta-

tion within the tissue, especially when layered or polarized tissues are to be

investigated. Large sections, preinspection at the light microscopic (LM)

level, the use of specific grids, and the use of a rotation holder and calibrated

micrometer with the electron microscope greatly overcome the problem of
orientation within the tissue and facilitate recognition of the areas of interest

in sequential sections. These points will be dealt with in detail. In addition,

the application of the method of Cruz-Orive (Refs. 2 and 5 and Appendix) is

shown in a simplified example. The improved method will be illustrated

using an example from the author's laboratory on the synaptic density in the

hippocampus of the rat as calculated with Cruz-Orive's formulas (Appendix).

The advantages and disadvantages inherent in the application of the whole

procedure are discussed. To avoid an excess number of illustrations, the hip-

pocampus is also used to illustrate the general aspects of the serial sectioning

and sampling technique.

GENERAL PROCEDURES

Fixation, Tissue Sampling, and Embedding
After a proper perfusion fixation, e.g., according to Peters,6 the brain is
taken from the skull. Brain structures are dissected (Fig. la) and stored in

buffer. The structures in one hemisphere are used for quantitative studies. In

some instances it can be important to use the contralateral counterpart to

measure the reference volume of the particular brain structure. Slabs of tissue

are removed from the brain structure by making transverse cuts of approxi-

mately 4 mm with a set of razor blades (Fig. 1b). Depending on the size of
the brain structure to be investigated, three to five slabs containing all the

layers are selected randomly for further quantitative studies. From the appro-

priate tissue samples, 75-p,m slices are cut on a Vibratome (Oxford lnstru-
ments) (Fig. lc). The Vibratome slices can be examined under a dissecting

microscope when it is desirable to sample distinct areas within the slice (Fig.
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ld). After thorough rinsing in buffer, the slices can be block stained. Embed-

ding is carried out in an orientated way in flat embedding molds (Fig. le).

Ultramicrotomy
Embedding occurs in such a way that ultramicrotome cutting is carried out
pelpendicular to the outer surface of the brain structure. Semithin (500-nm)

sections reaching from the surface down to the center of the brain structure

are cut on an ultramicrotome using glass knives. These sections are post-

stained with toluidine blue. They are examined in a light microscope and the

thickness of each layer is measured as illustrated in Fig. 2 for the hippo-
campal CAI and CA3 areas. These data are essential for the subsequent se-

lection of areas for examination in the electron microscope. Ultrathin (50-

nm) serial sections from the same blocks are cut using a diamond knife. The

distance between the first and the last sections of a series should be more than

twice the largest particle diameter (Ref. 2 and Appendix, note N2). The sec-

CAI cA3

- 

Slf, O,

- 
stl pyl *

slr. rod. 

-

[-- st.. I'm. 
-

,50tt ,

FIGURE 2. Semithin toluidine blue-stained sec-
tions of the hippocampus, illustrating the thick-
ness of the distinct layers within the CA1 and CA3
areas. Str. o., stratum oriens; str. pyr., stratum
pyramidale; str. rad., stratum radiatum; str. l. m.,
stratum lacunosum moleculare.



tions are 75 pm wide-the thickness of the Vibratome slice-and can be up

to 1500-2000 pm high. Several methods are available for measuring the

thickness of the sections, e.g., the Small fold method,T densitometry and

interferometry,8-10 and comparison of exposure densities with those of cali-
brated specimens in the electron microscope.ll-13

In the Small fold technique the first and last three to five sections adjacent

to the series collected for quantitative analysis of the particles of interest are

used. The other techniques can be applied to all sections of the series. Serial

sectioning is carried out as shown in Fig. 3. The letters of the list below
correspond to the letters in the figure.

(a) The specimen block is trimmed in such a way that the bottom edge of the

block is orientated parallel to the knife edge during sectioning. However,
in contrast to what is usually done, the top edge of the block is not par-

allel to the bottom edge but is arrow-shaped (Fig. 4). As a result, the

sections cut are in contact with the knife edge at only a single point.

Consequently, they can easily and quickly be removed one by one from
the water surface in the knife boat.

(b) The time interval between two subsequent sections is kept as long as

possible by using the lowest speed of the reverse stroke of the ultrami-
crotome. This allows iust enough time to pick up each section individu-
ally from the water surface with the aid of a platinum loop held between a

pair of tweezers.
(c) The platinum loop containing the section on a water surface is carefully

placed on Pyoloform-FN5O (Wacker Chemie) coated and systematically
coded glass slides. To avoid damaging the support film, the loop is

"dropped" when it is a few millimeters above the support film.
(d) The water in the loop is drawn off by touching the outer edge of the loop

with a wedge-shaped piece of filter paper, thereby depositing the floating
section on the Pyoloform film. The section is then alowed to dry. Subse-

quently, the loops are dropped off the slides by turning the slides upside

down. If necessary, the sections can be poststained in a tightly closed
petri dish. Drops of stain, e.9., lead or uranyl, are then placed over the
individual sections and are flushed off with distilled water after a proper
staining time.

(e) The Pyoloform support film carrying the sections is removed from the

slide by stripping off onto a water surface.
(f) Grids are then placed over the sections under a dissecting microscope in

an orientated way while the support film is still floating on the water
surface. Slotted grids (pitch 250 pm, hole 200 pm, and bar 50 pm;
VECO, R100A, Cu 3.05 mm; 175, 841) from which one bar has been

dissected under the dissecting microscope are used.x As shown in Fig. 5,

* Currently, these grids are produced commercially by Oscar Stolk Scientific, Capelle

aid ijssel, The Netherlands.

ESTIMATING SYNAPTIC NUMBER 3t
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FIGURE 4. Survey picture of a specimen block
mounted in the ultramicrotome. showing that the
top edge of the pyramid-shaped specimen block is
arrow-shaped. Note that the bottom edge of the
block (*) is parallel to the knife edge and that the
cut section (**) is in contact with the knife edge at a
single point only.

the oblong section is placed with its longitudinal axis between and par-
allel to the two bars adjacent to the removed one, i.e., on the place of the
removed bar.

(g) The Pyoloform support film with the overlying grids is picked up from

FIGURE 5. Specimen grid, illustrating the care-
fully oriented position of the section with respect
to the grid bars. (Arrowhead indicates the posi-
tion of the removed bar.)
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the water Surface with a piece of Parafilm (..M,'' American Can Com-

pany, Greenwich, Conn.)'
(h) ihe piece of parafilm carrying the pyoloform film with the sections and

grids is put in a closed petri dish with the Parafilm side down'

(i) ifter thorough drying over silica gel, the grids are vacuum-coated with a

thin layer of carbon.

() The g.id, ur" detached from the Parafilm with a pair of tweezers' lt is

impo"rtant to encircle the grids with the tweezers before detaching them.

ny Aoing this, the part ofthe support film covering the grid is separated

fromtherestofthefilm.Hence,thepossibilitythatthefilmwiththe
section will be detached from the grid is avoided'

(k) The grids are stored in a grid box and are numbered'

Electron MicroscoPic SamPling
The ultrathin sections are inspected in a conventional transmission electron

microscope equipped with a goniometer attachment and a rotation specimen

holder. The geneial procedure for selecting and photographing areas of in-

terest is carried out as shown in Fig. 6. The letters of the list below corre-

spond to the letters in the figure.

br o
A

a
o

Et ECTRON

b MtcRoscoPY
*

c
,d f

FIGURE 6. Strategy for electrOn microscopic sampling of serial sections. (a)

Note standardizeJ position of the grid with the removed grid bar' 1b.) *' D.trec-

tion of movement of micrometer. Note that the longitudinal axis of the gblong
iection is in the axis of the direction of movement of the micrometer. O, Cali-

brated micrometer; A, goniometer attachment and rotation holder; >' screen

mirters and centei poiit on the main screen. See text for further details.
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(a) The grid is pur in rhe specimen holder. A standardized position greatly
facilitates the orientation in the sequential sections.

(b) At a scanning magnification (e.g., 200x on the main screen) the grid is
rotated to a position in which the longitudinal axis of the section is in the
axis of the specimen traverse control (Fig. 6b, *) to which the microm-
eter is connected (Fig. 6b, O).

(c) The procedure is started in a layer that can easily be recognized at low
magnification by the presence of specific landmarks, e.g., cell nuclei.
The center of this layer is moved to the center of the main screen. The
micrometer value (Fig. 6b, o) is read and noted. This ..starting posi-
tion" is subsequently used as reference to find other areas of interest that
cannot be recognized as such at low magnification.

(d) The magnification is increased to a level appropriate for counting and
measuring the structural elements of the particles of interest.

(e) while keeping the center point of this area in the center of the screen, the
grid is rotated to another position, i.e., the position in which the upper
and lower borders of the layer run parallel to the upper and lower edges
of the photograph to be taken. The resulting image on the main screen is
drawn diagrammatically. Special attention is paid to the relative position
of larger structures, such as blood vessels, cell nuclei, and myelin sheets,
with respect to the screen markers (Fig. 6b, arrowheads). L*g" ,t r._
tures, of course, reappear in a large number of sections and will iacilitate
orientation in the sequential sections of the series.

(11 The image is photographed. It appears to be helpful for the final analysis
to list in a simple table whether or not a particular area was photographed
and not missed due to, e.g., folds or dirt on the sections.

Knowing the thickness of each layer from the light microscopic measure-
ments (cf. Fig. 2), any area within a certain layer can be selected. If desired,
steps b and c are then repeated in order to return to the starting position. From
this starting position the image is moved to reach another *"u of int...st. The
distance to be covered is known from the light microscopic measurements.
This distance is read on the micrometer, which is connectid to the specimen
traverse control. Subsequently, steps d to f are repeated. After sufficient
areas within one section in different layers have been photographed, an adja-
cent section is taken and put in the specimen holder in the standardized posi-
tion and the procedure is repeated. The drawings obtained in step e are used
to select and to photograph identical areas in the sequential seciions of the
series.

The same micrographs can be used for quantitative analysis of much
smaller objects, which, although they can be counted, need much higher
magnification to be measured. To achieve this, the micrographs are placed on
an illuminated screen and a video camera is placed ore. therr. The enlarged
image is projected on a monitor. To facilitate orientation within the micro-

ESTIMATING SYNAPTIC NUMBER 4t
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graph after enlargement on the monitor, a homemade square lattice was

found to be very useful. The image on the monitor represents one of the

numbered square areas of the lattice (Fig. 7).

Stereological Analyses
The parameter N, is estimated according to the method of Cruz-Orive (Ap-

pendix).
To illustrate the application of this procedure and the formulas, a simpli-

fied imaginary example on more or less "curved" synapses of different sizes

is shown in Fig. 8. A series of nine sections is drawn with a reference area

(A) of 225 pmz. All synaptic contact zones (N,) in the center section-i'e.,
the fifth section-are counted, applying Gundersen's unbiased counting

rule.la This results in six synaptic contact zones. Two of these synaptic pro-

files are serially tracked. The quantity H,, + T, where r{;; is a particle's "ef-
fective projected height" (see Appendix) is estimated by multiplying the

number of sections in which each particle appears (ma) (six and four, respec-

FIGURE 7. Equipment for enlargement of low-power micrographs connected to a

semiautomatic image analysis system (Videoplan, Kontron Messgerdte, Eching,
FRG). The micrographs on the illuminated screen are covered with an appropriate
square lattice. One square is magnified with a video camera and the image is pro-
jected on the screen of the monitor. The black lines on the screen of the monitor
torrespond to the edges of the square of the lattice; the white lines delineate the
,,active area,, of the Videoplan. *, Enlarged transversely cut synaptic contact zone
after E-PTA treatment.



tively) by the mean section thickness i",. The section thickness (r,) is mea-
sured by the Small fold techniqueT and has a mean value of 42 nm.

Data from three other series of the same imaginary brain structure are
given, making a total of m : 4 series. Values of estNr(syn, struc),
SE{est(Nr)}, and CE{est(Nr} are calculated using the formulas mentioned in
the Appendix. The detailed calculations are shown in Fig. 8.

APPLICATION
A 30-month-old rat was fixed by transcardial perfusion with glutaraldehyde/
paraformaldehyde mixtures according to Peters.6 Both hippocampi were dis-
sected and stored in sodium cacodylate buffer.6 The right hippocampus was
used to estimate the reference volume; the left hippocampus was used for the
quantitative study of synapses. Slabs of approximately 4 mm were removed
from the left hippocampus by making transverse cuts with a fan-shaped set of
razor blades (cf. Fig. l). This resulted in five slabs of the banana-shaped
hippocampus. The two outer slabs did not contain all hippocampal layers.
Two other slabs, each containing all the hippocampal layers, were taken for
the quantitative studies. vibratome slices of 75 pm were examined under the
dissecting microscope and the cA3 area was dissected for investigation.
After thorough rinsing in sodium cacodylate buffer, the slices were block-
stained with ethanolic phosphotungstic acid (E-PTA) according to vrensen
and De Groot.ls With this method, synaptic contact zones are selectively
stained, which facilitates their recognition at the electron microscopic level.
Semithin and ultrathin serial sections were cut with a Reichert om U3 ultra-
microtome, perpendicular to the ventricular surface and reached to at least the
stratum lacunosum moleculare. The semithin toluidine blue sections were
examined under a light microscope and the thicknesses of the four distinct
layers, i.e., stratum oriens, stratum pyramidale, stratum radiatum, and
stratum lacunosum moleculare, were measured with the Videoplan (Kontron
Messgerdte, Eching, FRG; Fig. 2). Serial sectioning and photography were
carried out as described in the general procedures.

In this study on hippocampal synapses, it was established that the largest
synapse had a diameter of approximately 600 nm. Assuming a section thick-
ness of 50 nm on the average, series of 30 sections were collected. The
section thickness was estimated by the fold method proposed by Small.T For
these measurements the first and last three to five sections adjacent to the
series of 30 were collected on Pyoloform carbon-coated grids instead ofglass
slides. The grids were pressed on sections when floating on the water surface
in the knife boat. This manipulation caused folds in the section. Small folds
in the section that had a parallel outline over a certain distance were photo-
graphed at a final magnification of 56,000 x . If a fold stands upright, its
width equals twice the section thickness and can easily be measured. The
ultrathin sections were viewed in a Philips 201 transmission electron micro-
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and Appendix) ior estimation of the numerical density (lt/v) of particles in a struc-

ture wiihout making assumptions regarding the size, shape, and orientation of the
particles. A block of brain tissue containing large (*) and small (+) neurites is

shown. Exchange of information between these nerve cell elements occurs via

synaptic transmlssion. The shape of the synapses to be studied does not resemble
the iileal shape of a flat circular disk. Their surface is more or less "curved" although
not ,,perforaied." To study the numerical density of these synapses, parallel serial

sections are cut from the tissue block. ln the center section I, of a series-
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scope equipped with a goniometer and a rotation holder. The starting position
in the electron microscopic examination (step c) was chosen in the center of
the pyramidal layer (Fig. 6). This layer can easily be identified at low magni-
fication by the presence of the large nuclei of the pyramidal cells. The mag-

nification used in step d was approximately 6000 x on the main screen. The

image in step f was photographed on 35-mm film (Kodak FGP). The electron

micrographs were printed at a magnification of 11 x , resulting in a final
magnification on the micrograph of approximately 6000 x . The exact magni-
fication for each series of micrographs was calibrated using a grating replica
(2160 lines/mm). The specimen area included in a micrograph was approxi-
mately 50 x 50 pm2. In the example presented in this chapter, per slab one

micrograph was taken per layer, i.e., stratum oriens, stratum pyramidale,

stratum radiatum, and stratum lacunosum moleculare. Stratified systematic

sampling was carried out within one micrograph. As will be outlined below,
one to five areas per micrograph were selected for the analyses of the syn-

apses. Both "classical" diskliker6 and larger complex-shaped "perforated"
synapses were found in all four layers of the CA3 area. These perforated

synapseslT have a presynaptic grid of regularly arranged dense projections,
which is partly disrupted.a Since these complex-shaped synapses are thought
to have a particular functional significance,lT'I8 it was found desirable to
distinguish between the disklike nonperforated and the complex-shaped per-

forated synapses. However, only a small portion (5-307o) of the total syn-

apse population of the hippocampus has been shown to be perforated. By
examination of only the center section of a series of micrographs for the

analysis of the synapses, it cannot be established whether the profile observed

belongs to a perforated or a nonperforated synapse. Therefore, all synaptic
prohles present in the center section were tracked through the series to obtain a

valid estimation of F1 of the perforated as well as the nonperforated synapses

(e.g., see Fig. 9). Stratified systematic sampling was carried out within each

micrograph. To be able to do this, a predetermined regular lattice was placed

over the micrograph (Fig. 10). The analysis of the synapses was always

started in area 3, situated in the center of the micrograph. Subsequently,

areas I and 5, situated closer to the upper and lower border of the layer, were

analyzed. Then if fewer than a dozen synapses-nonperforated as well as

perforated-were analyzed the analysis was continued in areas 2 and 4.

in the example the series (ml) is taken approximately at the middle of the tissue
block-all synaptic contact zones |y', are counted using Gundersen's1a frame (*) for
unbiased counting. The straight lines of this frame indicate Gundersen's "for-
bidden line"; synapses lying on the edge of reference areaA, are counted, pro-
vided they do not touch the forbidden line. Some of the synapses (n) within,4, are
tracked forward (V) and backward (A) in the adjacent sections of the series to ob-
tain an estimate of the effective projected height of the synapses. For simplicity,
only synapses that are tracked (n) are drawn in the adjacent sections of the series.
For further details, see the Appendix and the section on "Stereological Analyses."
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Three to five areas per layer within one micrograph were thus analyzed, ex-
cept for the stratum pyramidale, which contains large cell bodies. In this case

it was found necessary to analyze in one slab the total area of the micrograph.
After obtaining a reliable approximation of E for both types of synapses, N,
was calculated. Since all synaptic profiles in the center sections were serially
traced, n, (number of synapses tracked) equals N, (total number of synapses

present in the reference area). Hence, the formula used for the estimation of
Nr(syn) was (see Appendix)

est(Nv) - 2f:r rilzr'=or Mil
ai:l lti

where

FIGURE 9. Example of E-PTA-treated serial sections in the stratum radiatum of the
hippocampal CA3 region of the rat, showing two transversally cut perforated
(arrows) and a nonperforated (arrowheads) synapse.



FIGU.RE.10. Anarysis of a series.of micrographs for estimation of the numericardensity (ly'r) according to Cruz-Orive (Ref.2-an'd Appendix). Fil;;q;r;;;;e-as (1_5)
were analyzed using Gundersen,s unbiased couniing rule (*, Cria"oendirurnet.Putting the micrographs on an iiluminated screen greatry faciritatesthe ."u.rru-ments. Areas in.the sequentiar sections corresponJing to tt" tir" rn"f,i"i,"t""ence areas are identified by putting the adjaceni microjraph on top ot in" previouso-ne-lnthis way exactry identicar areas aie anaryzed ii ttre sequ;tiai seliions. aroupe (arrowhead) may be her.pfur; for exampre, in the case of the hippocampar
synapses it is used to distinguish, in case of doubt. between j"*oi"iei'a-na non-perforated synapses or to count the number of presynaptii oense proiections
along the corresponding synaptic contact zone.

lNv
Om
ani
aTi
a ,ni)

aA.,.1

: number of particles per unit volume
: number of series
: number of particles counted within A, and tracked through the series: thickness of the sections in the ith series
: number of sections in which the 7th tracked particle appears in the

ith series
: reference area

The standard error of est(Nr) is estimated as follows [Appendix, Eq
(A.2)1. Seming

li : Ti-'2 *,,-',
ni

xi:Ai

glves

[ [t. -.2--t l] ,^
SE{est(Ny)} : ]w - l)-tl 'i--t li ^i - c.1/ru rz ll '-

1."" L 2f-, *, '"""'' 
JJ

The coefficienr of error cE{est(Nr)} was estimated as described in the Ap-
pendix and general procedures.

Table I shows the results of this study, from which it can be concluded
that the different layers of the hippocampal CA3 region contain different
numbers of perforated and nonperforated synapses. These regional differ-
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TABLE 1. Number of Different
Hippocampal CA3 Region of a

Tvoes of Svnapses per Unit Volume /V, in Distinct Layers of the
s0lfUonttr-Ota'Rat. bbtained from Serial Sectionsab

Parameter
All sYnaPses

)'-: E
m (pin4 nt lMeanl SE cE

Nonperforated
synapses

ni [Meanl SE CE n, [Meanl SE CE

Perforated
synapses

Layor

Stratum
oriens

Stratum
pyramidale

Stratum
radiatum

Stratum
lacunosum
moleculare

6 510.6

5 2875.4

5 425.5

0349 12.6 177

0.132 20.4 231

0.426 12.1 136

0.309 11.8 19

0.126 20.2 21

0.434 13.8 35

0.045 30.5

0.007 26.9

0.073 19.7

196

252

171

2.766

0.650

3.517

2.620

0.623

3.1la

0.1 46

0.o27

0.368

8 716.'1 206 1.718 0.374 21.8 190 1.647 0.972 22'6 16 0 071 0'025 36 0

ences in perforated and nonperforated synapses cannot be fully appreciated in

random iections, because perforated synapses are only partly recognized as

such. This leads to biased estimates of N, of the total synapse population, as

was shown by De Groot and Biermana and will be discussed below.

COMMENTS AND DISCUSSION
Methods requiring ultrathin serial sectioning are laborious, which greatly re-

duces their use for routine application. However, for special purposes serial

sectioning may be essential, for example, to estimate the numerical density of

nonconv;x particles, as shown for complex-shaped synapses in brain tissue

by Verwer and De Groot3 and De Groot and Bierman'a

The present chapter shows how the efficiency of the sampling procedures in

such stereological studies can be improved. The method described is espe-

cially useful in the study of layered structures, which are common in the

central nervous system (CNS). The lack of homogeneity of CNS tissues leads

to major sampling problems. Adequate sampling can be carried out only at

low magnification,-which, in turn, introduces problems with respect to dis-

crimination of structural details. So far, this problem has been solved by the

use of composites of high-power micrographs' In the procedure described

here, electron micrographs are made at low magnification to include large

areas. The necessary enlargements for the study of the particles of interest are

obtained by means of a video camera. In the example presented, these par-

ticles are the substructures of synaptic contact zones. To compensate for re-

gional differences, the tissue blocks are sampled from the organ by a system-

itic sampling procedure. Stratified systematic sampling is then applied within

each laylr, wtrictr exctuaes overlap of fields and thus prevents double sam-

cell



pling. The distance between the two borders of a layer is measured in ad-
vance at the light microscopic level to make sure that the micrographs are
representative for a particular layer. Although this measurement i, un .^t.u
step in the whole procedure, it is worth the effort since it provides the basis
for an unbiased sampling of micrographs at the electron microscopic lever.
Moreover, this extra step takes little time and may, additionally, lead to the
detection of changes in thickness of layers.

orientation within the section is also improved by including in the section
all layers in between the outer surface of the organ and its center. From the
histological organization of the neuropil-especially the orientation of large
neurites-it can then easily be deduced whether or not the section is cut
perpendicular to the outer surface of the organ.

Ultramicrotomy of such large blocks is facilitated by the use of 75-pm
vibratome slices that are embedded in an orientated way and subsequently
cut perpendicular to the outer surface ofthe organ, i.e., the ventricular surface
for the hippocampus. Serial sectioning of such large oblong sections is made
reliable by trimming the specimen block in such a way that the top edge of
the block is not parallel to the knife edge. In contrast to conventional ultrami-
crotomy, this results in contact of the section with the knife edge at a single
point only. The resulting minimal contact, together with a low speed of the
reverse stroke of the ultramicrotome and the use of loose platinum loops,
guarantees one-by-one removal of a series of sections from the knife boat in
the proper sequence. After some practice, complete series of 40 sections or
even more can be obtained easily and rather safely.

orientation in the electron microscope is facilitated by placing each sec-
tion in an orientated way on a suitable grid. The use of a rotation holder and a
calibrated micrometer guarantees quick location of the areas of interest,
keeping in mind the measurements of layer thickness. This procedure reduces
the time during which the grid is in the electron beam, and illumination and
emission can be kept low. Consequently, the damage to sections is minimal
and very few are lost. The survival rate of the sections is also enhanced by
choosing the best fitting grid with respect to grid bars and holes. on the one
hand, the bars should not cover the areas of interest in the section; on the
other hand, the holes should not be too large since the support film with the
section will then collapse as soon as the grid is brought into the electron
beam. Pyoloform support films are much stronger under the electron beam
than, e.g., Formvar, collodion, or parlodion films, but they tend to show
more drift. This drift can be prevented by coating with carbon, which has a
stabilizing and strengthening effect on the supporting film and the section.

By applying these procedures, a drastic reduction is achieved in the time
required for sampling, filing, and documenting the tissues as well as in the
cost of photographic materials. These modified procedures bring stereolog-
ical methods involving serial sectioning within reach of routine application.
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with respect to estimation of the numerical density using serial sections,

the following critical statements can be made. Conventional derivations of

the numerical density of a population of particles (Nu) involve strict assump-

tions with respect toihe shape of the investigated particles. For synapses, it is

generally accepted that theii shape resembles a flat circular disk.16 However,

deviations from the ideal disk shape, e.g., curved or complex-shaped syn-

apses, have been described in several papers.3,a,l7-2s Synapses may not only

be curved or complex-shaped but may also be perforated; i'e', one or more

parts of the pre- and postsynaptic surface area may be free of dense projec-

iions and poitsynaptic densities. This gives the impression that the synapses

are perforate6.it,zi 11 has been suggested by some investigators that these

complex-shaped synapses have a particular functional significance since their

nr*t". has been found to vary. Greenough et al.l7 found an increase in the

occipital cortex when rats were reared in an "enriched" environment'

Vrensen and Nunez-Cardozol8 found an increase in perforated synapses in

the visual cortex of rabbits after visual training. In the present study of rat

hippocampus, large complex-shaped synapses were present side by side with

,.ull". alrttit. rynupr"r, as was found in the visual cortex of the

rabbit.rE,24,2s ln the latter studies, semithin (500-nm) E-PTA sections were

used to reconstruct a frequency distribution of the synapses. Unfortunately,

the authors disregarded the fact that they were underestimating the number of

the larger complex-shaped synapses. They counted only synapses that were

fully incorporated in the sections. obviously, larger synapses have a greater

chance to te cut by sectioning and, therefore, a smaller chance to be fully

incorporated in the section; hence they have a smaller chance to be counted.

Moreover, Vrensen and Nunez-Cardozol8 calculated the numerical density of

the synapses by the method of Abercrombiez6 based on the disk-shape as-

,u.piion. As shown by Verwer and De Groot,3 the validity of this assump-

tion and consequently of such results is questionable. In a study on undernu-

trition, they compared the results for synaptic density of curved synapses in

the cerebellum obtained by conventional methods26'27-5ut"6 on the disklike

shape assumption-with those obtained by a method that makes no assump-

tions regarding size, shape, and orientation of the synapses (Ref. 2 and Ap-

pendix). Erroneous results were obtained when methods were applied as-

iuming synapses to be flat disklike structures. The problem is even more

compticai"d when part of the synapses are perforated, as in the study pre-

sent;d in this chapter. It was pievi,cusly shown by De Groot and Biermana

that the simultaneous presence of larger complex-shaped perforated and disk-

like nonperforated synapses in the hippocampus of rats resulted in underesti-

mation of the synaptic profile length and overestimation of synaptic density

when measured in randomly selected ultrathin E-PTA sections. Since the di-

ameter of the presynaptic grid is 100-500 nm, the synapses will mostly be

transversely cut in ultrathin (50-nm) sections. In a 50-nm osmicated section,



the perforated synapses seem to have an intem.rpted contact zone when the
cut runs through the perforation. only in that case can it be distinguished
from the disklike nonperforated synapse, which lacks such an intemrption. In
the study by Greenough et al.,17 carried out with random osmicated sections,
only synapses that had the perforation in the plane ofthe section were consid-
ered to be perforated. synapses without perforation in the plane ofthe section
were erroneously counted as nonperforated synapses.

In E-PTA-treated 50-nm random sections, an intemrpted contact zone
often cannot be recognized as such and, instead of being counted as a perfo-
rated synapse, is counted as two or more separate synapses.a The differences
in synaptic density and synaptic profile length found between the results ob-
tained from random E-PTA and random OsOo sectionsl5'28,2e can be ascribed,
at least in part, to the presence of complex-shaped perforated synapses in the
tissue. In addition, the reaction of E-PTA with the paramembranous densities
most likely differs from that of osoo, resulting in less extensive postsynaptic
densities.

To estimate the numerical density in synapse populations with a consider-
able number of perforated or irregularly shaped synapses, conventional
methods are inadequate. serial sections should be used to distinguish be-
tween perforated and nonperforated synapses, and for the calculation of N, a
method should be applied that makes no assumptions about synaptic size and
shape. For several reasons, outlined in this chapter, the method ofpreference
is the one introduced by Cruz-Orive (Ref. 2 and Appendix). With this
method the effective projected height 11 of the synapses is estimated directly
from serial sections.

As shown in the imaginary example on curved synapses (Fig. 8), only
some of the synapses (20 on the average) counted in the center section of the
series must be tracked through the series in order to derive a valid estimate of
their effective projected height. However, in the example presented in this
chapter all synapses counted in the center section had to be tracked in order to
distinguish between perforated and nonperforated synapses. A three-dimen-
sional reconstruction is not necessary.

Complex-shaped particles are not overestimated since the particles are
tracked through the series of sections. Since no assumptions are made about
the size, shape, and orientation of the particles, this method is unbiased.
Obviously, the section thickness must be measured very precisely. In an ex-
tensive study (De Groot DMG, submitted), it was found that the results ob-
tained with different techniques-i.e., the small fold method, an interfer-
ence microscope, and electron microscopic comparison of exposure densities

-did not differ significantly.
The method described in this chapter is no longer more laborious than the

conventional random section methods for calculating Nr, especially when it
is considered that, in the conventional methods, the mean particle size must
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often be derived from the deconvoluted profile size distribution.r Apart from

being rather laborious, the different deconvolution methods do not lead to

identical estimates. In general, conventional methods may be applied only

when absolute certainty exists that the real shape of the structure resembles

an idealized shape. In all other cases the method of Cruz-Orive (Ref. 2 and

Appendix) is to be preferred. It is always advisable to check first whether

large variations in size and shape exist among the particles to be studied.

Subsequently, one has to decide which method will be used for deriving the

numerical density of the particles of interest. In the case of quantification of
synapses, no randomly selected E-PTA- and OsOo-treated sections should be

used when perforated and nonperforated synapses are simultaneously present

in the tissue. Random semithin (500-nm) E-PTA sections are very useful for

a quick examination of variations in size and shape, but they should not be

used for quantification of synapses of different sizes and shapes.

APPENDIX: ESTIMATION OF ,V, FROM
SERIAL SLABS, by Luis M. Cruz-Orive

lntroduction
In Cruz-Orive2 two methods were developed to estimate the numerical den-

sity N, = NIV of a collection of N disjoint particles of arbitrary size, shape,

and orientation contained in a solid ,f) of volume V. The methods are based

on measurements made on ru uniform random blocks of material from O.

From each block, a number of parallel sections a known distance apart are

needed. The following assumptions are made: (l) The sections have zero

thickness and (2) there are no truncation effects (that is, every particle frag-

ment in a section is observable).
In this Appendix we readapt the most efficient method, namely method I

of Cruz-Orive,2 with assumptions (l) and (2) relaxed. It turns out that the

estimate of N, remains unaffected by truncation effects.

It must be pointed out, however, that an unbiased estimate of particle

"caliper length" or linear projection H perpendicular to the sections is not

available in general in the presence of truncation without additional assump-

tions. What is estimable is just F/, the "effective" linear projection, which

can be interpreted as H minus the linear projection of the truncated pan [for
an example pertaining to spheres see Cruz-Orive, Ref. 30' Eq. (8.3)1. Fortu-

nately, it is Ii, and not H, thatis needed to estimate Nu, as shown below.

The results are given first. Proofs are outlined at the end'

Estimation ol Nv
Each ofzr uniform random blocks from the reference solid O is cut into serial

sections of a known thickness. A given section toward the middle of the

series is taken as the reference section. An approximately unbiased estimate

of N, is computed as follows:
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es(Nv) :
2y, N,n,-tT,-l 2;=1 m,i-'

(A.1)
SUA

where est(0) denotes the estimate of a fixed quantity 0 and

I Nv : number of particles per unit volume of reference solid
o m : number of uniform random blocks cut into series
a Ai : reference area, namely the sampled area of the reference section

from the ith block (l : l, 2, . . . , m)
. N, : total number of particle sections (not just particle ..fragments',)

counted in A,, according to an unbiased counting rule (see Ref. 2,
Fig. l; and Ref. 14)

. ni : number of particles in A, tracked through the series
I Ti : thickness of sections of the ith series
. ,n0 : number of serial sections from the ith block in which the jth tracked

particle appears. Note that j runs from I to n,

Under certain assumptionss a good estimate of the standard error
of est(Nu) is

Notes:
Nl. The orientation of each series may be chosen at will.
N2. The distance between the first and the last sections of a series must be at

least twice the longest projection of a particle in a direction perpendic-
ular to the sections.

N3. Instead of using all sections in a series, one out of every two, three, etc.
may be used. In this case, 7, must be replaced respectively with2T,, 37,,
etc. in Eqs. (A.l) and (A.2).

Outline of a Proof of Eq. (A.1)
A proof of Eq. (A.l) consists of three steps. First, for a uniform random
reference section of area A, thickness T, and fixed orientation, hitting o, it
can be shown that

SE{es(N,)} : 
{,^ - r)-, [-# - ",,(r,,,]]"' (A.2)

where we have put li = Nini-tT -t >i=, *,j-r, xi : Ai. The coefficient of
error in percent is

CE{est(Nr)} : loo ,. SE{est(N')}

est(Ny) 
(A'3)
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Nv: Ne@H + |)-r (A.4)

where No : (number of particle sections captured in A)lA and E(') denotes

the true mean value for all particles in O. Second, an unbiased estimate of
(tn + ?')-1 is

est(EH + D- t : tf i r,o, lt ) + o)-r (A.s)
j:t

where r is analogous to n, (see above) and H, I f denotes the effective linear

projection of a tracked particle, that is, of a particle actually hit by the refer-

ence section (hence the symbol " t "i Equation (A.5) holds because the

probability of hitting and observing a particle is proportional to H + T'

Third, it can be shown that

est{(4 lt I + r)} : mf (A.6)

is also unbiased, where ,?1, is analogous to rr?u. Note, however' that (m1D-t is

only "approximately unbiased" for{tH, I t I + Q}-r. HenceEq. (A.1) is

approximately unbiased too. combining Eqs. (A.4)-(A.6) it follows that an

approximately unbiased estimate of Nu is

est(Nr) - Na' @D-lt, 'r-' 
(A'7)

j:t

If t/, independent blocks with reference areas A1, A2, . ., A^ are available,

the ith N, estimate should be weighted by A,l(At + ''' + A-). These

weights are preferable to the ones proportional to n,A, proposed in Cruz-Orive

lRef. 1, Eq. (28)1. Thus, we obtain Eq. (A.l).
From Eqs. (A.5) and (A.6) we see that we can estimate En bu not Ell, as

pointed ouf in the Introduction to this Appendix. Fortunately, it is EH that is

needed to estimate Nr, not EH [see Eq. (A'a)].

Note Added in Proof
After this chapter was written, H. J. G. Gundersen (J Microsc 143:3-45,

1986, Section 3.3 and Fig. 3.3, left) made a subtle but important remark

concerning the unbiasedness of the estimation of particle height via Eq.

(A.6), and hence of N, using Eq. (e.l). The reader is referred to that paper

for details. The remark pertains specifically to the situation described in our

Note N3, p. 155. lf, on the contrary, the height of the sampled particles is

estimated by means of consecutive, adjacent sections (as was the case in

the present application), then the unbiasedness of Eq. (A.6) remains unaf-

fected.
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PART II

Chapter 3
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Comparison of methods for the estimation of the thickness of
ultrathin tissue sections
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KEy woRDS. Section thickness, ultrathin sections, electron microscopy, 'small-fold' tech-
nique, 'electron scattering' method, interference microscopy, 're-embedding' method, inter-
section variation, intra-section variation.

SUMMARY
For a number of quantitative electron microscopical techniques it is relevant to obtain an

estimate of the thickness r' of the section which, in general, will differ from the actual distance,
between the two cuts that generate the section. To estimate l' of ultrathin sections, several
techniques have been adopted in the past, both with and without the aid of the electron
microscope and additional equipment, which are summarized in an appendix. In the present
study five methods have been evaluated experimentally using sections of ten different inter-
ference colours: (a) the 'small-fold' technique, (b) the 'electron scattering'merhod, (c) inter-
ference microscopy with (A) the Vicker's M86@ scanning microinterferometer and (B) the
Jenoptik Amplival Interphako@ interference microscope and (d) the 're-embedding' method.
Reliable, reproducible and comparable results were obtained with the small-fold technique,
with the Vickers M86@ scanning microinterferometer and with the electron scattering method.
For the last method, standard test lines for the different settings of the electron microscope
were developed. The results obtained with the Jenoptik Amplival Interphako@ interference
microscope are reproducible, but show a constant difference, i.e. a factor of l'36, in thickness
compared with the other three techniques. The possible cause of this 'systematic error' is
discussed. The re-embedding method proved to be more laborious and slightly less reliable
than the other techniques.

The variation in ,' between sections of a particular interference colour (inter-section
variation) was found to be larger than the variation in r' within a section (in[a-section
variation).

INTRODUCTION

Quantitative electron microscopical techniques such as three-dimensional reconstruction,
stereology, quantitative autoradiography, quantitative enzyme-histochemistry, mass deter-
minations or X-ray energy dispersion analysis aim to derive information about structural
quantities from measurements in ultrathin sections. These sections are generally dealt with as if
they represent a two-dimensional plane of the three-dimensional specimen. This, however, is
not correct: even a very thin section ofbiological tissue is a slice offinite thickness (e.g. 30nm)
generated by two cuts. !7ith today's high resolution electron microscopes it is possible to obtain
an ultimate resolution of 0'5 nm. Therefore, an ultrathin section can hardly be considered as a
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true plane. Quantitative electron microscopical techniques can only be applied properly with
accurate estimates of the section thickness. One cannot rely on the advance setting of the
ultramicrotome since this instrument does not take into account variations due to random
thermal and mechanical changes and to compression during sectioning (Mori & Christensen
1980; Ohno, 1980). One must also be aware ofthe decrease in section thickness upon exposure
to the electron beam since all embedding media are modified by electron bombardment iz
aacuo. Her,ce, the thickness l' of the final section will differ from the actual distance , between
the two consecutive cuts by which the section is generated (Gundersen et al.,1983). For many
quantifications, e.g. when estimating numbers of particles, an estimate of 7, the overall mean
sectioning depth, is the desired parameter which can be obtained by the elegant method
described by Gundersen et al. (1983). However, when, e.g. the volume of a structure is
estimated using systematic sections (Cruz-Orive, 1985) t' should be known. In such a case, the
area of the structure in the section is measured and multiplied by the distance from the upper
surface ofthat section to the upper surface ofthe next section and so forth, to calculate the final
volume. Clearly, if the thickness I', of the resulting sections deviates from the actual distance t
due to'deformation', the measured area of the structure in the sections will be 'deformed'to the
same extent. To estimate the thickness t' of ultrathin sections, several techniques have been
adopted in the past, both with and without the aid of the electron microscope and additional
equipment. The Appendix summarizes these methods with reference to studies in which a

particular method was either proposed or evaluated. In addition, the general advantages and/or
limitations of the methods are given. Ideally, such a technique should be precise, it should not
require expensive equipment and should be useful for routine application (Villiams, l98l).

In previous studies (De Groot & Bierman, 1983, 1986, 1988; De Groot, 1984, 1985) the
'small-fold' method (Small, 1968) has been used to estimate r'. In these studies the numerical
density ofcomplex-shaped (perforated) synapses was estimated and their shape reconstructed,
using serial sections (Cruz Orive, 1980, 1984, 1985; De Groot & Bierman, 1983, 1986, 1988; De
Groot, 1984; Sterio, 1984). The small-fold method, however, cannot be directly adapted since
the tracking of the investigated particles through the series of sections would be hampered by
the presence of folds in the sections, a prerequisite for the small-fold method. Hence, small-fold
measurements of section thickness always have to be carried out on separate sections. A method
which is applicable to any section regardless of the presence of folds in the sections, is the
'electron scattering' (ES) method of rtrTeybull (1970). This method is carried out in the electron
microscope and once the so-called 'standard test lines' are prepared, the method is very quick
(see below). For the stereology and reconstruction of e.g. complex synapses such a method
would be superior to the small-fold method, provided the method generates reliable data.

The goal of the present study was, therefore, to see whether the electron scattering
technique could serve as a good alternative for the previously used small-fold method. To test
the reliability of both these methods it was decided first of all to compare the results of thickness
measurements obtained from the small-fold method with those obtained by interferometric
measurements and also from re-sectioned sections (Philips & Shortt, 1964). The inter-
ferometric measurements were carried out in two ways: (a) with the Vicker's Instruments M86@
scanning micro-interferometer (see e.g. \trTilliams 1977a) and (b) with the ]enoptik Amplival
Interphako@ interferenie microscope. Secondly, the results of the method with the highest
precision, i.e. the Vicker's Instruments M86@ interferometric method (see e.g. \0flilliams,

1977a), were looked upon as 'baseline' data for the comparisons and were subsequently used to
develop test lines for the electron scattering technique. Electron scattering was measured by
using the exposure meter readings of the electron microscope. To improve the accuracy of this
read-out, a current meter-simple and inexpensive, but accurate-with digital read-out was

connected to the electron microscope.
In addition, the Vicker's Instruments M86@ interferometric measurements were used to

obtain information about intra- and inter-section variations within tissue/resin containing
sections of a particular interference colour.
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Fig. l. Oblong, arrow-shaped sections were used in this study. Brain tissue ([J) was present over the total lengthof the longitudinal axis of the section and over a width of 7i pm,i... trr. tt[l.r"rrliine originatty embeddedvibratome-slice. 'Emptv' Epon resin (!) was left intentio"alty alor,! t;iti;;;td;t""1 edges of the tissue.Section-thickness measurements.*er.-made, using different techniqies: frl .r.i"iiiorJ; 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

General
To introduce the electron scattering method for section thickness measurements lnto our

t"Uo..tory and to use it in future quaniitative studies, sections were collected from the same

material as commonly used for ouiquantitative investigations' An adult female, small ryistar

i{vaCiii;l rar was fixed by tr.nr..idi.l perf*sion with a glutaraldehyde/formaldehvde mix-

irr.. (-p.,..r, 1970) under .the, arr"esthesia. 75 pm Vibratome slices of the hippocampal CA3

area were collected, block-stained with ethanolic phosphotunss!9 aci{ !E--PTA) 
and were

emteda.d in Epon if fZ 1p" Groot, 1984; De Groot & Bierman, 1986, 1988). The Epon resin

contained a 5 : 5 mixture of dodecenyl succinic anhydride (DDSA) and methyl nadic anhydride

ifufNa>. polymerization of the Epon blocks occuired at 35, 45 and 60'C for 24,24 and 48 h,

respectively.'Embedding 
was orientated in such a way that cutting with the ultramicrotome occurred

perpendiculario the ventricular surface of the hippocampal CA3 area' Before ultramicrotomy

was carried out the rp".i-.t Uto.k was trimmid i, .rih a way that oblong, arrow-shaped

secrions were cut from the block during sectioning (Fig . I ) . This particular shape and the rather

f"rg. rir. of the section, *"r. .hor..r]b..rur. of the measurements of section thicknesses of

s.rld section, of brain tissue carried out in previous studies (De Groot, 1984; De Groot &

Bierman, 1986, 1988) and also those that will be applied in the future' 
-

The sectioni lsee Fig- l) included brain tissue over the total length ofthe longitudinal axis of

the section and ou". 
" 
*idti, o f 7 5 trtm,i. e. the thickness of the originally embedded vibratome-

;li.;. ih. presence of bioiogical material may introduce larger variations into the thickness of

it. ,..tior, (\filliams & M"..k, 1966). Theiefore, 'empty' Epon resin was left intentionally

ulorrg Uott tongitudinal eJges oithe tissue in order to make section-thickness measurements in

Lo,fr",.-p,y, ira 'Ulotogifu material-containing' resin. Sections of different thicknesses dis-

pf"virg iri J.f.rerrce colJurs grey, white, silver, yellow, gold, brown, red/brown, violet, blue

and grlerr/yetlow, respectiviy, *.r. p..pared with a Reichert OmU3@ ultramicrotome using a

diamond knife. The sections were viewed at a fixed angle since variations in this angle

int.oduce variations in the interference colour scale (Peachy, 1958).

For each interference colour a total of twelve sections, each showing a homogeneous

interference colour under the binocular of the ultramicrotome, were selected. For the evalua-

,-i* ."J .o*parison of the different methods for section thickness measurements the sections

were collected and sampled as follows. From each set of sections three sections (called series-I)

were mounted on Formvar/carbon coated 100 mesh copper grids by pressing the grid onto-the

secrion while this was floating on the water surface in the knife-boat' By doing so folds'

n...r..ry for the application ind testing of the small-fold technique (see below: small-fold

iect nlque) were intioduced into the sections. The remaining nine sections of each interference

colou. *eie individually picked up from the water surface with the aid of a loose platinum loop

h.id b.,*..r, 
" 

pair of tw.ezers and were carefully placed on Formvar/carbon coated glass

slides. Subsequently, 3 of the 9 sections (called seriesl! were mounted on slotted grids (pitch

250 pm,trote zoopm and bar 50pm; vE-co, Rl00A, Cu 3'05 mm; 841, 175) from which one

bar hadbeen removed under the dissecting microscope*' The oblong section was coated over

the position of the removed bar, i.e. with its longitudinal axis between and parallel to the fwo

bars neighbouring the .onou.d ot.. (For a detailed description of this procedure the reader is

referred to De Groot, 1984.) Of theie 'series II' sections, the Belative number of Electrons

Transmitted by the seciion tif.f .1'.l was estimated (see below: electron scattering technique)

and thereafter ihe grids wittr-the orientated sections were re-embedded in Epon. After polymer-

ization 0.5 pm ,..Iion. were cut normal to the re-embedded sections to measure directly the

actual thickness of the sections (see below: re-embedding technique).

*currently, these grids are commercially produced by oscar Stolk Scientific, The Netherlands'
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The thickness ofthe remaining six sections per interference colour (series III and series IV)
was determined with the aid of interference micioscopy (see below: Vicker,s Instruments Mg6@micro-icanning interferometer and the Jenoptik ampilvat l.rterpnatoo ini..f...rr.e -i..o-scope) while the sections were still mounted on the glass slides.

After interference microscopy had been carriedour, rhe Formvar/carbon film with the
sections was stripped from the glass slides and the sections were mounted on slotted grids asmentioned above for series II. Once the sections were on the grids, the relative number of
electrons that had been transmitted through the sections in the eiectron beam was estimated in
the same way as for the sections of series II.

SPECIFIC METHODOLOGIES
(a) The'small-fold' technique

.- A rather simple method for the estimation of section thicknesses is the ,small-fold' method(Small, 1968). Small proposed to measure the width of the projeaea i-.g. of small folds
consisting of two adhering and parallel running parts of. ,..iion, i.e. twice the section
thickness. The resulting value (nm) is divided ty zio obtain the thic(ness (1,) of the secrion:

t':nm/2
Since several objections have been raised against Small's technique we decided to compare the
results of the fold technique with those of interferometry and 'ilectron scartering' 1,ES,; lseebelow), all in the same sections (see under series I, Materials and Methods: General).

(b) The'electon scatteringl method
Another way to determine the section thickness l' is by measuring electron scattering in the

section and comparing the result with a standard test curvi ('i7eybulJts70). In such a curve the
relative electron transmission in sections of varying thicknesses is ptottea against ,standard,
thickness values of the same sections. These 'itandard' values are obtainel by a differeni,
reliable technique. Obviously, such a curve is valid only for a particular embedaing resin and aparticular setting of the electron microscope. Electron s"att.iing is determined diiectly in the
electron microscope by measuring the eleciron current on the vie"wing screen with the e"porrr.
meter' In this study, standard test lines were made from measurerients of the differences in
electron scatrering between the secrionon the support-film (ES(s)) andit..uppo..nlm (ES(O)
itself on the one hand (Fig. l) and M86 values-oi the same r.iiiorr, 1r.. u.to*, Interference
Microscopy) as standards on the other. Since the exposure meter scale of the philips igi
electron microscope used in this study is too coarse, a digital multimeter 1MM) was connected
to the electron microscope, rendering it possible to detlect very small differe.rces in electron
scattering. Measurements were carried out at accelerating voltages of 40r 60rg0 and 100 kv,
respectively. For each measuremenr (Fig. l) the reading on th; MM ,r, ,., at an arbitrary
value and aimed at an area on the suppori-film (ES(I)), 

"iju."nt 
to the section. Subsequently,

measurements were performed in the section in areas of empty resin (ES(s)) and the.ti"ng. in
reading of the MM was used to calculate the relative numbei of electrons iransmitted by the
section (R.E.T.):

R.E.T.=( tEs( f )'ES(s)l /ES(f ))*100
MM- settings on the support-film of 30.0, 20.0 and 10.0 mv, respectively, were rested at each
accelerating voltage level. A magnification on the main screenof 37.500 was used, together with
acondenserapertureof 500prmandanobiectiveapertureof 30pm. 1.tefotn.f .1' . valueswereplotted against the M86 measurements and a linear regression curve was Jalculated for each of
the above mentioned conditions of the microscope by the method of the least squares.

(c) Inurference miuoscoplt
Interference microscopy was one of the techniques applied in this study to measure the
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thickness of the sections (see under series III and IV Materials and Methods: General)' The

pri".ipr. 
"r 

,nis technique is as follows. In an interferometer the light beam is split and directed

Ifong r.p..*. pathways before being recombined finally into a single composite beam' At the

poini where thi t*o r.p"..t. beams a're combined a phase difference or Optical Itth Dfference

ig.p. D.r...".r, ..rrr.d by the differences in lengthi of the two optic pathways traversed by the

i*o ,.p"..," beams. Soch 
" 

difference in length of the optical pathways may be caused by

insertion of a transparent refractile obiect, for Jxample an Epon-section, in the pathway of-one

oirt. t*o separated beams. Then, afier iecombination of the two beams, the intensity of the

composite beam is sinusoidally dependent upon the O'P'D':

.I:cos2 (n.O.P.D.lL) (1)

where 1 : intensity of the composite beam, O.P. D. : optical path difference, ,1" : wavelength'

it.-O.p.O., in turn, depends on the thi;kness of the inserted obfect and on the refractive

indices of uoitr the obieciand of the medium. Once the O.P.D. and the refractive indices are

known,thethicknessoftheobjectcanbecalculatedasfollows:

r' : O.P.D./(e-eo) Q)*

where ,' : the thickness of the inserted object; in this case the section-thickness, e : refractive

IrO.,. <n.f .l of the object; in this case the 6pon section, eo: R.I. of the medium; in this case air
-C:OOOO>.'Clearly, 

the'R.L of the obiectf and of the medium must be known for the

wavelength used.
Two apparatuses were used in the present study: (A) the vickers,MS6@ scanning micro-

inrerferometer (called: fvfAOt, 
""a 13) tile Jenoptik Amplival Interphako@ interference micro-

scope (called JenoPtik A.I.).- 
?Aj fn. Vi.k..,, tvtgOd r."rnirrg micro-interferometer is a combined microdensitometer

and scanning interference microscof,e that scansvith a coherent parallel light beam produced

;y ; H;:N; f.r... 1'n. f"r.. wavetength is 632'8 nm. The interferometer is the double-

refracting plate system 
"..o.amg 

to lairin, 1868 (Beyer, 1973). Sections, mounted both on

coated grids (series I) ;;-; ;"i ghss slides (seiies III and IV) were measured' The

measurements were carried out in distinct spots on and along the section (Fig. l). The M86 is

,-rppfi.J*i t, a digital wavelength read-out. Thereby oblective spotphase (sp) measurements

were made both in ,t. ...,i"" ", the support-film (ipG)) as well as in.the support-film only

irp<li iFir. l). After subtraction the risutting spotphase difference is multiplied with the

*.u.t.ngth used (/.:632'8 nm) to obtain the O'P'D':

O.P.D. : [sp(s) - sp(|) 0'6328 Pm (3)

Subsequently, the thickness (t') ofthe section-was calculated according to formula (2) above'
- 

1nifn. *ir.. int.rf...n.. *i.ror.op..,sed in this investigation was the Jenoptik Amplival

frt.'ffitoo irrte.ference mi.ror.op..'The shearing method- was applied (12'5xshearing

oblective) with ainereniiat image splitting (Beyer, 197-3). Thereby the image of the obiect-i'e'

the section-and the displac.a i-.g. ..i ,rot completely separated but are partly overlapping

(Fig. 1). Monochromatit rignt Q':\+onm) was uied and a half-shade plate was inuoduced in

the microscope. T.nis nulf-.iaa. pUt" .ot titts of a phase bridge.which produces a small relative

pathway difference. ffr. pt 
"r. 

U.idge is set in s.rci, a w"y that it passes across the section to be

ii.r"rla, thereby airialff u"trr inl r..tiot and its surroundings into two regions of different

brightness (Fig. l). To cariy out the measurements the brightneis of the phase edge's region of

splitting in both the sectionia,) and the surroundings (ar) ii matched successively to that ofthe

*It must be borne in mind that the intensity.I is a periodic function ofthe thickness /' and that therefore t' is

not 
" 

,rrriqrr. furrction of I u"J tnut for large ti-'ickt'eites the results can be ambiguous'

f The refractive ird*;;;E;;n, rr.& i., Jr-rir.rtudy, 
was measured with Abbe rype refractometers (Abbe

Engineering Co., NY); in redftht'bv i'."f. Oi1l.-t. Wiliiams, University of Sheffield, U'K' and in green light

66; A-ffi;i Ar2o-R.t"i..h institute, Arnhem, The Netherlands'
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vicinity. This is done with the aid of the measuring compensator. The pathway difference or
O.P.D. caused by the section is determined from the difference of the scale divisions (AT) read
on the drum. To calculate the O.P.D. caused by the object the difference between the scale
divisions ay ar;'d a2 (AZ) on the drum was multiplied by the calibration factor (K) of the
microscope:

O.p.D.:l(a,_a,)/ZlK (4)

The value of K is represented by the quotient of the wavelength used (1":546 nm) divided by
the number of drum divisions (105'8 for this microscope) necessary for the displacement of the
interference fringes by one fringe interval. Hence, K: 5'16. Since the measurements with the
half-shade plate were carried out from one partial image to the other, twice the pathway
difference (2 O.P.D.) caused by the section and hence dquble the accuracy is attained.

The thickness (t') of the section was then calculated according to formula (2) written above.

(d) The' re-embedding' rnethod
Sections of varying thicknesses were collected on grids as described under Materials and

Methods (General) for series II. In the electron microscope the relative number of electrons
transmitted by the sections (R.E.T. values) was determined using an accelerating voltage of
100 kV and an arbitrary setting of the multimeter (MM) of 30'0 mV at the level of the support-
film, thereby obtaining an appropriate light intensity. Subsequently the grids, carrying the
sections on the support-film were re-embedded in Epon and after polymerization 0'5pm
sections (read on the ultramicrotome setting) were cut normal to the re-embedded sections at
intervals of l00pm. At each interval the thickness of the re-embedded section was observed in
the electron microscope and at five-previously unexposed-points the image was stored on
video-tape. The magnification was calibrated with a grating-replica (2160 l/mm). At each point
ten measurements of the thickness of the re-embedded section were carried out with the aid of a

semi-automatic image analysing system (Videoplan@ Kontron-Messgerbte, Eching, F.R.G.).
The resulting mean values were plotted against the log R.E.T. values of the same sections and a

linear regression curve was calculated by the method of the least squares. Compression due to
cutting was checked by comparing the size of the surface of the tissue block with the size of the
sections cut from the block.

RESULTS

The thickness of sections showing a particular interference colour and measured with the
M86 (see: series III and IV, Material and Methods: General) are presented in Table l. The
thickness measured over 'empty resin' versus the thickness over 'tissue containing resin' is
given. M86 measurements were carried out at six pre-determined points, both in empty Epon
resin areas as well as in six pre-determined neighbouring tissue-containing areas (Fig. l). The
results show that for the interference colours brown, red/brown, violet, blue and green/yellow,
the mean section thickness determined in tissue-containing areas was significantly larger than
the thickness determined in empty resin (paired ,-test, P2<0'05). For the interference colours
grey, white, silver, yellow and gold the results did not differ significantly (paired r-test,
P2>0'05). These results indicate that for sections in the range of 30-90nm no significant
differences between empty resin areas and tissue-containing resin areas are found, at least not
for hippocampal E-PTA tissue. However, above 90 nm the thickness in tissue-containing areas
is slightly larger (approximately 2%). Regressiou analysis with empty Epon resin as the
independent variable resulted in y: - l'07 +l'025x (significant regression, P2<10 a); the
95%confidenceintervalsoftheslopeandtheinterceptbeing(l'014, l'035)and(-2'23,0'10),
respecrively.

Table 2 shows the results of a two-way analysis of variance (six sections per interference
colourl six measurements per section at predetermined points) carried out for each interference
colour of the sections of Table I (empty Epon resin). The results indicate that there is no
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Tabte 1. The mean thickness (+SEM) of ultrathin sections with varying interference colour, i.e.
grey (30nm) to green/yellow (215nm) (z:6 sections per interference colour). Measurements
weie carried out with the Vicker's M86@ scanning micro-interferometer in empty Epon resin
(z: 6 measurements per section) and in tissue containing resin (n : 6 measurements per section)

and the differences were tested with the paired , test (* = significantly different).

Thickness of section (nm)

In empty Epon resin
In tissue containing

resin

Colour SEM PZx t
Grey
White
Silver
Yellow
Gold
Brown
Red/brown
Violet
Blue
Green/yellow

31.39
39.42
54.06
70.14
90.61

108.72
r28.14
t48.75
180.83
215.92

0.62
t.37
r.7r
2.40
1.63
t.70
2.01
2.49
t.82
2.65

0.92
0.39
0.77
0.16
0.84
0.037*
0.028*
0.026*
0.028*
0.0 l6*

0.51
r.)7
1.29
3.06
t.93
t.96
2.26
r.89
0.94
3.48

3t.29
39.08
53.89
71.39
90.89

111.14
t29.70
151.51
r84.24
220.36

Table 2. Results ofa two-way analysis ofvariance for the section thickness ofultrathin sections of'

varying interference colour, i.e. grey (30nm) to green/yellow (2l5nm) (*:significant difference,
P<0.05).

Colour

P values of tested
differences between

the six sections/colour

P values of tested
differences between

the six measurements/section

Grey
White
Silver
Yellow
Gold
Brown
Red/brown
Violet
Blue
Green/yellow

0.51
0'0019i
0.0005

<10 4*

0.00b5*
<10 4*

< l0-4*
0.25
0.38
0.0004*

0.73
0.63
0.80
0.21
0.82
0.45
0.066
0.73
0.63
0.37

difference between the six measurements within the section. In addition the results show that,
except for sections ofinterference colours grey, violet and blue, a difference in section thickness

between the six sections of a particular interference colour does exist.
The sections used in Tables I and 2, measured with the M86 were also measured with the

Jenoptik A.I. interference microscope. The relationship between the section thickness esti-

mares wirh the Jenoptik A.I. and with the M86 is shown in Fig. 2. The linear regression curve

was calculatedi y: -2'39+l'365x, where the intercept of -2'39 (95%) confidence limits:

-9.15, 4.38) was not significantly different from zero (P2:0'48) and where the slope of 1'365
(95%confidencelimits: l'30, l'43)wassignificantlydifferentfrom I (P2<10 a). Thevariation
in the data explained by the regression (R'z) was97'7lo/o.In practice this means that the values

of the section thicknesses measured with the Jenoptik A.I. will be approximately l'36 times

higher than the values measured with the M86 when measuring section thicknesses in the range

of 30-215 nm.
A standard test line for the electron scattering technique with M86 measurements of series

III as'standards'was made (Fig. 3, closed circles). Conditions of the electron microscope were

those generally used in our studies on E-PTA stained nervous tissue: an accelerating voltage of

SEM
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Fig' 3. Representation ofthe data oftwo standard test lines (closed and open circles, respectively) for the electron
scattering technique with M86 measurements as'standards'. Conditions of tfre 

"t..i-, microscope: 4OkV;
multimeter setting on the support-film: 30'0 mV. The Relative number of Ebctrons liansminea by itre sectio,
(log R'EJ. values, x-axis) and the section thickness f; estimates with the v. ,r=Mt;. G";,;;rt;;;shown. The calculated linearregression curve is:y:7i3.g3-359.77x lslgnincant relress.'n, fZ{tO gj ttre
variation in the data explained by the regression (R) is 96.g1%.

40 kV and a multimeter setting on the support-film of 30'0 mV. A linear regression curve was
calculated:y:700'08- 350'98x. The variation in the dataexplained bythe r:egression (R 2) was
97'32%. The regression curve for a second standard test line using a iecond'set (series IV) of
ultrathin secrions within the same range of thickness was calculated I y:717.6g-362.21x;
R2:97'l8o/o (Fig. 3, open circles). !7hen comparing the regression lines of these rwo curve;
(Hald, 1952) to test their reproducibility, the regression lines were not found to differ signifi-
cantly (P2 : 0'92). In Fig. 3, the data ofthe sections used for both test lines are taken togetf,er in
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one graph. The linear regression for this graph is:y :713'83-359'77x (significant regression,

P2<10-a); Rr:96.81%. This latter standard test line will be used as a reference line for the

estimation of section thicknesses in future stereological studies.
After this method was shown to be reproducible, standard test lines were prepared in the

same way with the same sections of series III and IV for different conditions of the electron

microscope: 40, 60, 80 and 100 kV, respectively, with varying MM settings over the support-

film, i.e. 10.0, 20.0 or 30mV (Fig. 4). At a constant MM setting over the support-film of
l0.0mV, of 20.0mV, as well as of 30mV, the results show different regression equations

(P<tg-a) for the different accelerating voltages used. In addition, the results show that, at a

Fig. 4, Standard test lines for the electron scattering technique (log R.E.T. values, x-axis) with M86 measure-

mJ-nts used as'standards' (y-axis) for different conditions ofthe electron microscope: 40,60, 80 and 100kV,

respectively, with varying'multimeter settings over the support film, i.e. 10.0, 20.0. or 30mV. A 500pm

.orid"nr"r 
"p"nu.. "nd " 

I0 p- obiective aperture are used; t}re magnification on the main screen is 37.500. For

each test line, the calculated iinear regression curve and the variation explained by the regression (R 2) is given in

the figure.
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constant accelerating voltage of 80kV (P:0'00061) as well as of 60kV (P:0'00023) the
different MM settings over the support film result in different regression equations; at 100 kV
and at 40kV the regression equations do not differ signilicantly (P:0'16 and P:0'31,
respectively). Since the measurements of all the kV/mV combinations were carried out in the
same sections, a one-way repeated-measures ANOVA, followed by paired r-tests, was applied
to the results of each accelerating voltage used. The results of this analysis, shown in Table 3,
indicate that a change in MM setting over the support-film indeed contributes to a significant
change in log (R.E.T. x 100) values.

In Fig. 5 the relationship between sections thickness estimates with the small-fold tech-

Table 3. Result of a
paired I tests, for the

voltages

one-way repeated-measures ANOVA, followed by
log (R.E.T. x 100) values for different accelerating
(* : significant difference, P < 0'05).

O nc-way r epe ated-me a rure s AN OV A

Accelerating voltage P values for differences between
(kV) 30'0, 20'0 and 10.0 mV

0.0036*
<10 4*

< 10-4*
<10 4*

Paired t tesx
P2 values for differences between

100
80
60
40

Accelerating voltage
(kv)

30.0
and

20'0 mV

30.0
and

l0'0mV

20'0
and

10'0 mV

100
80
60
40

0.0027*
0.0010*
0.013*

<10 4*

0.33
<10 4*

< 10-4*
0.0012*

0'0082*
10 4*

10 -4*
l0 4*

t'(nm)
300

200

100

0 100 200 300 t'(nm)
Vicker's MB6@

Fig. 5. The relationship between section thickness (r') estimates with the small-fold technique @-axis) and with
the Vicker's 1496o (x-axis). The scale is in nm. The regression line isy: l{.36+0.836r (significant regression,
P2<10 a); the variation in the data explained by the regression (Rz) is 96.00%. The intercept of 14.36 (95o/o

confidence limits:6.28, 22.44)is significantly different from zero (P2:0.0012); the slope of0.836 (95%

confidence limits: 0.764,0.908) is significantly different from I (P2<10 a).

€
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nique (see under: series I, Materials and Methods: General) and M86 values of the same
sections is shown. The linear regression, curve was calculated: y: 14'36+ 0'836x (significant
regression, P2<10 a). The variation in the data explained by the regression (R'?) was 96'00%.
The intercept of 14'36 (95% confidence limits: 6'28,22'44) was significantly different from
zero (P2:0'0012); the slope of 0'836 (95% confidence limits; 0'764, 0'908) was significantly
different from I (P2 < l0-a). Comparison of the results obtained with both techniques showed
that the results did not differ significantly (paired I test: P2:0'49).

The electron scattering in these later sections was measured at 100 kV and a MM setting of
30'0 mV on the support-fiIm. The relationship between the section thickness, determined by
the small-fold technique and the results of electron scattering of the same sections is shown in
Fig. 6. The corresponding linear regression curve:y: 570'10 - 281'42x (significant regression,
P2< l0-a); R'? = 96'96oh,was compared according to Hald (1952) with the test line curve in Fig.
3 100 kV, 30'0 mV (linear regression: y:713'83-359'77 x; R2:96'810/o) in which the log
R.E.T. values are plotted against M86 values of the same sections. This comparison showed

t'(nm)
200'd

o

d

a

a
a

a

t
100

a

o 1.4 1.8 2.O
log(R.E.T.x 100)

1.8

Fig. 6. The relationship between the section thickness (t') determined by the small-fold technique $r-axis) and
the results of electron scattering (log R.E.T. values; r-axis) of the same sections. The regression line is
y:570.10-281.42r (significant regression, P2<10 4). The variation in the data explained by the regression
(R,) is 96.96%.

t'(nm
200

100

o 7.4 1.6 1.8 2.O
log(R.E.T x 100)

Fig. 7. The relationship between the section thickness (r') ofre-embedded sections fur-axis) and the results of
their electron scattering (log R.E.T. values; x-axis). The regression line isy:2838.0-1408.20x (significant
regression, P2<10 a); the variation in the data explained by the regression (R'?) is 73.51%.
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thataeither the regression coefficients (P2:0'35) nor the regression lines (p2:0.33) differed
significantly.

Figure 7 shows the relationship between the section thickness of re-embedded sections and
the results of their log R.E.T. values (at 100 kV, 30 mV). The calculated linear regression curve
was: y:2838'0-1408'2x (significant regression, p2<10-4). The variation in the data
explained bythe regression (R 2)was73'5lo/o.Comparison of this linewith the standard test line
of Fig. 4: 100 kV, 30'0 mV (t:2140.81- 1069.97 x; Rr:97.26%) (Hald, 1952) did not show
significant differences in the regression coefficients (P2:0.70), nor in the regression lines(P2: 0.13).

DISCUSSION

_ . Interferometry is a technique that has been used.extensively in the past to measure the
thickness of ultrathin sections (see the Appendix). It is a well-known non-destrucrive technique
and several instruments are commercially available. Accurate measurements of section thick-
ness can be made with the Vicker's Instruments M86@ scanning micro-interferometer (MS6).
According to the user's manual (see: references) a reproducibiliiy of 0.001 nm wavelength can
be obtained. I7ith respect to section thickness measurements the error is less than l%, Iven in
the range of40-100nm (rU7illiams, 1977a). In accordance with these data the results can very
well be used as 'standards' when preparing standard test lines for the electron scattering (ES)
technique (Fig. a).

The ES method has several advantages. Once standard test lines for different sertings of the
electron microscope are available, this method is very quick. In contrast to interferom"etry the
thickness of a section can be directly measured in the electron microscope and no additional
(expensive) equipment is required. The scattering contrast depends on the accelerating voltage
used and the obfective aperture size delimited by the aperiure at rhe specimen (irisett "t
Burdett, 1977). The latter, i.e. the obfective apeiture size, was kept at c'onstant size in the
present study. Edie & Karlsson (1972a) showed that the accelerating voltage, used for the
electron microscopical operation, determines the slope of the ES t.rtiirr. curve, Our results
(Fig' 4 and Table 3) show that the slope ofthe ES testline curve is affected by both a change in
accelerating voltage and by a change in initial multimeter current serting. As far as the settiig of
the electron microscope is concerned, there is no reason to prefer a paricuhr setting, as lon! as
the setting is known; although the highestR2 value is obtained.t fbO tV 

""a 
30.0 mV and the

lowest R2 value at 80 kV and 20'0 mV, the variation between rhese two values does not differ
significantly. In this context it should be noted that in our experience int.rmittant changes in
accelerating voltage of multimeter current setting, i.e. an increase or a decrease, d6 not
influence the final slope of the ES test line curve, found for a particular setting of the
microscope' In this repect, no signs of hysteresis were iound. The ES methoJproved tib. r..y
reproducible (Fig' 3) provided care was taken with the following: a first prerequisite for the ES
method is that the time during which the section is presenl in the electron beam before
thickness measurements are carried out is kept more or le;s constant. This is necessasry to avoid
variations in thickness due to physical procesies in the specimen (e.g. contamination and loss of
material) when exposed to an electron beam. As was shown by Edie & Karlsson (1972a), such
time effects are last pronounced at low magnification. A ,..orrd pr"r.quisite for the method is
that the thickness measurements are carriet out in 'empty r.rin'a.ear.'This may be in conflict
with the choice of a low magnification. Obviously the scatiering of electrons is influenced by the
presence of tissue in the section. This implies that e.g. the lumen of a blood vessel hm to ,..u. ,,
an empty resin area if no extra empty resin has been included in the section as was done in the
present investigation. In such.a case it may be necessary to work at higher magnification to
avoid interference of tissue in the section with electron scattering. Our ni'easurements with the
M86 in empty Epon resin versus tissue containing resin (Table i) .t o* tt 

"t 
io, sections in the

range of 30-90 nm no significant differences between .*pty..rin areas and tissue-containing
resin areas are found, at least not for hippocampal E-prA iissue. However, above 90 nm the
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thickness in tissue-containing areas is slightly larger (approximately 2%). This finding should

be taken into account when measurirrg the thickness of sections larger than 100 nm with the ES

method.
An interesting finding is that for the preparation of ES standard test lines, small-fold

measurements can also be used as standards (Fig. 6). Small-fold measurements appear to be in
good agreement with M86 measurements of the same sections (Fig. 5). Small (1968) also found

ihat hii method gave the same results as interferometric measurements. Apparently the method

is reliable. Unfortunately, folds have to be present in the sections to carry out the measure-

ments. This is obviously a disadvantage when measuring the thickness of serial sections for
stereology and/or reconstruction work. Moreover, it is quite laborious to measure the width of
folds in many sections. Ideally, measuring a fold may take approximately 30 s. However, one

should realize rhat, even in this relatively short time, changes in the width of the folds may

occur due to e.g. drift of the specimen, to contamination and to loss of material. Hence, it is
preferable to take photographs of the folds and to measure their width on prints; a procedure

which unfortunately is rather time-consuming. Nevertheless, for the preparation of ES stan-

dard test lines the small-fold technique provides a simple, cheap and reliable method for those

investigators not having access to interferometry and who do need to prepare these ES test lines.

The re-embedding technique is a more laborious and (with an R 2 : 72'960/o) a slightly less

reliable technique (Fig. 7). It is clear that in this re-sectioning/re-embedding technique

contaminarion and sublimation effects as well as shrinkage and compression during embedding

and sectioning contribute twice to variations in section thickness (Luther et aI.,1987; see also:

footnote at the end of the Discussion). In view of the amount of work involved and the resulting

variability of the final section thickness the re-embedding technique is not the preferred

technique for preparing ES standard test lines.
The constant difference, i.e. a factor l'36, in thickness found between measurements with

the M86 and the Jenoptik A.I. apparently is a systematic error, inherent to one of these two

interference techniques. It was found that measurements with the Jenoptik A.I. were liable to

error. It turned out that different operators iudged the brightness ofthe colour ofthe splitted

image differently, even though the half-shade plate was introduced into the microscope, which

incriases the accuracy of the measurements. It should be kept in mind that, when a change is

made from the colour of the one image to that of the other the sensitivity of such a visual

selection is influenced by the colour of the background. To overcome this optical illusion there

is a tendency to set rhe phase compensator too high or too low and hence the image-matchingof

oblects being measured tends to introduce systematic errors (Pluta, 1971). Subiectivity of the

operator implies that the Jenoptik A.I. should not be used e.g. to prepare ES standard test lines

unl.5, as in this case, the systematic error is known from comparison with other techniques.

The average thicknesses found in the present study for sections ofa particular interference

colour appear to be in good agreement with the thicknesses and colours in the 'continuous
interfererrce colour and thickness scale for thin sections' (Reid, 1975). The latter scale is based

on measurements made by Peachy (1958). In that paper Peachy (1958) demonstrated that

interference colour depends on viewing angle.
The variation in thickness r' found between sections of a particular interference colour

(Table l) is of the same order of magnitude as that previously found for methacrylate sections

(Vrensen, 1970), although it is known that methacrylate is more susceptible to compression,

etc., than Epon mixtures. In addition, the inter-section variation, i.e. the variation in section

thickness between sections of a particular interference colour, appears to be larger than the

intrasection variation, i.e. the variation within a section (Table 2). From this finding it was

concluded that for serial sections a better estimate of the mean section thickness l' is obtained

when e.g. each section is measured just once, rather than making a number of measurements in
a selected sample of sections. Although the inua-section variation found in the present study

may not exceed the considerable intra-section variation mentioned by e.g. Silverman er al.
(tS6S) for Epon-araldite sections, the results show that, when quantifying e.g. the results of a
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cytochemical staining or autoradiography, it is always advisable to esrimate the section thick-
ness as close as possible to the area of interest (\flilliams & Meek, 1966).

The statement, mentioned in the introduction that one cannot rely on the advance setting of
tlre ulftamicrotome to estimate the section thickness ,' is underlined by our own findings. The
sections with interference colour green/yellow (Table l) were obtained by increasing the
advance speed of the ultramicrotome with 0'5pm read on the micrometer serring of the
ultramicrotome. The results of ,' measured with the different techniques show that the
thickness as measured is not even 50%* of the thickness, as indicated. Hereby, 'compression'
was checked and was found to be negligible.

The ES method proved to be reliable, especially for stereology and reconstruction of e.g.
complex synapses. The method is, for reasons of costs, labour, time and 'non-destructive-
ness',f superior to any of the other techniques described, including the small-fold method
previously used in our srudies.
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APPENDIX

Method References

Shadowing sections at a known angle Poner & Blum (1953); Sitistrand (1953, 1967); !07illiams & Meek
(1e66)

Lenz (1954); Hall (1955); Hudey (1957); Silvester & Burge
(1959); Burge & Silvester (1959); Zeitler & Bahr (1962); Bahr &
Zeitler (1965); Chandler (1976); Cosslett (1967); Silverman et aJ.

(1967 , 1969); Casley-Smith (1967 , 1972); Spun (1974); Casley-

Smith & Crocker (1975); Halloran etal. (1978)

Embedded standard obiects

Interferometry/microdensitometry Deeley (1955); Cosslett (1960a, b); Zelander & Ekholm (1960;

Williams & Meek (1966); Bachman & Salpeter (1967); Small
(1968); Silverman et aI. (1969); Vrensen (1970); Gillis & Iflibo
(1971); Casley-Smith (1972); Edie & Karlsson (1972a); Yang &
Shea (1975); u7illiams (1977a); Robertson et al. (1984)

Interference colours Peachy (1958); Bachman & Sitte (1958); Zelander & Ekholm
(1960); Walter (1961)

Re-sectioned sections Mota (1960); Philips & Shont (1964); Moreu e, oI. (1968);
Beertsen et al. (1975); Yang & Shea (1975); Yang & Morrison
(1977); Ohno (1980); Jesior (1982); Berriman et al. (1984);
Frtisch & WesOhal (1985)

Hall & Inoue (1957); Zeitler & Bahr (1962); Bltiuncke el al.
(1966); Casley-Smith (l%7); Misell & Burdett (1977); \trfleybull

(1970,1972); Casley-Smith (1972); Edie & Karlsson (1972a,b,
1977); Beertsen et al. (1975); Casley-Smith & Crocker (1975);
Berriman et al. (1984)

!flilliams & Meek (1966); Vrensen (1970); Villiams (1977b)

Elecuon scattering/cunent and exposure
densities/photometry

Autoradiography with labelled resin

Minimal folds in sections Small (1968); Blouin el cJ. (1977); Mori & Christensen (1980)

High-angle tilting stage assessment

Microtome setting

!0illis (1971)

\07illiams (1972); Mori & Christensen (1980); Ohno (1980)



Advantages and limitations

The results along a given edge may vary too much; if the edge is not clear, the shadow is not sharp enough to
obtain an accurate measure.

The standard objects should have a mass-thickness resembling that of the embedding resin and should be
embedded close to the area of interest. Hence, thickness meaurements can be made close by and errors due to
iatrasectional thickness variations are avoided, The magnification used depends on the chosen standard.
Standards like polystyrene latex spheres proved to be reliable standards; they are relatively insensitive to
sublimation and easy to measure. Obviously, such a method is restricted to special cases and is not suitable for
routine thickness determination.

Interferometric measurements can be accurate but require special equipment, Different types of
instruments are commercially available which are well established and easy to handle. The accuracy of the
method depends very much on the type ofinstrument used and on the type oftissue to be studied. The accuracy
may decrease considerably when tissue is embedded in the section. Because ofpoor resolution it can be hard to
distinguish between areas oftissue and areas containing empty re''n and thickness differences between such areas
will go unrecognized; this may introduce errors in the final estimate of the section thickness. Incident light
interferometers are useful for measuring the thickness ofultrathin sections mounted on glass slides. Sections,
mounted on grids, have to be measured in transmitted light using an interference microscope. Hence, the
measurement of section thickness and the electron microscopical examination can be carried out on the same
section. An additional measurement that has to be done is the determination of the refractive index of the
embedding resin which is an essential parameter in interference techniques.

The range of thickness that each colour represents is quite large. Moreover, the interference colour depends on
the angle at which the section is viewed. Hence, an estimation of section thickness based on
interference colour is not very reliable but it is a good help for a'first check'during microtome cutting.

The method is laborious and artefacts may be introduced in the re-embedded section due to compression during
cutting and sublimation by the electron beam. On the other hand, iz sia determinations of surface distortions can
easily be made.

These methods can be applied directly in the electron microscope or to plates. The optical density of the
background (a limiting factor) as well as sublimation problems should be taken into consideration.

\flithin a limited range of section thicknesses, this method is very reliable. However, it is very laborious and not
suitable for routine application.

The measurements are restricted to minimal folds, present in the section. Just a few folds lead to unreliable
estimates of section thickness; many folds hamper the acquisition of ultrastructural information. It is a tedious
task to measure the thickness of all sections to be used in a quantitative study.

Necessitates the electron microscope to be utilized with special equipment.

The actual thickness of the sections cut with an ultramicrotome depends on the properties of the type of
microtome and on those ofthe block and knive to be used and may deviate from the pre-set thickness to a large
extent.

Thickness of uhrathin issue sections 73
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Several methods for estimating the numerical density 1Nr) of particles are described. The usefuiness
and the limitations of different methods with respect to the estimation of synaptic densities are discussed.
These methods are: (1) the discrete unfolding technique, (2) the serial section technique and (3) the
disector technique.

From the results it is concluded that it is not advisable to use an unfolding technique to estimate the
number and size of synapses since all sorts of assumptions regarding the shape, truncation and
overprojection are hazardous.

Consistently lower values for N7 were obtained with the disector technique compared with the results
of the serial section technique. This difference, obtained with two unbiased techniques, is discussed. The
main conclusion with respect to this point is that both techniques can be used to estimate synaptic
densities, provided a reliable estimate of the section thickness is obtained and an appropriate sampling
procedure is used.

Introduction

At present several stereological methods are available for estimating particle
numbers in a unit volume (Nr). This paper is mainly concerned with the estimation
of numbers of synapses and is focussed on the stereological methods used to
estimate Nr,.

In principle, stereological methods aim to extract information about tissue
structures in the three-dimensional space from measurements on two-dimensional
(microscopical) sections. The number of synapses in a brain region can be derived
from the size of the synapses and their mutual distance. By sectioning for mi-
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croscopy the synapses will be cut with a probability which is directly related to their

sire und orientation. A conventional stereological method like the unfolding proce-

dure for deriving N, requires independent area-weighted random sections (see e'g'

Miles and Davy,1976). This ensures that the probability that a synapse is hit by the

section plane is not biased by the location and orientation of the synapses within the

brain region. N, is then calculated from the number of profiles of the transected

particleJper unii section area (Nr) and a measure describing the size of the particle.

On the whole it has been experienced that counting l{, (synapses) is easy, although

particularly in EPTA-treated tissue errors can be made when dealing with complex

iperforated) synapses (De Groot and Bierman, 1983). In order to obtain an

indication of the size, the synapses have usually been treated by applying a'best
fitting' geometric form which was generally accepted to be a disc (West et al',1912)'

Such assumptions on the shape of the investigated particle and on its size are

inherent to the conventional methods for estimating ly'r. In principle, orientation

does not play a role whenever area-weighted random sections are used. However, it
should be stressed at this point that area-weighted random sections are very hard to

obtain and that consequently most investigators assume that the synapses them-

selv'es are isotropically oriented. Unfortunately it is never known to what extent

such assumptions match reality or are comparable between experimental groups'

Another drawback of several conventional methods is the fact that they assume that

the random section from which the necessary data for calculating N, are obtained,

basically is a true plane without a thickness (7). Obviously this is not true; even the

thickness of an extremely thin section (e.g. 40 nm) can still be quite large in

comparison with the size of several ultrastructural features. The effect of non-zero

section thickness on the estimation of I{, is called over-projection or Holmes effect

(Holmes, 1927).
Another bias may be induced whenever the structures incorporated in the section

are not projected onto the observation plane in full extent or whenever the

structures cannot be observed completely, i.e. 'truncation' of the theoretically

available information. Truncation effects may take place even if T :0. Some

conventional formulae for calculatial Nv do account for 7> 0, as well as for

truncation effects (see e.g. Cruz-Orive, 1983 and 1985a), but the final bias remains

unknown.
More recently, stereological methods have been developed which do not suffer

from these disadvantages (Cruz-Orive, 1980, 1984, 1985a; Sterio, 1984; Gundersen,

1986). Despite these uduur".t in stereology which allow unbiased estimations of

numerical densities of arbitrarily shaped particles, conventional methods are still

widely used for the estimation of synaptic densities. The main reason for this
.preference, is that, apart from the number, many investigators are also interested in

a size distribution of the investigated synapses in order to distinguish between

different types of synapses. Differences in number and size of synapses most likely

reflect a functional change (see e.g. Greenough et al', 1978; Vrensen and Nunez

Cardozo, 1981; Fields urd Ellit*u.t, 1985). However, it is quite clear nowadays that

synapses do not only differ in number and size. In fact, several authors have

described synapses that deviate from the assumed disc-shape (Gray, 1959; Peters
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and Kaiserman-Abramof , 1969; Akert, 1973; Greenough et al., l97g; cohen and
Siekevitz, 1978; Dyson and Jones, 19g0; vrensen et al., 19g0; Mtiller et al., 19g1;
vrensen and Nunez Cardozo, 19g1; verwer and De Groot, 19g2; De Groot and
Bierman, 1983; De Groot, 1984, 1995). Such synapses may be ,comprex-shaped,,
'curved'or may have so called'perforations'. These differentes in shafe are tottej
upon as differences in synaptic functioning. It is, therefore, relevant to use an
appropriate method to quantify these different types of synapses.

The main objectives of this paper are: (1) to discuss the usefulness, the possibili-
ties and the limitations of both the unfolding technique and the newer (unbiased)
methods for estimating numbers of synapses and (2)io show that, with respect to
the distinction between_ different types of synapses a size distribution of ,yrupr"r,
derived by conventional means does not providi satisfactory results since tire types
and extent of biases are never known.

To illustrate (1) and (2) we used 2 different types of synapses in the stratum
lacunosum moleculare of the hippocampal cA3 area of female adult rats. Inprinciple the numerical density (Nr) of both typei of synapses was estimated usingthe (unbiased) 'serial section' technique of Cruz-oriv" itsao, 19g4, r9g5a; De
Groot, 1984). Two other techniques, i.e. the 'disector, technique (Sterio, 19g4) andthe conventional discrete unfolding technique (see e.g. Abercrombi e, 1946; Cruz_orive, 1983 and 1985a) were also applied to these samples. It should be noted,
however, that the sampling technique was not optimal for the two latter techniques.For the sake of completeness the reasons are given why the .fractionator,
technique (Gundersen, 1986) is not preferred and the .selector' technique (cruz_
orive, 1985b) cannot be applied for these estimations of synaptic densities. To
enable other investigators to use the methods, the principai st"ps of the .serial
section', the'disector'and the'unfolding'techniques are p.Lsented'in a.cookbook,
manner with references to the original papers.

Material and Methods

General procedures
Three adult female sman wistar (wAG/Rii) rats, weighing 1g0-200 g, were usedin this study' Under ether anaesthesia they weie fixed by-tranicardial perfusion withglutaraldehyde/paraformaldehyde mixtuies according to peters (1970). After thebrain was taken from the skull a transverse slab of upip.ori-at"iy 5 mm was takenfrom the middle of the reft hippocampus. vibratome stices 1zi pm thick) were cutfrom this slab. From each vibratoms slice the cA, u."u *u, sampred, using the

dissecting microscope. These samples were treated with ethanolic phosphotungstic
acid (EPTA) (vrensen and De Groot, 1974). Embedding was oriented so thatsectioning with the ultramicrotome could be carried oui p".p"raicular to theventricular surface. Ultrathin serial sections (35 sections/series; includin g all 4layers of the hippocampal cA, area were cut with a diamond knife and were
inspected without additional staining in the transmission electron microscope (philips
201). The microscope was equipped with a rotation specimen holder and a goniome-
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ter attachment enabling orientation of the sections in the microscope and selective

photography of the dJsired areas, respectively. The magnification was calibrated

,rirrg 
"u 

g.uii.rg replica (2160 lines/mm). Each micrograph, containing a specimen

u."u-of upp.o*1-ut"1y 50 x 50 pm2, was printed at a final magnification of 6000 X '

Systematic random sampling was carried out in the desired layer, i.e. stratum

lac,rnos.r.n moleculare, irrd/ir micrograph, thereby aiming at a selection of refer-

ence areas for the synapse analysis which was representative for this layer (for

details, see De Groot, 1944). AX synaptic profiles in the reference areas of the centre

section of a series were tracked in the adjacent serial sections' It cannot be

established otherwise whether the profiles observed belong to (simple) non-perfo-

rated or to (complex) perforated synapses. [A synapse is called 'perforated' when

the presynaptic and corresponding postsynaptic membrane thickenings are focally

absent lbreenough et a1., 1978).1 Subsequently, the numerical density of both types

of synapses was determined by means of the'serial section technique'of Cruz-Orive

1ledO, ila+, 1985a; De Groot, 1984) considering the centre section of a series as the

'reference' section.
For the sake of illustration the 'disector' technique of Sterio (1984) was also

applied to the synapses actually sampled for the serial section technique. The centre

,e"tio, of a series was hereby considered as the'reference plane'of the disector and

both adjacent sections as the'look-up plane" which resulted in two distinct

disectors with a common reference plane'

To the (simple) non-perforated synapses a conventional 'unfolding' technique

(see e.g. Atercrombie, 1946; Cruz-Orive, 1983, 1985a) was applied' The centre

iection of the series is treated here as if it had been an independent random section'

The 3 methods applied are summarized in Figs. 1-3 and an extended description

follows below.

Procedures for the estimation of synaptic densities (Nv)

(1) The discrete unfolding technique (FiS' 1)' As pointed out in the Introduction

the conventional methoas for deriving l{, require independent area-weighted

random sections for collecting the necessary data to estimate Nr.N, can be

calculated from the ratio Nb/(EH+T) (7:constant) (Abercrombie, 1946). For

this, (1) the number of identifiable profiles of the transected synapses per unit

section area(No (synapses)) is counted and (2) the synaptic profile lengths (/(syn-

apses)) in the section u."u are measured and used to estimate the mean projected

nligfri of the synapses (EIl(synapses)). With respect to synapses, these methods

start from the assumption that synapses are disc-like structures (West et al', 1972)'

Only when identical, isotropic (disc-like) synapses are to be investigated and the

section thickness 7:0, then E/(synapses): EI1(synapses) (see e.g. Hilliard,7967)'

In general, however, synapses will differ in size. In that case a frequency distribution

of tfre measured p.oiil"-l".rgths (/(/)) is made and is subjected to a so-called
.unfolding,procedure (for a review, see e.g. cruz-orive, 1983, 1985a). such unfold-

ing proced.ries take into account the differences in size of the disc-like synapses and

thl corresponding'hit'probabilities and hence the synaptic profile length distribu-

tion (/(/j) is transformed into the actual synapse diameter distribution (F(D)).
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From F(D) an estimate of the diameter (ED) of synaptic discs of different size can
be derived and the corresponding EH can then be calculated (Hilliard, 1967). If the
section thickness (7) and the capping angle (Z) are known and the resolution
threshold (8) is zero, then the disc diameter can be estimated directly from the
profile data without unfolding the profile size histogram (Cruz-orive, 1983, 1985a).

The discrete unfolding procedure described by Cruz-Orive (1983, section 4) has
been applied to the example, presented in this paper.

(2) The serial section technique (Fig 2). To calculate N, (synapses) according to
the formula presented in Fig. 2 it is necessary first of all to count the total number
(4) of synaptic profiles, present in the reference area (A,) of the centre section.
Secondly, these synaptic profiles are serially tracked and for each synapse the
number of sections (m,r) in which this synapse appears, is counted.

The chance for a synapse to be hit and to be observed in the reference plane is
proportional to the quantity fr + 7, where E denotes the effective projected height
of a hit synapse and 7 denotes the section thickness (Cruz-Orive, 1984, 1985a). The
quantity H + T of the hit synapse is calculated by multiplying the number of
sections in which the synapse appears (z) with the section thickness (f). The
reciprocals, i.e. the harmonic mean, of the quantity mT of the synapses hit by the
reference plane are used in the formula for estimating N, (Cruz-Orive, 1984, 1985a;
De Groot, 1984). Obviously, it is important to have a reliable approximation of the
section thickness (7) which can be obtained by using e.g. the'small-fold'technique,
(Small, 1968) 'interferometry' (for a review, see e.g. Williams, 7977) or 'electron
scattering' (Weybull, 1970), techniques which all proved to result in a good estimate
of the thickness (7) of ultrathin sections (De Groot, in preparation). The size of the
reference area (A,) is measured and subsequently N, (synapses) is calculated using
the formula given in Fig.2.

A requirement for this method is that the total distance between the first and the
last section of a series is at least a factor of 2larger than the maximal projected
height of the largest particle (max I1,) in a direction perpendicular to the sections.
In the case of perforated and non-perforated synapses each synapse has to be
tracked through euery section of the series in which it appears in order to distinguish
correctly between profiles belonging to perforated and profiles belonging to non-
perforated synapses. However, in the case one is dealing with quite large synapses
which can easily be recognized from any profile through this transected synapse, for
example one out of every two sections may be used. 7 is then replaced with 2Z in
the formula for N, (Fig. 2). Note also that the orientation of each series may be
chosen at will. If these requirements are fulfilled, the method results in an (ap-
proximately) unbiased estimate of N, (see Discussion). Assumptions about the size,
shape and orientation of the particle and upon capping (truncation) and overprojec-
tion are not necessary, in principle.

(3) The disector technique (Fig. 3). In principle the disector technique uses two
planparallel sections a known distance apart, to obtain the necessary data to
calculate Nr. The first of these two sections is called the'reference plane', the
second is called the 'look-up plane'. The space which is generated by the reference
area (A,) of both planes and their mutual distance is called the 'disector'. The
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Formula
whe re

DISCRETE UNFOLDING TECHNIqUE

a est Nv = eyt Na / est(EH + T) (see ref. l)

a

eat NV = esLlmated mean number of particles, l.e. synapses, per

unlt volume of reference sol ld
eot NA = estlmaLed mean number of transecied partlcles per unlt

reference area
eet EH = estlmaied mean I lnear proJectlon of the particles

I = sectlon thlckness
Approach :

- to obiain est N1 r counL the number of transected synapses z; ln
the reference area A1 of a random secLlon and measure the slze
of the reference areai see ref.2 for an unblased counting rule

- !o obtaln eeteH, measure the proflle length, Z, of these tran-
secLed synapses. Then:

rfor dlscs, l.e. dlsc-l lke synapses, of equal slze'. EL e Eflt
rfor dlscs varylng ln slze:

unfoldlng
du re

(see e.g.
ref. 1)

Then, r/4 ED = EE (see e.9. ref. 4)

o lf sectlon thlckness ?>0 and capplng angle Z )0 are known, and

If resolution threshold € =0, then Lhe dlsc dlameger can be

estlmated dtrectty from the profl Ie da!a wlthout unfoldlng the

dlsc slze hlstogram (see ref. J sect. 5 and ?ef.5 equ. 2.9)
- to obtaln ?, measure Lhe thlckness of the sectlon (see e.g.

ref.6)
o Requ I rements :

- the parglcles are assumed to have a dlsc-l lke shape

- the complete seg of profl les belonglng to the planar !ransect
through one dlsc, l.e. a dlsc-l Ike synapse, musL be ldentlfi-
able as such In the random sectlon
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Fig.1.'Cookbook'description of a conventional'discrete unfolding'technique for estimating the

numerical density of synapses. For details the reader is referred to the text.

he frequency dlsLribut I

of the
profl Ie dlameters, f( /)

he frequency di strlbut Ion
of t,he

partlcle dlameters, F(n)

estlmate the mean dlsc
dlameter ED from F(D)
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n Il". m

= L ?;-t E" m..r-r / t ll
i=t " i=, Lr 

i=r

SERIAL SECTION TECHNIQUE

(see refs. lr? and 3)a Formula z est NV

where

a

a

a

eet N,, = est Imated mean number of part lcles, I .e. synapses, per
V

unlt volume of reference sot ld
m = number of unlform random blocks cut lnto serles
Ii = thlckness of the sectlons of the i-th serles
Ni = total number of transected partlcles presen|. ln Ai. Note

that, slnce al l synapses ln Ai are Lracked through Lhe
serles, Ni= ni whlch would represent ghe number of par-
tlcles ln Ai tracked through Lhe serles

,ti number of serlal sectlons from the i-th block tn whlch the
i-th lracked partlcle appearsi 7 runs from 7 to ni

Ai = reference area of ihe reference sect.lon from l,he i-th
block (l: t,2,..., n)

Approach :

- to obtaln ,iyi, count the number of transecLed synapses ln the
reference area of lhe centre sectlon of a serles accordlng to
an unblased counilng rule (see e.g. ref. 4)

- to oblaln nii, irack each of these transected synapses ln
adJacent sectlons of the serles and count the number of serlal
secilons ln whlch each of them appears

- to obtaln ?;, determlne the secilon thlckness (see e.g. ref. 5)
- to obtaln /{;, measure the slze of the reference area ln the

centre secL lon
Requl rements :

- the dlsLance beiween lhe flrst and the last sectlon of a serles
must be at least !!rlce the longest llnear proJectlon, max Hdj,
of a part lcle, l.e. a synapse, ln a dt rect lon perpendlcular io
Lhe sect, Ions

References :

l. Cruz-Orlve, L.M., J. Mlcrosc. 120: 15-17, 1990.
2. De Groot,, D.!1.G., wlth an appendlx by Cruz-Orlve, L.M., In:

Stereology ln Electron Mtcroscopy (eds. A Relth and T.M.
Mayhew), Heml sphere/McGraw-Hl I I, New york ( ln press), I9g6.

t. Cruz-Orlve, L.ll., Internal ReporL Nr tI7lLC 19. proieedlngs of
Lhe Wenner-Gren Internatlonal Symposlum on QuantiLattve Niuro-
analomy ln Transmltter Research, Stockholm, llay 5-4, 19gr+ Mac-

_ Ml I lan Press, London (ln press), 1996.
1. Gundersen, H.J.G., rJ. Mlcrosc. tll:. Ztg-22t, tgll.
5. Small, J.V., In: Proceedlhgs 4th European eongress on Electron

Hlcroscopy (ed. D.S. Bocclarel I l) Vol. I, Tlpografta pot lglotta
Vatlcana, Roma, p, 609, 1968.

Fig.2.'Cookbook'description of the'serial section'technique for estimating the numerical density of
synapses. For details the reader is referred to the text.
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number of particles which is present in .4, (reference plane) and not in l, (look-up

plane), called Q-, represents the number of particles (N) included in the volume
(V) of rhe disector (Sterio, 1984). This volume (Z) equals the size of the reference

NUMERICAL DENSITY OF SYNAPSES

n

a Formula : est N,, = E

' t=t
whe re

eet NV

DISECTOR TECHNIQUE

(see ref. 1 and footnote)a;/
n
L niAi

n

estlmated mean number of partlcles, l.e. synapses, per

unlL volume of reference sol id

number of dlsecLors
transects of parLicles, present In Ai Q'eference plane) and

absent ln Ai(Look-up Plane)
dlstance ln dlsecLor DeLween Ai (r'eference plane) and

Ai (Look-uo plane)
reference area of Lhe reference plane from Lhe i'th dl secior
(i= 1,2,..., n).

a

a

a

hi=

Ai=

App roach
Lo obtain 01. track In the look-up plane of i.he i-th dlsecLor

L'

the Lransecied synapses, Qi, present in A;(referencepLane) and

noLe Lhe fracLlon of partlcles thaL ls absent ln thls look-up
plane (see ref- 2)

- to obtaln hi, measure the vertical dlstance beLween the reference

plane and the look-up plane from the i-th dlseclor (see e'g'

ref. 1)
- to obtaln Ai, measure the slze of Lhe reference area of the

reference plane from Lhe i-th dlseclor

Requl rements :

- the dlStance fu ln the dlsecior must be less than the Sma,Ilest

I lnear proiectlon, mln Hi, of any partlcle, l.e' a synapse, in

the dlrectlon i perpendlcular Lo Lhe planes of the dlsecLor

- Lhe complete set of proflles belonging to the planar Lransect

through one parLicle, l.e. a synapse, musL be tdentlflable ln

both t,he reference plane and the look-up plane

References:
1. SLerlo, D.C.,.J. Mlcrosc. lt4' 127-136,1984.
2. Gundersen, H.J.G., .J. Mlcrosc. lll' 2L9-22r, 7977.
3. SmaI l, J.V., In: Proceedlngs 4t,h European Congress on Electron

Mlcroscopy (ed. D.S. Bocclarel I l) Vol. I, Tlpografla Pol lglotta
Vat lcana, Roma, p. 609, I968.

N.B. The formula ls presented ln Lhls way for the sake of comparlson

wlth flgs. 1 and 2. It should be not,ed that Sierlo (1984) dld

not suggest Lhat stereologlcal ratios should be measured.

Fig.3.'Cookbook'description of the'disector'technique for estimating the numerical density of
synapses. For details the reader is referred to the text.
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area (A) multiplied by the height of the disector (ft0,") which in turn is represented
by the distance between the reference plane and the look-up plane. Therefore, e- is
counted, the size of l, is measured and &u," is determined in order to calculate N,
according to the formula given in Fig. 3.

Requirements that must be fulfilled are: (1) a set of profiles, representing a
transect through one particle, should be identifiable as such in both the reference
plane and in the look-up plane and (2) the distance between the two planes (fta,,)
should be less than the sum of the minimal projected height of the smallest parti;ie
(rnin 11,) and the section thickness (7).

With respect to the estimation of synaptic densities these requirements mean ln
practice that: (1) synapses have to be serially tracked in case (complex) perforated
synapses are present in the tissue and (2) adjacent sections have to be used for the
reference plane and the look-up plane respectively, when the minimal projected
height of the smallest synapse (min 4) is smaller than the section thickness (z).

TABLF, I

Thc number of non-perforatad synapscs 9c. unlt volum.(lvy)and thc marn dl3c dlrmatar ED ln lha slrrtm
lacunosum rclcculsro of tha hlppoclmpal cA, rcalon of flmala ldutt rats, obtalnad by tha dl3crata
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anlm.l, dl3trlbut.d ov..2O 3l2c cl.gsca (Cruz-Orlvr, lggr).

N.B. I
N.8. 2
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Results

Table I summarizes the numerical densities (Nr) of the (simple) non-perforated

synapses, obtained with a discrete unfolding technique. In addition, their average

profite length (E/) is given and an estimate of their particle diameter (ED). In Fig.

+ the frequency distributions of the measured profile length (f(l)), and of the

particle diameters after unfolding (F(D)), are shown. For rat no. 1, both f (l) and

F(D) are plotted together in Fig. 5 with the frequency distribution of the maximal

profile lengths (F(max /) observed in serial sections, of the synapses counted with

the disector technique, i.e. the number Q-.The numerical densities (Nr) of the

aat nn- : I
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Fig.4. Results of the application of an'unfolding'procedure (Cruz-Orive, 1983) to profiles of (simple)

no-n-perforated ,yrupa"i in the stratum lacunosum moleculare of the hippocampal CA, area of 3 female

aduli rats. The histograms represent the frequency distributions of the measured synaptic profile lengths

(/(/)) (open bars) and of the particle diameters (F(D)) after'unfolding'(hatched bars). min / and max /

."rp""t*"fy indicate the shortest and longest profile length measured in independent area-weighted

random sections.
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TABLE II

The number of dlfferent types of synapses pe. unlt volume (lyl) lh the stratum lacunosum

moleculare of the hlppocampal CA, reglon of female adult rats, obtalned by the serlal 3ectlon
techn I que .
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estlmated mean number of synap3es per unlt volume ry (t012 cm-!)

The parameters were calculated uslng the fomulae glven ln !hls prper

The relatlv€ly large CE <est ilV) are psrtly duo !o reglonal varlatlons wlthln the
hlppocampus whlch are malhly !he result of lncludlng cellbodles, maln n€urltes and
bloodvessels ln the refsrence area (Ii).
CE <est ilV) ls computed from the number of synapses wlthln m serles.
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Fig. 5. The histograms of the frequency distributions of the measured synaptic profile lengths (/(1))
(open bars) and of the particle diameters (F(D)) after'unfolding'(hatched bars) of rar no. 1 (Fig. 4) are
shown together with the frequency distribution of the longest profile lengths (F(max /)) observed in
serial sections (double hatched bars). f(l) and F(D) are composed of synapses from independent
area-weighted random sections; F(max /) is composed of 'disector-sampled'synapses i.e. the number
O (see Material and Methods and Discussion). Notice that F(max /) is skewed to the left in
comparison with F(D).

N.B. 1
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TABLE III

The number of dlfferent types of synapses per unlt volume (rvy) ln the stratum Iacunosum

rcleculare of the hlppocampal CAJ reglon of female adult rats, obIalned by the dlsector
techn I que .

rat bl . (ef.

nr. EL

L A: eet ? CE (::)

non -pe rfo ra t ed

--ry-Q- eat Nv cE d est NV ca d eot NV CE

perforated
synapses

al l
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0.26 37

0.0t+ 68

0.27 40
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l0r
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,5,0 ,.7 (15)
ta.2 1.9 (54)
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bl , blocks
ref.p1 ., reference planes
n , dlseclors
A,

L

eat I

CE

(:i )

e3t Nv

, refer€nce area (lo-8 cm2)

, est,lmated mean sectlon thlckness (10-7 cm) (Smalt, 1968)

, coefficlent of error of the mean (t)

, number of soctions used to estlmate 7

, number of synapses present I n Ai ( refeterce plru) and absent I n Ai (Look+p plru\

, estlmated mean number of synapses per unlt volume lvl (tOl2 cm-l)

The parameters were calculated uslng the fomulae glven ln thls paper

N.8. 1

N.8

The relatively !arge CE (est Ny) are partly due to reglonal varlatlons wlthln the
hlppocampus whlch are malnly the result of lncludlng cellbodles, maln neurltes ahd
bloodvessels ln the reference area (Ai).
CE <est NV ) ls comguted from the number of synapses wlthln n dlsectors.

simple non-perforated, of the complex perforated and of 'all', i.e. non-perforated
and perforated synapses, are obtained with both the serial section (Table II) and the

disector techniques (Table III).
Comparing the numerical densities of the non-perforated synapses, of the perfo-

rated synapses and of 'all'synapses, obtained with either the discrete unfolding

Fig. 6. This figure shows'orthogonal projections'(hatched areas) of EPTA-treated synapses present in

reference area 1 of rat no. 1 of the example presented in this paper. These orthogonal projections are

obtained by'symmetric'reconstruction, thereby using the measurements of the profilc lengths in

adjacent serial section in which the'tracked'synapse can be observed and an estimate of the mean

section thickness (dotted bars). In the reconstructions the centre-point of all the profile lengths of a

tracked synapse are put on top of each other resulting in'symmetric'reconstructions. The length of the

dotted bars represents the size of the profile lengths observed in serial sections; the width of the dotted

bars represents the average section thickness; the number of bars in each 'symmetric' reconstruction

represents the number of sections in which the synapse is observed, when tracked in adjacent serial

scctions.To reconstruct an'orthogonal projection'(hatched area) the upper planes of the profiles in

adjacent sections are connected; therefore, the lowest section of each projection remains unhatched.

Apparently, a portion of the synapses does not have the assumed'disc shape'.

1r,

322
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technique (only the non-perforated ones), the serial section or the disector tech-

niques it was found that the results do not differ significantly [paired /-test, not
significant (a:0.05; Bonferroni Pr> 0.01671' see Hald, 1952; Miller, 1966)1. How-
ever, consistently lower values are obtained with the disector technique compared

with those obtained with the serial section technique (see Discussion).

Provided that the assumptions with respect to the shape of the synapses and

those regarding capping and overprojection were correct, F(D) should approximate
,F(max /); this resemblance could not be confirmed (Fig. 5). 'Symmetric' reconstruc-

@ wA rm, , 7_7\ w,

w w" y'-,
@ ffi,

% @w-,, @ %

ru '-'....,'....,.-'.-,
f27^

%@, O.1 pm

7--

Fig. 7. 'Orthogonal projections'of OsOa-treated synapses of rat no. 1 of the example, presented in this

paper. These synapses were present in an identical area as those, shown in Fig. 6. The sections used were

taken from a block (i.e. a75 pm thick vibratome slice) adjacent to the block used in Fig. 6. For further

details, see Fig. 6.
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tions of the synapse projections in EPTA (Fig. 6) and OsOo-treated tissue (Fig. 7)

showed that for a portion of the non-perforated synapses the previously assumed

disc-shape is incorrect.

Discussion

The conventional methods for the estimation of numerical densities have been,

and still are, widely used. It has been long recognized that these methods may be

seriously biased and must be considered inferior. The bias may occur if the
assumptions that are made regarding the shape and size of the investigated particles
and the section thickness are incorrect. Erroneous results are then obtained (Verwer
and De Groot, 1982). At present there are 4 methods available that allow an

unbiased estimation of the numerical density of arbitrarily shaped particles. These

methods are: (1) the serial section technique (Cruz-Orive, 1980, 1984, 1985a), (2) the
disector technique (Sterio, 1984), (3) the fractionator technique (Gundersen, 1986)

and (4) the selector technique, 'born' at the Scandinavian Stereology Course
preceding the European Stereology Symposium in G6teborg, September 1985

(Cruz-Orive, 1985b). Before starting an experiment in which numerical densities are

to be estimated, the advantages and limitations of the various methods should be

compared. In general, the fractionator technique as proposed and described in detail
by Gundersen (1986) will be the most efficient technique to obtain an unbiased
estimate of the numerical density of arbitrarily shaped particles. However, when

applying this method it should be kept in mind (a) whether the outcome of such an
approach, i.e. in this example the number of synapses in the total brain, is a

meaningful neurobiological parameter. This is hardly acceptable taking into account
that the brain is a layered structure with different synaptic in and outputs in
different layers and in different brain regions. These regions can sometimes only be
distinguished on electrophysiological grounds; (b) whether the total reference space

is at all available for fractionation; e.g. part of it may be required for other studies
for which structural integrity is required; (c) that it may be too laborious to
determine the volume fraction of the disectors in the very last subsamples, e.g. in
electron microscopy when dealing with rather small particles such as synapses. For
these reasons, this technique is not 'the preferred technique' to estimate synaptic
densities.

For this specific purpose the selector technique of Cruz-Orive 1985b, however

elegant, cannot be used at all. The reason for this is the following. In principle the

selector is a disector of unknown thickness. Instead of measuring the volume of the

disector (see Material and Methods: the disector technique) the ratio of the mean

particle uolume and the reference volume is estimated. If, however the investigated
(three dimensional) particle has 1, 2 or 3 extremely small dimensions, the method
does not allow a correct estimation of the mean particle volume. This implies that
this method is not applicable for the estimation of the numerical density of
synapses, since synapses are composed of a pre- and a postsynaptic membrane.

separated by a very narrow intercleft space. Such synaptic contact-zones are too
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narrow to derive a useful volume of the synapses with the selector technique. Even
in synaptic terminals (boutons) which do have a clearcut volume, all three dimen-
sions may still be too small to obtain a reliable and useful estimate of the particle
volume with the selector technique.

The main points to consider before rnaking a choice between the remaining two
methods are the amount of work involved in: (A) cutting and inspection of serial
sections (serial section technique) (B) cutting planparallel sections (serial section
and disector technique) and (C) measuring the section thickness (serial section
technique and disector technique).

These considerations are discussed in more detail below, with special emphasis
on the example presented in this paper.

(A) The serial section technique requires serial sections to obtain the data for
calculating Nr, while the disector technique in principle uses only two sections: a

'reference plane'and a'1ook-up plane'. In terms of labour and cost one would
preferably like to avoid the serial section technique. However, both techniques-like
all techniques for estimating Nr-derive a particle number estimate from the
number of profiles of the transected particles in the section plane. Therefore, a
requirement that must be fulfilled for both these techniques is, that a profile or a set
of profiles in a section belonging to the same particle can be recognized as such. If
not, the profiles should be tracked in more sections in order to identify them. In the
present example a correct distinction between the (simple) non-perforated and the
larger (complex) perforated synapses can only be made by using serial sections (De
Groot and Bierman, 1983). By tracking each synapse through the adjacent sections
it can be determined whether a profile or a set of profiles belongs to one and the
same non-perforated or perforated synapse. Since in this particular example serial
sections are required anlrvay, none of the two methods can be excluded on the basis
of the amount of work involved. (For improved serial sectioning, see De Groot,
1e84.)

(B) In the disector technique the two sections used, i.e. the reference plane and
the look-up plane, have to run parallel. The distance between the two sections must
be known.

(C) The section thickness is an essential parameter in the disector and serial
section techniques. In the serial section technique the'effective'projected height of
the investigated particle is determined by the product of the number of sections in
which the particle appears and the thickness of these sections (Cruz-Orive, 1984,
1985a). In the disector technique the height of the disector is determined in a
comparable way (Sterio, 1984). Both the effective projected height and the height of
the disector are essential parameters for calculating y'y', (see Material and Methods).
The evaluation of methods for the determination of the thickness of ultrathin
sections (De Groot, in preparation) indicated that the methods of 'electron-scatter-
ing'(Weybull, 1970),'small-fold'(Small, 1968) and'interference microscopy'(for a
review, see e.g. Williams, 1977) led. to comparable estimates of the section thickness
which differed from the values obtained with the're-embedding'method (see e.g.
Beertsen et a1., 1975).

Both the serial section and disector technique have been applied to (simple)
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non-perforated and (complex) perforated synapses. only the non-perforated syn-
apses, initially thought to have a disc-like shape, were included in the discrete
unfolding technique. It would be unrealistic to apply an unfolding procedure to the
complex perforated synapses or to the total population of synapses containing an
unknown amount of the latter complex ones. In general, the shape of perforated
synapses differs considerably from that of a disc *.

It was found that the final results of the numerical density of the non-perforated
synapses (Nv @p)) may vary to a rather large extent and that the results obtained
with the different methods are not significantly different. At first sight one might
conclude that 'therefore' the unfolding technique can be applied, which provides a
size distribution of the synapses in additiore to number estimates. Such a size
distribution could be of help to distinguish between different types of synapses.
However, from the result of the present comparison one should conclude that with
respect to the overall variations, the deviation from the circular disc shape of these
non-perforated synapses is not sufficient to result in a wrong estimation of N, by
the unfolding procedure. With respect to these variations it should be noted that cell
bodies, main neurites and blood vessels were included in the samples, resulting in -sometimes rather large - variations in Nr. When these structures are excluded
from the samples (see e.g. De Groot and Bierman, 1983) or when their volumes are
estimated separately when included, the extent of the variations in N, is reduced
considerably. Moreover, the circumstances for the different methods were not
necessarily ideal for the present comparison and it is a known fact that the shape of
synapses may change to an unknown extent under several experimental conditions
(see e.g. Peters and Kaiserman-Abramof, 1969; Greenough et al., l97g; vrensen and
Nunez cardozo, 1981; Fields and Ellisman, 1985). Therefore, it should be stressed
that, since the extent of bias remains unknown it is always unpredictable whether
the unfolding procedure will yield the same estimates as the serial section and
disector methods. In any case it is scientifically unacceptable to use a method (the
unfolding procedure) for the detection of differences in synaptic sizes which
assumes that the bias due to deviations from a special shape will be small compared
with the overall variation. Definite proof for the type of the investigated synapses is
always lacking unless the synapses are three-dimensionally reconstructed.

The section thickness used is rather large in comparison with the size of the
smallest synaptic profile measured (Table I and Fig. 4). In the unfolding procedure
used (cruz-orive, 1983) attempts are made to correct for 'missing profiles, or
'capping' and for overprojection due to finite section thickness, but only ior spheres,
circular discs and vertical surfaces of revolution cut vertically. If the shape of the
synapse is unknown then it is also unknown to what extent the assumptions about
capping and overprojection match reality.

If the disc-assumption is correct, the maximal profile length (max /) of a synapse

+ Note that in order to extract the non-perforated synapses from the total population, each synaptic
profile in the reference area had to be serially tracked in adjacent sections to make a correct distinction
between perforated and non-perforated synapses.
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observed in serial sections can be used as a measure for the size of this synapse since

for circular discs, max / equals the disc diameter. An unbiased estimation of the

distribution of the maximal profile lengths (F(max /)) of synaptic'discs' can serye

to distinguish between different types of disc-like synapses if clear-cut differences in

size are present. Such a distribution can be obtained using 'disector-sampled'

synapses ior the max / analysis. Notice that the number of synapses sampled from

indeiendent area-weighted random sections (unfolding technique) or those counted

in the centre section of a series of sections (serial section technique) cannot be used

(as such) to compose an unbiased distribution of maximal profile lengths (F(max

i;;. tndeed, larger synapses stand a greater chance to be hit by sectioning and

unfolding pro"id,r."t take the differences in size and the corresponding 'hit'
probabililiei into account. However, this is not done when their max / is used to

to-por" F(max /). This implies that such a distribution would yield a bigger

amount of 'larger' disc diameters than actually present in the total synapse

population. With respect to the present example it can be expected that, provided

ihe unfolding procedure (Cruz-Orive, 1983) has been applied to dlsc-like synapses

and the corrections for overprojection and truncation have been correct, the

estimated particle diameter distribution (F,(D) after unfolding approximates the

afore-mentioned F(max /). Conversely, it might be stated that, if F(D) does not

approximate F(max /), then assumptions about shape, capping and/or overprojec-

tion were incorrect. These two size distributions have been compared for rat no. 1 in

Fig. 5 and clearly show a difference: ]r(D) yields larger sizes than F(max /). In
fact, the estimated mean synapse diameter (ED) of F(D) (calculated according to

cruz.orive 1983, section 4) was found to be 230.1 nm (cE(mearr):0.9Vo) (Table I)
whereas the mean maximal profile length (E(max /) was 164.1 nm (CE(mean):
3.6vo; n:91); a rather large difference. Furthermore, the shape assumption was

checked by making 'symmetric' reconstructions of synapse projections from profile

lengths of the synapses observed in serial sections. A portion of the synapses clearly

deviates from the disc shape (Fig. 6); they may resemble more or less ellipsoidal

platelets or they may be really complex-shaped as was previously found for the

perforated synapses (De Groot and Bierman, 1983).

Estimations of the capping anSe Z for rat no. 1 by repeated unfolding (Cruz-

Orive, 1983) and by calculation from the shortest (min /) and longest (max /)
profile lengths (see Cruz-Orive, 1985a, Eqns. 1.19 and 1.20) yield values of est

Z:46.6" (Table I) and est Z:34.3", respectively. The latter method to obtain esl

Z is acceptable for arbitrarily oriented discs (Cruz-Orive, 1985a). The overprojec-

tion effect should not be too large, otherwise Z will be slightly overestimated. The

discrepancy found in the present example between est Z obtained with the two

above-mentioned methods will partly be the result of the deviations from the

disc-shape (see Fig. 6).

Sincq the section thickness is relatively large as compared with the size of the

synapses and since EPTA-treated synapses have been looked upon as opaque

,i..r"ir.., in a translucent matrix, overprojection was expected. However, ongoing

experiments cast some doubt on the occurrence of the phenomenon of overprojec-

tion. A study to investigate certain discrepancies is in progress.
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As far as the usefulness of the discrete unfolding technique for estimating
number and sizes of synapses is concerned, the conclusion from the results discussed
so far is the following: if the synaptic number and size are to be estimated from
independent random sections it is advisable to check beforehand whether the
necessary assumptions regarding the shape of the synapses, regarding truncation
and regarding overprojection are correct.

When we return to the application of the serial section and disector techniques to
estimate the numerical density of non-perforated, perforated and 'all' synapses, the
following can be said.

The fact that for the non-perforated, for the perforated as well as for 'all'
synapses, the estimates of N, calculated with the disector technique are consistently
the lowest in each of the 3 rats studied is puzzling. An intriguing question is whether
this difference is a methodological 'pitfall' or whether it is due to the experimental
conditions of the present example. with these preliminary results we can only
speculate about what may actually cause this difference. The essential parameters
and requirements in both techniques are: (1) the reference area, (2) the number of
sections composing the height of the disector (disector technique) and the effective
projected height (serial section technique), and an estimate of the section thickness.
and (3) identifiable profiles of the transected synapses.

These 3 points can be detailed as follows:
(1) The reference areas in both techniques were the same in this example.

Therefore, the differences in the estimates of N, will not be caused by areal
differences, due to e.g. shrinkage and compression problems.

(2) The size of the profile length of the shortest synaptic profile was found to be
of the same order of magnitude as the thickness of an ultrathin section. Therefore,
the'reference plane' and'look-up plane' (disector technique) have to be taken in
adjacent sections. The height of the disector is then equal to the thickness of one
ultrathin section, i.e. the 'reference' section. The effective projected height of most
synapses (serial section technique) is composed of more than one section. The
thickness of the sections, composing the disector height and the effective projected
height of the synapses, should be known and used to calculate Nr. Deviations from
the actual section thickness will give rise to comparable deviations of N, with both
techniques. Preferably the thickness of the sections used should be measured, rather
than the section thickness of a separate set of sections as was done in the present
example *. when the height of the disector is composed of only one ultrathin
section it is very well possible that the actual thickness of this particular section
deviates from the estimated thickness to a rather large extent. The influence of the
deviation will be reduced with an increasing number of disectors and will be less
pronounced when more sections are used as is generally the case for the effective
projected height. It is not unlikely that the differences in Nn, presently found

* The small-fold method cannot be directly adapted to the serial sections since the tracking of the
investigated synapses through the series of sections would be hampered by the presence of folds in the
sections.
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between the two techniques, are to some extent caused by the aforementioned
source of bias. Theoretically it is possible that the sections used for the reference
planes - for the 3 rats in the present example these were 3,2 and 2 different
sections respectively - happened to be thinner than the estimated section thick-
NESS.

When it is assumed that the average estimate of the section thickness itself is
wrong, this does not explain the consistent differences in N, between the disector

and serial section techniques. In both techniques the same estimate of the section

thickness is used. Since the section thickness is introduced in the denominator of
both l/, formulae, the relative effect of a deviation of the estimated thickness from
the true thickness on the estimate of N, is the same for both techniques.

As was pointed out by Cruz-Orive (1984) (mT) t (see Material and Methods:
the serial section technique) is only approximately unbiased for (E+ 7)-1 of a

synapse hit by the reference plane. Therefore, est N, (see Fig. 2) will also be

approximately unbiased, since (zZ) 1of the synapses hit is used in the formula of
1y'r. Since the mean effective projected height of the synapses is very low, this bias

may not be negligible. Further exploration, carried out at present, is required to
establish the extent of this bias.

(3) Identification of profiles of transected synapses may be doubtful when
perforated and non-perforated synapses are simultaneously present in EPTA-treated
tissue. As shown before (De Groot and Bierman, 1983) it is possible that an

interrupted profile of a perforated synapse might be identified as two or more

profiles of separate synapses. The opposite is also possible. This problem can be

largely, if not totally, avoided by tracking the synapses through serial sections. If the

first profile of a synapse'starts to appear'in a series of sections very close to the

spot where another synapse is 'disappearing' from the series it is theoretically
possible that e.g. two adjacent profiles of two separate synapses are'recognized'as
the perforation focus of a perforated synapse. As a consequence, the effective

projected height of the investigated synapse(s) will be incorrect.
Considering the symmetric reconstructions of the EPTA-treated synapses (Fig. 6)

one may even be inclined to conclude that e.g. the '8-shaped' orthogonal projections

are the result of a reconstruction of two disc-like synapses 'built' on top of each

other. However, it should be noted (see Fig. 7) that such 'complex' orthogonal
projections of synapses were also reconstructed from OsOo-treated tissue taken from
a block, adjacent to the aforementioned EPTA-treated tissue. Since in OsOo-treated

tissue the unit-membrane is also visualized, there is no doubt in recognizing in serial

sections the first and last profile length belonging to a particularly tracked synapse.

Whatever the case, this problem of the identification of the synaptic profiles plays a

comparable role in the disector and serial section techniques. As a result, the

estimated N, values may be wrong, but the effect is the same for both techniques.

The consistent N, differences between the two approaches can, therefore, not be

explained by this 'identification' problem.
In a previous study (De Groot and Bierman, 1983) semithin (500 nm) EPTA

sections were used and'en face'synapses were studied to see whether'perforated'
synapses were present in the tissue. In general, particularly the smaller synapses
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appear 'en face': the larger a synapse, the smaller its chance to be fully incorporated
in the section. As was already shown by other investigators (see e.g. petirs and
Kaiserman-Abramof, 1969) the shape of the synapse generally becomes more
complicated with increasing size. This feature can also be deduced from the
reconstructions shown in Figs. 6 and 7. This implies that in semithin sections in
particular the more complex synapses are underestimated in number. Nevertheless,
closer examination of the above-mentioned semithin sections taught us that even
among the smaller non-perforated synapses deviations from the disc shape can be
observed (see e.g. De Groot and Bierman, 1983, Fig. 2). For these reasons it seems
justified to believe that complex shapes of EPTA-treated non-perforated synapses
actually do exist.

Summarizing the discussion about the actual cause of the 'consistent' differences
in numerical densities obtained with either the serial section technique or the
disector technique, the following conclusions can be drawn.

A rational explanation for the fact that in this example the results of the
numerical densities obtained with the disector technique are consistently the lowest
would be that the reference section of the disector was always thinner than the
estimated section thickness (est 7). Such a problem could be largely overcome when
more disectors are used, in which case the mentioned effect will be averaged out.
Notice that the sampling design in the present example initially was developed for
applying the serial section technique and it is clear that this design was not optimal
for applying the disector technique. This explanation for the occurrence of con-
sistent differences between the results obtained with both methods may therefore
sound rather trivial, but it points out the importance of a reliable estimate of the
section thickness in addition to an appropriate sampling design.

Note that serial sections are required for the identification of the synaptic
profiles. The synapses in the present example cannot all be identified in only two
sections. This implies that, even though the disector technique probably is to be
preferred to estimate Nr, serial sections have to be used. Once the serial sections are
available both the disector and the serial section techniques can be applied with the
same amount of effort. However, the sampling design should be adjusted to the
technique chosen. In addition, serial sections may provide extra information about
the size of the investigated particle (see e.g. Sterio, 1984), (max /) and about its
shape.
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ABSTRACT

2D reconstruction and quantification of synapse orthogonal projections (shadows) are proposed as a
practical approach to obtain information about diferences in their actual configuration. The
quanlification of the shadows implies estimation of size parameters (area and perimeter) and shape
functions (i.e. second order moment invariants indep€ndent of location and size). The method was
applied to two synapse types, non-perforated and perforated synapses, in the hippocampal CA3 area of
3-months-old rats.
Significant differences in size and shape between non-perforated and perforated synapses were
demonstrated. The perforated synapses are larger and the invaginations in their boundary are
significantly more pronounced. This may reflect an increased efficacy of the perforated synapses as
mmpared with the non-perforated ones. The difference in invagination of the boundary of the two
synapse types could not be detected ftom visual inspection of the reconstructed orthogonal projections.

Key-words
geometric moments - moment invariants - (non-)perforated synapses - orrhogonal projecrions

INTRODUCTION

In previous studies (De Groot and Bierman, 1983; 1986) it was shown that two types of synapses can
be distinguished in the hippocampus of the rat: (i) non-perforated synapses (nps) with a fully covered
regularly organized presynaptic grid with dense projections and (ii) perforated synapses (ps) with an
interrupted presynaptic grid. The nps are most numerous (= 8O%); the ps are largest (diameter = 400
nm vs. = 2(X) nm). In addition, synapses may be curved and can have an invaginated outline. In a recent
study on the effect of ageing on synapses in the hippocampus of the rat it w:rs shown that the ratio of
thc nps vs. Ps, the number of interruptions ('perforations') per ps and the size of the ps was not
affected The size of the nps increased with age; the total number of synapses (nps+ps) decreased with
age. It has been postulated (cf Vrensen, 1989) that an increase of the boundary of the active zones by
invaginations or by induction of perforations leads to an increase in Ca*' channels and vesicle
attachment sites which may account for a more efficacious transmission. Problems in proper alignment
of subsequent profiles rendered the use of 3D remnstruction inadequate to investigate changes in
synapse boundaries with age. In the present paper we propose 2D reconstruction as a practical
alternative. This so called 'onhogonal projection' or'shadow" approach is described and its validity for
the study of synapses is discussed.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Female rats (Small Wistar, Wag/Rij; 3-Month-old; n=5) were used for this experiment. Synapses in
the stratum radiatum of the hippocampal CA3 area were studied, assuming a random orientation of the
synapses. The procedures for perfusion fixation, E-PTA treatment (to facilitate the discrimination of the
synapses), embedding, ultramicrotomy of serial sections -\ertical sections' were cut-, selection and
photography of the synapses and estimation of section thickness have been described previously (De
Groot and Bierman, 1986; De Groot, 1988a; 1988b). To distinguish between perforated and non-
perforated synapses, all synapses were tracked in adjacent serial sections. The disector method (Sterio,
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1984) was applied to obtain a uniform, unbiased sample of synapses -i.e. the, so called, 'Q-portions"-
of both perforated and non-perforated svnapses.

To obtain so called 'orthogonal projections' of the synapses, the following procedure was
carried out. In each of the serial sedions in which lhe "tracked' Q-disector-sampled synapse appeared,
the 'chord length" (i.e. shortest distance between the outer ends) of the intercepts (i.e. profiles) was
measured using a semi-automatic image analpis system 'Videoplan" (Kontron Messger5te, Eching, GFR).
'Symmetric' reconstructions (Fig. 1A) of the synapses were performed by a program (SYNMORF-
DRAWING V4-9O) written in the Fortran language by one of us (EPB B). In a reconstruction the
centre-points of all intercept chord lengths of a tracked synapse -i.e. the chord length(s) of the
transmission zone(s) including the chord length(s) of possible perforation(s) (open spots in Fig. 1A)-
are put on top of each olher. The width of a drawn chord length equals the section thickness used.
Obviously, the reconstruction depends on a reliable estimate of the section thickness. In this paper, such
an estimate was obtained by measuring small folds in the section (cf. De Groot, 1988a). Subsequently,
the boundary of the resulting figure is 'smoothed' (Fig. lB). These 'symmetric" reconslructions are
mmparable with "orthogonal projections' or 'shadows'. The hardware used was a VA)WMS 8250-
computer (Digital Equipment Corporation, Maynard, Massachusetts) and a ZETA8-plotter (NICOLET).

' OBJECT lN IMAGE : SYNAPSE ORTHOGONAL PROJECTION ' : : :

=i
at-

i
I
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6
.Et,
ooo

*

axis ol orthogonal proiection '

surface S
(m*. = m- ) (= boundary ) length L

(= L" (n.,n.,n"), tormula (1))

A

B tc i (= x-coordinate; i = 1,2,3....N)--->
Fig. 1. 2D-synmetric reconstruction of a synapse : A,B) cf. Materials and Methods; C) binary image
of B.

To see whether differences in synaptic size and shape exist betwe€n perforated and non-
perforated synapses the perimeter (i.e. boundary length) L, the surfac€ area S (Fig. lC) and the moment
invariants 4^and 4, and @, (Fig. 2) were calculated for each onhogonal projection of the Q- synapses.
The latter three variables are functions of geometric moments and are invariant under image translation,
scaling and rotation (Fig. 2 and legends). The calculations were performed with a program (AREA-
HE V8-90) written in the Pascal language (EPB B). For these calculations an 8-connected-chaincode
scheme (Freeman, 1961), coding the contour of the drawn (smoothed) synapse projection (Fig. 2B), was
used. This coding was derived from the coordinates of rhe drawing.

To obtain the perimeter L, the corner count estimator, proposed by Dorst and Smeulders
(1987, formula 24) was calculated.

L"(n., n", n") = an. + bno +cnc (1)

where : L" = corner q)unt estimator; n.,no = number of even/ odd chaincode elements in the
contourstring; n" = (corner count) number of "knight's moves' (number of occurrences of consecutive
unequal i.e. odd-even or even-odd sequence,s in the contourstring); a,b,c = coefficiens for the (n", no,

n")characterization;inthiscasea=0.980,b=1.406andc=-0.09l.Forthederivationofa,band
c lhe reader is referred to the original paper of Dorst and Smeulders (1987), formulae 22-24.
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s(3)>s(1)>s(2)

m(1)> m(3)> m(2)

s(3)>s(t)>s(2)

((31> !(1t= (l2l

SCALING

so)=sR)'s(3)

1G|l> I (1)= ?(3)

Fig. 2. Schematic representation of the translation and scaling
with respect to y-axis of the binary images of orthogonal
projections (objects) (l), (2) and (3).
Abbreviations: S(.): surface area of object (.); m(.):
contribution of single point 4; (point in delineated square
area) to the total 2-nd order geometric moment mo of object
(.). In the example mo is m, (axial quadraric surface moment
with reference ro the y-axis (Xir.jo.\); l(.)=contribution of
single point \ to the total central moment po (i.e. pr-m^
after translation); AO = contribution ofsingle point 4, to the
total moment invariant 4, (i.e.q,=pa after scaling).
It shoutd.be borne in mind that this proc€dure is also carried
out with reference to the x-axis, resulting in m* prand 4r.
Nore (i).
In the figure xr(l) and \(3) are identically locared wirhin the
objects (1) and (3). Objects (1) and (3) differ in distance
from the y-axis and in size but not in shape. Consequentll
after translation and scaling the mntribution of \(l) and

\(3) to 720(1) and 7r(3), respectively, is the sam! (7o is
invariant to object's location, size and orientation!).
Note (ii).
After scaling (bottom figure): S1= 52= 53. However,
,ln[)=rt^Q)<q"Q).By definition, 7, is minimal in circular
areas, since the circle is the 'minimal configuration. of a
surface area S. Any deviation from this minimal configuration
(cf. objects (l) and (3)) will result in an increase of 7r.
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In principle L" is unbiased over an ensemble of long straight strings. In this case, the contour length
of the orthogonal projections was approximated as a concatenated series of circular arcs. Although not
designed for such situations, L" is remarkably accurate (Dorst and Smeulden, 1987).

The 0-th order geometric moment mm (=S) and the moment invarians 7- 7, and @, were
obtained as follows (Chen, 1990).

Basic knowledge learns that a digital image can be represented by moments of its intensity functions.
The discrete form of theN(KL)-th (geomerric) moment of an object in an image is defined by

n""= ,I o?, 
i* i'tr (2)

where : m = momenti KL : order indicators; the order of the moment equals K plus L; N,M =

s
FzI
G
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number of coordinates in xf direction of image, i = x mordinate; i=1,2,3...N, i = y coordinate;
j=1,2,3...M, \ = binary value at the point (ii). Note that the point (i,i), by definition, rePresents the

irea of the piiel at point (ij); fi = l, if point (ij) is on or within (the mntour o$ the objecq x, = 0,

if point (ij) is outside the object.- 
The area (S) of the binary image of the object is represented by the o-th order geometric

moment m. (K and L zero; Xi0'10'\; note i0=1; j0=1).

mm together with the 1-st order geometric moments mro and IIh1 locate the centroid (i.e. centre

of gravity: point i.j.) of an object in the image. The centroid is defined by

io=mro/m, i.=mor/m, (3)

The c€ntroid, together with the 2-th order geometric moments m20 and mo, (i.e. axial quadratic surface

moments with reference to y- and x-axis, respectively) were used to comPute the central moments 120

atdp' pu=frm-mlo/mm pa=fra-m2.rlmm (4)

The polar quadratic surface moment I is

|=pn*pa (5)

Note In the present study I is calculated, assuming different configurations (i.e.'shapes') of
the objects (i.e. the reconstructed orthogonal proiections). I for the actual

reconstruction, i.e. symmetry in the x-direction, is called I" (i.e. I"*.,*) with surface

area S" (i.e. S"r**o). To estimate deviations of the reconstructed shape from circularity
or ellipticity I was calculated , ignoing the actual shape of the reconstruction and assuming

the object (i) to have the minimal configuration of a circle with surface area S" which,

by definition, shows equal symmetry in both x- and y-directions or (ii) to be an elliPse

with principle axes A and B, i.e. unequal symmetry in x- and y-directions; A and B are

calculated from the observed central moments 120 and p, and zero-th order moment

m- (=S.): A=4sqrt(uo/m-); B:4sqrt(a./m-). Tte resulting I's are called here: I" (i.e.

I".*) and I. (i.e. Ir',*).

The central moments p^and pe were normalized for scaling as follows

ln = ltn I ia 4a = lta I tt2a (6)

where : 4u = moment invariant
Finally, the moment invariant @r is

@, -- q^ + q, (7)

From the moments mentioned above only the resulting moment invariants q* 4rand @rare

independent upon location, size and orientation of the investigated Particles. Differences between the

trro synapse types in the estimated mean values of the 3 variables can result only from differences in

shape. Hbwever, it should be borne in mind that- although est E?20" est E?2o and est E@, are unbiased

variables characterizing the shape of an object- knowledge on the shaPe of the orthogonal projections

cannot simply be extrapolated to the actual shape of the synapses. Nevertheless differences in the shape

of orthogonal projections clearly do rcflect differences in the actual shape of the synaPse.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Estimates of the mean surface area (est ES), the mean perimeter (est EL), mean moment

invariants with reference to the x-axis (est E7) and y-axis (est EZ") and the mesn moment invariant

est Eq,(=7ro+qr) are shown in Tbl. 1. Between non-perforated and perforated synaPses significant

differences were found for est ES and est EL (paired t-test, P2<0.05), indicating a significant difference

in size. For st E?r, est E?a and E@,, estimates that might reflect differences in shape, significant

diftbrences were found only for E7, (paired t-test, P2=0.043). Regression analysis of the relationship

(x-axis : y-axis) between L and S resulted for the non-perforated synapses in log y=-p.367+1.66(X log

i lsignlficant iegression, P < 0.0001, R2=f36.3Vo); the 95Vo confidence limiB of the sloPe and th€

interiept Ueing (t.52, 1.75) and (-0.5?, -0.M), respectively. For the perforated_synapses the analys-is

resulted in lo-g y:-6.12zit.ss7l' log x (significant regression' P < 0.0001, \'=u'lvo); the 95Eo

confidence limits of the slope and ihe intercept being (1.31, 1.88) and (-1'02, 0.78), resPectively.

Regression analpis of rhe r;lationship (x-axis : y-axis) betwe€n lst and 1, resulted for the non-
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perforated synapses in log y=9.83-0.998 log x (significant regression, P < 0.(m1, R2=93.6Vo); the 95Vo
confidence limits of the slope and rhe intercept being (-1.03, {.!}6) and (9.64, 10.02), respectively. For
the perforated synapses log y:19.63-1.153 log x (significant regression, P < 0.0001, R2:88.47o); rhe
95Vo canfrdenc* limits of the slope and the interc€pt being (-1.32, -0.98) and (9.77,11.59), respecrively.
The significant regression between L and S demonstrates that an increase in S is followed by a
mmparable increase in L; the significant regression between qrandq, indicates a'uniform'shape for
small and larger synapse orthogonal proje.tions. Comparison of the regression equations (Kteinbaum
and Kupper, 1978) of both synapse types showed significant differences for the relarionship log 4, : log
,ro (P=0.0002). It is noted that the relationship L : S (P=0.81, not significantg different), cannot be
used to show differences in shape since differently shaped synapses may have an identical area size and
an identical perimeter lengrh. Summarizing, the results indicate that perforated synapses are larger
than non-perforated ones and that these typ€s of synapses slightly differ in shape.

Table 1. Estimates of different variables of orthogonal projections of non-perforated and perforated
synapses in the stratum radiatum of the hippocampal CA3 area of 3-month-old rats.

non-perforated perforated

variable dimension CElmeanl'

9Ut
L5t7
0.217
0.0399
0.256

CE[mean]'

S

L

't 
r'..

4n
ar

10r nm2
nmr
nmo
nm0

nm0

3252
761

0.151

0.0537
0.205

10.9
5.4
5.2
3.7
2-9

t7.l
7.7

t2.t
tt.6
8.5

[mean], estimated mean value; CE, coefftcient of error of the mean ((sem/mean).1ffiVo);., n = 5 ratsitt, since the onhogonal projections are symmetric with respect to the y-axis and not with respeat to
the x-axis, the values of qb are smaller than those of r@.

To speculate on the actual shape of both synap,se types, the polar quadratic surface moment I was
calculated for the reconstructed orthogonal projections, assuming different configurarions. Est I,
calculated from the observed orthogonal proiections (I.) after pooling the projecrions of the 5 rats used
was 248.1ff nml and 2506.lff nma for the non-perforated (n=197) and p€rforated (n=27) synapses,
resPectively. Assuming circularity (I") these values were 2@.1ff nma and f608.1ff nm'and assuming
e[ipticity (I.) these lues were 2il,\ff nma and 26!5.1d nma.
I", being significantly larger than l. all.d smallo than I., appeared to differ significanrly more from
circularity (me,an l9.OVo, CE 5.8Vo for non-perforated and mean 3l.OVo, CE 8.0Vo for perforated
synapses) than from euipticity (meat 4.7Vo, CE 8.9Vo for non-perforated and mean 9.3Vo, CE l6.2Vo for
perforated synapses) (Wilcoxon's signed rank test, P2 < 0.0m1). As mentioned in Material and
Methods, the ellipse-shape implies (unequal) symmetry in the x- and y{irections whereas the actual
shaPe is symmetric only in the xdirection. Nevertheless I" is larger than I". The ratio A : B of the
principle a(es of the fictive ellipse proved to be for the non-perforated synapses approximately 1.56:l;
for the perforated synapses 2.2O:1. ln conclusion, these findings indicate that the actual shape of S of
the synapse orthogonal projections must roughly resemble an ellipse with atdal ratio for the non-
perforated synapses (1.56>x>1):1; for the perforated synaps€s (2.20>x>1):1.

If it is assumed that the shape of the actual synapse resembles a disc (cf. West et at., 1972), then
the'shaPe" of their onhogonal projections will range b€tween a line and a circle. The 'average" shape
will resemble an ellipse with axial ratio (1.57>x>1):1. In principle, the results of the present study are
not in conflict with lhis theoretical approach. The suggestion is made here that the'rcuglt' shape of lhe
synaPses in this study approximates the shape of a disc. The differences in shape found at present do
not point at pronounced varialions in the 'rough'shape of the synapse but rather in the fine shape.
These variations in the'Iine'shape include an exension of the boundaries, i.e. border zones, of the
synapse by induction of invaginations and perforations. Evidence is increasing that in panicular this
type of changes al the border zones of the synapse are very important with regard to synaptic
functioning.
Regression anal)6is of the relationship (x-axis : y-axis) b€tween log Io and log I. resulted for lhe non-
perforated synapses in logy=-9.r88+1.023 logx (significant regression, P < l0{, R2=95.6Vo);rhe95Vo
confidenc€ limis of the slope and the intercept being (0.9, 1.05) and (-0.54, -0.08), respecrively. For
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rhe perforared synapses this analysis resulted in log y=[.446+0.933 log x (significant regression, P <
0.0001, R2=!)6.5%); rhe 95Eo confiderlce limits of the slope and the intercePt being (0.86, 1.01) and (-
O.22, 1.ll), respecrively. Regression analysis of the relationship (x-axis : y-axis) between log I" and log
I. resulted for the non-perforated synapses in log y=4.123+1.017 log x (significant regression, P <
0.0001, R2=99.8Vo\; the 957o confidence limits of the slope and the intercept being (1.01, 1.02) and (-
0.1S, -0.07), respectively. For the perforated synapses log y=9.693.'6.993 log x (significant regression,

P < 0.0001, R2=99.6Vo); the 95Vo conftdenc€ limits of the slope and the intercept being (0.97, 1.02)

and (-0.14, 0.34), respectively.
Summarizing, lhe significant regression for the relationships I" : I" and Io : I. and a variation explained
by the regression of more than 95Vo indicate a "constant' deviation from circularity or ellipticity with
increasing size of the synapse onhogonal projections.

In conclusion, whatever the actual shape of the investigated synapses may be, the results of the

measurements on their orthogonal projections show that there is a difference in size, but also in shape

berween the non-perforated and perforated synapses of this study. The deviations from circularity or
euipticiry may reflect 'invaginations" in the boundary of the orrhogonal projections which, in turn, must

reflect 'irregularities" in the shape of the actual synapse. These irregularities are most pronounced in
rhe perforared synapses and most likely indicate increased efficacy of this synapse tyPe (cf. Vrensen,

1989). It is concluded rhat, compared with 3D reconstruction, the proposed 2D reconstruction approach

is rather simple and differences found in the shape of synapse orthogonal projections demonstrated \r,ith

this method reflect differences in the shape of the synapse. The method cenainly has its limitations, in
particular, with respect to the orientation and distribution of the synaps€s in the tissue and it do€s not
permit firm conclusions about the actual shape of the synapse as 3D reconstruction do€s. Nevertheless,

the merhod provided relevant information about synaptic functioning which could not be obtained by

other means; 3D reconstruction was hampered by alignment problems which, so far, were unsolvable.
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SIIUHARY

In the present paper different methods are described which, in
principle, can be used to quantify any morphological element. Specifically,
the effect of age on the number, size and shape of synapses and neurons in the
hippocampus of the rat is studied. I^/herewer possible, methods have been used
prowiding unbiased estimates of the investigated parameters. In general, the
effect of age on the parameters measured was found to be mild. The following
observations were made:
1) no change in the numerical relation bet\^reen numbers of CA1 and CA3

pyramidal neurons;
2) no change in the numerical relation between numbers of CA3 synapses

(stratum radiatum) and CA3 pyramidal neurons; the apparent decrease in
synapse mlmbers from L2 to 24 months of age is not significant;

3) no change in the numerical relation between numbers of perforated and
non-perforated synapses in CA3, stratum radiatum;

4) an increase in size of the non-perforated synapses;
5) no change in the number of perforations per perforated synapse;

significantly larger perforations at high age (30 months);
5) an i-ncrease in numbers of presynaptic dense projections;
7) no change in size and shape of synapse shadows; the shape of bot-h

synapse types deviates considerably from the presumed disc-shape.

Perforated synapses are found to be larger and more 'complex' (presence
of perforations and relatively more dense projections) than the non-
perforated synapses.

The reliability and walue of the different wariables are discussed in
relation to the effect of age on the neural structures studied.

The results, taken together, suggest that the number of synapses per
neuron in the hippocampal CA3 area is not affectedby age. The efficacy of the
synapses increases with age, expressed by an increase in the number of dense
projections in the active zone (transmission zor'e), an increase in size of the
active zone (non-perforated synapses) and a larget size of the perforation
area in the active zone (perforated synapses) at high age (30 months).
Impairment of the synaptic circuitry in this area in older rats (30 months)
is not likely to occur.
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INTRODUCTION

Different factors active during development and ageing of the brain,
such as training, learning, malnutrition, deprivation, pharmacological
treatment or sensitizing lesions, are known to induce changes in synaptic
physiology and biochemistry. These lesions most 1ike1y have their counterparts
in changes in synaptic ultrastructure.

The first studies reporting quantitative data on synaptic
ultrastructures appeared in the late sixties/early seventies. In particular,
the number of synaptic contact zones per unit section area (nu(synapses)) (cf.
e.g. Aghajanian and Bloom, 1957; Bloom, L970; Fie1d, L912; Fifkovi,7910;
Fisher, 1972; Molliver and Van der Loos, l97O; Nicholson and Altman, 1972;
West et aL., L972) and the synaptic intercept length (1(syn)) observed in the
tissue section (cf. e.g. Cragg,1967a,1967b,1,969,797L,1912) were measured.
In the years thereafter, stereological formulae (cf. e.g. Weibel, ).919
chapters 2 and 5 and 1980 chapter 8 and references therein; Cruz-Orive, 1983
and references therein) were used to extrapolate these measurements into
estimates, describing 3-dimensional aspects of the synapses i.e. the number
of synapses per unit tissue volume (Nr(syn)) and the true diameter of the
synapse (D(syn)), respectively. Unfortunately, the stereological methods
available at that time were based on assumptions about the size, shape and
orientation of the particles. Moreover, the methods started from the
assumption that the original measurements were obtained from a true plane.
However, a tissue section, even an ultrathin section, does not fu1fi1 this
requirement. As a consequence, measurements in a tissue section are biasedby
overprojection and/or truncation effects. Correction forrnulae for these
aberrations were developed (cf. Cruz Orive, 1983 and references therein).
However, the final effeeE of such corrections is always hard to predict since
the extent of overprojection and truncation biases is never known. The
neurobiologist was confronted with the fact that no method was available to
obtain unbiased estimates of numbers and sizes of synapses and/or neurons (Iet
alone their shapes); a fact that would remain so till 1980 (see below) .

Another shortcoming of most of the earlier studies is the fact that in those
studies, possible changes in the reference volume that might result from the
experinenEal manipulation, were not taken into account,
As a consequence, the interpretations in many of these studies cannot be
trusted because the results were biased to an unknown extent.
However, despite all biases, the early studies (sti11) hawe an unprecedented
value: the fact that changes in synaptic number and size were found under the
various experimental conditions menti-oned above has concributed to our
knowledge about "plasticity" of the nervous system.

In 1980 Cruz-Orive introduced a method for estimating numbers of
arbitrarily-shaped particles. This method does not rely on assumptions and
is insensitive to owerprojection and truncation. Serial sectioning is inherent
to this method. Probably because of this tedious serial sectioning only a few
papers using this method for estimating synaptic densities appeared in the
literature (Bedi et a1., 1"984; Calverly and Jones,1987; De Groot, 1985,
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1988b; De Groot and Bierman 1983, 1986; ceinisnan et al., 1985 a, 1986 b;
Verwer and De Groot, l9B2). In contrast, papers using conventional
stereological methods and producing biased results, kept appearing in
increasing numbers.
Fortunately, this policy has started to reverse since the introduction of the
disector (Sterio, 1984). As was shownby e.g. De Groot and Bierman (1986) and
Braendgaard and Gundersen (1986) the disector provides efficient and unbiased
estimates of synaptic number and size.

Changes in the reference volume, due to experimental conditions, have
been taken into account more and more (cf. e.g. Crttz-Orive and Myking, 1981;
Uylings et al. 1986; De Groot and Bierman, 1987).

In long-term toxicity studies, such as on-going in our institute, the
age of the individual may be an important factor. It vras considered desirable,
therefore, to obtain quantitative data on morphological aspects of the nervous
system. In the present study, two key-structures in neuronal transmission,
i,e. neurons and synapses, have been studied. The hippocampus was chosen as
a structure because it is involved in learning and memory. The characteristic
pyramidal neurons of the hippocampus, whose cell bodies are located in stratum
pyramidale and whose main dendrites are located in stratum radiatum, hawe been
selected for the quantification of neurons. The quantification of synapses has
been carried out in stratum radiatum.

This paper describes
the estimation of the number of CAl and CA3 pyramidal neurons and of so
called tnon-perforated' and 'perforated' synapses in the hippocampal CA3

area of rats of different ages (3,12, 24 and 30 months) using the
disector technique (Sterio, 1984). A synapse is called perforated when
the outline of the array (or'grid') of presynaptic dense projections
clearly is non-convex (e.g. horseshoe-shaped) or not simply connected.
In any case the presynaptic grid of dense projections localy is devoid
of dense projections. The dense projeetion free area in the grid is
called the 'perforation'. A perforation does not represent a true hole
in the ce1I membrane.
As a measure of the size of both synapse types, the mean maxi"mum

intercept length has been estimated as well as mean projected height
(linear projection) (fig. 1,). Also for the nuclei of the pyramidal
cells, the mean projected height was estimated.
The mlnber of presynaptic dense projections per synapse (fig. 2) has
been determined for both types, in different ways (Cruz-Oriwe, 1985;
De Groot, 1985). These dense projections play a crucial role in
transmitter release (Akert, 1973) and their number may be considered
as a measure of synaptic efficacy.
Relevant to synaptic efficacy is the number of perforations per
perforated synapse, which is also estimated (tig.2). It has been
suggested (cf. Vrensen, 1989) that an increase in boundary (border
zones) of the synaptic transmission zone by induction of "perforations"
results in a potentially enhanced synaptic transmission.
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An attempt has been made to study indi.rgl]J the effect of age on the
shape of both types of synapses, using 2D reconstructions of orthogonal
projections (shadows) of the synapses (De Groot and Bierman, 1986; De

crooc et a1-. ,1992) .

To avoid problems encountered in the estimation of the reference volume
(see Discussion), numerical fractions of f) CA1 to CA3 pyramidal
neurons, 2) CA3 synapses to CA3 pyramidal neurons and 3) CA3 perforated
to CA3 non-perforated synapses, have been estimated.

The results of these morphological studies of synaptic plasticity in the
hippocampus of ageing rats have been compared with chose from other studies.
Attention has been given to the possible bias in some of the published and
present results, inherent to the method(s) used.
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UATERIAIS AND I{ETHODS

Tissue preparation and tissue sampTing
The subjects of this study were female Smal1 Wistar (Wag/Rij) rats, aged

3, 12, 24 and 30 months (7 animals/age group). Mean (+ SEM) body!,/eights (g)
at the time of sacrifice were: 142 t 4.0 (3M), 214 + 6.1 (12M), 259 + 5.9
(24M) and 268 + 7.1 (30M).
After transcardial perfusion with glutaraldehyde/paraformaldehyde mixtures
according to Peters (f970), the brains rrere removed. This fixative was chosen
in view of the ultrastructural studies carried out in the left hemispheres of
these rats (see below). The right hemispheres were stored overnight in 4%

formalin and were subsequently prepared for embedding in paraplast using
standard histological procedures. From the left hemispheres the hippocampi
were taken out after fixation by perfusion. Transverse slabs of approximately
4 mm were cut from the hippocampi with a fan-shaped set of Tazor-blades (cf.
De croot, 1988b, fig. 1). Vibratome slices (oxford Instruments) of 75 pm \47ere

cut from these slabs and under the dissecting microscope both the CA1 and CA3

areas were dissected. The dissected cissue slices were either treated \^rith
osmium tetroxide (OsOo) (Palade, 1952) or with ethanolic phosphotungstic acid
(E-PTA) (Vrensen and De croot, 7973a). For embedding in Epon 812 the OsOo and
E-PTA treated tissues were oriented in such a lJay that cutting with the
ultramicrotome could start perpendicular to the ventricular surface.

The OsOo treated tissue of the left hippocampus was used for a

qualitative investigation of the ultrastructure (De Groot and Bierman, 19B3).
The E-PTA treated slices were used for a quantitative study of the pyramidal
cell bodies in stratum pyramidale and the synapses in stratum radi-atum. As was

shown (De Groot and Bierman, f983) the E-PTA stained synaptic image is
different from the OsOo treated one, because the synapse appears against a

more or less unstained background, a feature which facilitates their
discrimination. Apart from this, E-PTA treated ti.ssue was essenti.al for the
quantification of the so ca11ed, 'presynaptic dense projections' (see below)
which can clearlybe distinguished in E-PTA treated synapses. In OsOo treated
synapses, contrary to E-PTA synapses, the membranes of the transmitter
wesicles are wisualized (fig.2). Since these vesicles are preferentially
positioned around and on top of the dense projections, it is impossible to
make a clear distinction between vesicles and dense projections.
The use of 75 pm vibratome slices was essential since incubation in E-PTA of
sma1l tissue blocks often results in an uneven staining of synapses throughout
the tissue (cf. Vrensen and De Groot, 7973a).
The right hemispheres, embedded in paraplast, were used for other purposes.

Quantification of (pyramidal) neurons (and synapses)
From E-PTA treated tissue of the hippocanpal CAI and CA3 areas, serial

sections $rere cuc on an ultramicrotome (Reichert 0mU3) at a preset tshickness
of 0.5 pm (fig. 3). A reliable estimate of the section thickness t'was
obtained by measuring the thickness of the sections with the Vicker's MB6

scanning microinterferometer (cf. De Groot 1988a).
Every 10-th section of a series of 111 (:k) sections was collected and
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stained with toluidine b1ue. The pyramidal layer was photographed on
Panatomic-X film (Eastman Kodak Company, USA) using a photo/1ight microscope
(Zeiss, West Germany) with a 100x oi1 objective (planapo IOO/\.3 oi1,
160/-, Zeiss, West Germany). The photographs were printed at a final
magnification of 2450x. The magnification was calibrated with an objective-
micrometer (1 nun : 100 units).
For the estimation of the mrmber of pyramidal cells (and projected height H

of their nuclei (see below) the disector,'stack,'procedure was performed
(Sterio, f984). In principle, the number of pyramidal cel1 nuclei vras counted
to obtain information about ceJ-l numbers, since CA1 and CA3 neurons contain
only one nucleus per neuron. Gundersen,s (1977) unbiased counting rule was
applied during counting. The samling and counting procedure is shown in fig.
3.
A stack of n sections -n : 11* the 10-th section of a series of k sections
(see above)- was composed of (n-1) disectors. The section pair, composing a
disector, i.e. the reference plane and look-up p1ane, consisted of two
sequential'10-th"-sections, e.g. the 1-st and lt-th section, the 1l-th and
21-st section, and so on.
Nuclei present in the reference area A, of the reference plane are cal1ed "e,';
those present inA,(reference plane) but not in the look-up plane are called
"Q-" (Sterio, 1984). To obtain rhe Q- porrion of the nuclei of the first
disector of the stack (: a(1)-) the reference area A, of the first disector
(:1-st section of the seriesi :1-st section of the stack) was compared with
the look-up area of the first disector ( : 11-th section of the series; : 2-
nd section of che stack). This latter area, i.e. the look-up area of the
first disector, subsequently served as reference area of the second disector
and was compared with the 21-st section of the series (: look-up area of the
second disector; : third section of the stack) to obtain Q(2)-. This procedure
was followed through the complete stack of n sections. Doing so, the look-
up plane of one disector is the reference plane of the next. The very first
and very last (- n-th) sections of the stack are exceptions; they were used
only once.

Since the ce11s have only one nucleus, an estimate of the number of
pyranidal ceI1 neurons per unit disector volume was obtained as follows :

est Nv:,a ,ii q;, r,1 n,, A,,),/ m

ni
a;

(3.1.)

where
est N

htj

estimated total number of particles per
unit disector volume
number of stacks (: series)
number of disectors in i-th stack
number of pyramidal ceIl nuclei, presenc
in A,.,(reference plane) but not in
Atr(Iook-up plane) of j-th disector in
i-th stack
distance in disector between
A,, (reference plane) and A,, (look-up
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Qii

plane).
reference area of the reference plane in
the j-th disector in i-th stack

h,, was obtained as follows

hij : kEr'

where

E*t'

number of sections in the series
composing the height of the disector (not
to confuse with the number of sections in
the stack! )
mean section thickness (cf. De Groot,
1988a)

To avoid problems, resulting from a lack of knowledge about the
reference volume (see: Discussion), the following numerical fractions Nil \,rere

estimated:

1) Nv(pyr. neurons, CAl str. pyr.) / Nr(PYr. neurons, CA3 str. pyr.);
2) Nv('a11' synapses, CA3 str. rad.) / Nv(Pyr. neurons, CA3 str.pyr")'
Estimation of Nr(synapses) is given below.

The size parameter 'projected heighc' (H) (: linear projection) of the
nuclei (n) was also calculated according to Sterio (1984). For this, the Q

and Q- portions determined in the stacks for the estimation of the number of
nuclei were used.

Thus, EH(n) is obtained

(3.2.)

k

est EH : (3.4.)

where
est EH estimated mean projected height of the

nuclei
mrmber of pyramidal ce11 nuclei, present
in A,, (reference plane of the j - th
disector in i-th stack

m, Qij, Qii, hii and n' are as indicated above for formula 3.1.

EH requires a random orientation distribution of either the nuclei or
the disectors (Sterio, 1984). Comparison of stratum pyramidale after
sectioning in different (random) directions indicated that it is justified to

*L thi" paper and in the corresponding Appendix the notation E is used
for'average mean' instead of for its literal meaning'Expectatia', which is
a mathematical term.
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assume a random orientation distribution of the nuclei in stratum pyramidale
of both the CA1 and CA3 areas.

Quantification of spapses and spaptic substructures
General approach and requirements.

To distinguish between the two types, i.e. non-perforated and
perforated synapses, they were tracked in adjacent serial sections (for
details, see De Groot and Bierman, 1983; De Groot, 19BBb).
To obtain an estimate of the number of both types of synapses the disector
method (sterio, 1984; Gundersen, 1986) was applied. since the minimal
projected height of the smallest synapse nin H, appeared to be smaller than
the section thickness t', adjacent sections were used, for the section pair,
i.e. the reference plane and the look-up plane, composing a disector.
A reliable estimate of the section thickness t, of the ultrathin sections ((
50 nm) was obtained using the smalI fold technique (cf. De Groot, 19BBa).
Taking the need of the tracking procedure for identification of the synapses
into account, disectors were always taken approximately in the midd.le of the
series of seetions so that tracking could occur up and down in the series.
The centre seccion of a series was considered as the ,reference p1ane, of the
disector and both adjacent sections as the ,look-up plane, resulting in two
disectors with a common reference prane (cf. De Groot and Bierman, 19g6). At
least 5 series (- 10 disectors) per animar were analyzed. per age group the
estimates of 4 to 5 rats were averaged. synapses present in the reference
area A, of the reference plane are called 'Q'; those, present in A,(reference
plane) but not in the look-up plane are ca11ed ,Q-, (Sterio, Lgg4).
i^Ihen counti..g and'/or measuring in A, (reference plane) and./or A, (1ook-up plane)
Gundersen's (1977) unbiased counting rule was applied. The Qt portion of the
synapses was used to estimate the number of non-perforated and perforated
synapses and their mean maximum intercept (:profile) length Emaxl with
corresponding dense projections E(nDp/maxl) (figs. I and 2), as well as the
mean number of synapse perforations per perforated synapse EpO.
In addition, this Q- portion was used to reconstruct, so ca11ed, ,orthogonal
projections' (shadows) of the synapses (De Groot and Bierman, 1986; De Groot
et al., !992). Parameters, invariant to size, shape and orientation of the
investigated particles were estimated to describe the size and shape of these
shadows. These calculations were carried out on the shadows to study
(indirectly) whether age-related changes in the shape of both synapse types
occur.
combined information of the Q- and the Q portions of the synapses and of the
synapse perforations was used to estimate their mean projected height EH
(Sterio, 1984) .

The Q portion of the synapses (and of the synapse perforations) was used to
estimate their mean perimeter length EL and their mean (presynaptic) surface
area ES (Cruz-Orive, 1985). The latter two parameters are essential to
predicte the number of dense projections per presynaptic surface area Eno
according to the, so ca1led, 'ti1e model' (cruz-orive, 1985; De Groot, 1985i
(see below).
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The formulae used to calculate the quantitative morphological
parameters, mentioned above, were mainly adapted from Sterio (1984) and Cruz-

Oriwe (1985). For the sake of completeness the formulae used in the present
study are given in an appendix. The reconstruction procedure for the synapse

orthogonal projections and the measurements carried out on them are also
included in this appendix. The lattel procedure is based mainly on the papers

of Hu (1962), Chen (1990) and Dorst and Smeulders (1987).

Statistics
The results of this study were tested statistically with one or more of

the following cests.
One-way (mu1tiple) analysis of variance ((M)ANOVA) to test differences
between the 4 age groups (Hollander and Wolfe,1973). The Student's-t-test
(equa1 variances) and the Welch test (unequal variances) both with
"Bonferroni correction,' (Ha1d, 1952; MiIIer, 1966) were used to test the

origin of possible differences between the age grouPs. The homogeneity of the

variances was tested according to Bartlett (1937; HaId, 1952). Regression
analysis (Draper and Smirh, l9B1; Kleinbaum andKupper, 1978) was carried out
to test a possible increase or decrease with age,ln case of hetero
scedasticity, a weighted least squares regression analysis was performed.

Differences between perforated and non-perforated synapses were tested with
the paired t-test (HaId, L952).

RESIILTS

Quantification of (pyramidaT) neurons (and synapses)
Figure 4 shows the effect of age on the numerical fracEions N* of A)

cA1 to CA3 pyramidal neurons, B) CA3 synapses (non-perforated or Perforated)
to cA3 pyramidal neurons and c) cA3 perforated to cA3 non-perforated
synapses.
Table I shows the numerical densities N, of the synapses and neurons.
Table fI shows the results of the mean projected height (EH) of the cA1 and

CA3 pyramidal ceIl nuclei.
No significant differences exist bet\^,een the 4 age-groups' neither for

any of the numerical fractions or numerical densities, nor for the projected
height of the CAI and CA3 ee11 nuelei (one-way ANOVA, P>0'05)'

Quantification of sJmaPses and synaptic subsEructutes
Tablelllshowsforthenon-perforatedandperforatedsynapsesin

stratum radiaEum of the hippocarnpal cA3 area the effect of age on: 1) the

mean maximum intercept length (maxl), 2) the mean ratio of the number of
dense projections observed along the maximum intercept length and the maximum

inrercepr lengrh itself (E(nDP/maxl) and 3) the mean projected height (EH)

(cf. figs. I and 2).
Note the distinction that is made between the zone carryinS dense projecti-ons
(:DPzone)andthezonefreeofdenseprojections(:perforation)(cf'fig'
2).
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Significant differences are found only betvreen the results of
(nDP/max1)(non-perforated synapses) of the 3 months and 30 months age-groups
(one-way ANOVA, P<0.05, followed by Student,s r-test, o:0.05; p2<0.0083
(Bonferroni) ) .

The increase with age of (nDP/maxI) is significant for both types of synapses
and so is the increase of EH(non-perforated synapses) (regression analysis,
P<0.0s) (fig. s).

Figure 6 shows for the synapse perforations in stratum radiatum of the
hippocampal CA3 area the effect of age on: A) the mean number of synapse
perforations per perforated synapse (Epo), B) the maximum intercept length
(Emax1) and C) the projecced heighr (EH).
The estimated mean per age-group is indicated on cop of each figure with the
coefficient of error among animals (CE:SEM/mean*100%).

Except for Emaxl(synapse perforations), which differs significantly
bet\^reen 12 monchs and 30 months of age (one-way ANOVA, p<0.05, followed by
Student's t- test (o:0.05 ; significant if P2<0.0083 (Bonferroni) ) , no
differences between the age-groups exist for the number of perforations per
synapse pg or for their projected height H.

Table IV shows the effect of age on the mean number of presynaptic
dense projections per synapse (Enr) calculated according to two models (tile
model and conic model).

No significant differences are found between the 4 age-groups, neither
with the tile model nor with the conic model (one-way ANOVA, P>0.05). The
observed tendency towards an i.ncrease in the number of dense projections per
synaPse with age is significant for Enr(non-perforated synapses) obtained
with the conic model (regression analysis, P2<0.05) (fig" 7).

With the tile model significantly lower values of EnO are obtained as
compared with the conic model (paired t-test, P2<0.05). However, the tendency
in the results of EnO obtained with the two models is the same.

Fig. 8 shows examples of so called ,orthogonal proj ections,
(symmetrical reconstructions or shadows) of both synapse types. From visual
inspection of these shadows it is concluded that 1) the shape of both synapse
types deviates considerably from the presumed disc-shape and 2) perforated
synapses are larger than non-perforated ones.

Table V and fig. 9 show the results of measurements on these shadows,
i.e. the 'size' estimates of their mean surface area (ES) and their mean
perimeter length (EL) and the'shape'estimates of the normalized central
moments with reference to major semi-axis (est E4") and minor semi-axis (est
ErtU) and the mean moment invariant est E@t (:f,a+4a,). No significant
differences between the 4 age-groups are found for any of these indirect size
and shape measurements on the synapse shadows, neither for the non-
perforated, nor for the perforated synapses (one-way ANOVA, P>0.05).
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The estimates est Emax1, est EH, est Eng, ES and EL can all be

considered as indicators of size. Statistical evaluation of the combined

"size" variables points -at least for the non-perforated synapses- at a

significant increase in synaptic size with age; significant differences exist
between 3 and 24 months, between 12 and 24 months and between 30 and 24

months (one-way MANOVA, 5 variables; P<0.05 (pairwise comparisons,
significant if P2<0.0083 (Bonferroni) ) ) .

iiith respect to possible differences in size between non-perforated and

perforated synapses tables III, IV andV and fig. 5 show that -in a1l 4 age-
groups- the perforated synapses are larger than the non-perforated synapses'
The values of the size parameters Emaxl and EH -except those of the 30

months age-group- differ significantly (paired t-test, P2S0.05) (tab1e III
and fig.5) . The number of dense projections Per synapse (Eng) is
significantly larger for the perforated synapses and also EL and ES of the
synapse shadows (tab1e V) differ significantly.

In general, an increased interindividual variability has been observed
in the 3 months and 30 months age-groups.

Regarding the high variability among rats, particularly for the
estimated numerical densities of the synaPses, it has been noted (tab1e I)
that the variability among blocks (series) and disectors within an animal is
approximately the same.
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DISGUSSION

rn the present paper the effects of age on the number and size of
synapses and neurons in the hippocampus of the rat are studied. In addition,
some fine structural characteristics of the synaptic contact zorLe('perforations' and'dense projections') are investigated. wherever possibre,
methods have been used providing unbiased estimates of the parameters.

rn general, the effect of age on the parameters measured is mild
although definitely present for some of them. The following effects of age
vrere observed:

1) no change in the numerical relation between numbers of cAl and cA3
pyramidal neurons;

2) no change in the numerical relation between numbers of cA3 synapses
(stratum radiatum) and CA3 pyramidal neurons;

3) no change in the numerical relation betvreen numbers of perforated and
non-perforated synapses in CA3, stratum radiatum;

4) an increase in size of the non-perforated synapses;
5) no change in the number of perforations per perforated synapse;

significantly larger perforations at high age (30 months);
6) an increase in numbers of presynaptic dense projections;
7) no change in size and shape of synapse shadows; the shape of both

synapse types deviates eonsiderably from the presumed disc_shape.

Perforated synapses are found to be larger and more ,complex, (presence
of perforations and relatively more d.ense projections) than the non-
perforated synapses.

rn this discussion, the reliability and value of the different
variables will be discussed in relation to the effects of age which, in turn,
will be compared with the literature. Headings are used to facilitate
comparison with the text in 'Materiars and Methods, and ,Results, 

-

Estimtion of symapse antd neuron fractions
rn the initial phase of this study we reported the effect of age on

synaptic densities in the rat hippocampus (De Groot, 19gr; De Groot and
Bierman, 1981; 1983), not appreciating the bias inherent ro the merhod used
to estimate N, (De Groot, 1984; De Groot and Bierman, 19g3) and the fact that
N, is subject to changes in the reference volume. By the time it was realized
that absoTute numbers should be estimated, which can be obtained by
multiplying N, with the volume v of the reference space, an unknown number of
sections of the embedded tissue blocks had been "lost" during sectioning so
that a Proper estimate of the reference volume could not any more be deriwed
frorn this material. Recognizing this problem, we decided to estimaEe the
numerical fractions (Nr(particle X),/(Nr(particle y)) of differenr neurons and
synapses since such fractions will at least indicate whether the numerical
relation between neurons and/or synapses has been affected by age. The
numerical fractions, thus estimated, i.e. cA1 neurons/cA3 neurons, cA3
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synapses/cA3 neurons and cA3 perforated synapses/cA3 non-perforated synapses

appear not ro be affected by the age of the rats (fig. a). This implies that,

if the absoTute numbers of these synaPses and neurons are at all affected by

the age, this effect has been the same for the investigated neurons and

synapses of this study. However, t:ne actuaT extent of this effect remains

unknown since this car- only be obtained from absolute numbers which are not

affected by changes in the reference voTume'

Inanotherageingstudyusingsulfideperfusionfixed,andsubsequently
deep frozen brain tissue of ageing F 344 rats (4, L2, 20, 27' 33 and 37

months), coleman et al. (1987) found only a rnild increase in the volume of

some hippocampal regions between 4 months and 12 months of age ' From 12

months of age and older no changes in volume of the different areas of the

hippocampal region were detected.
Measuring the total volume of the unfixed (,fresh,) brain in male F 344

rats of 3 months and 2t+ months of age (18 ratsr/group), Geinisman (personal

communication) observed a slight (difference between grouP means is 117') ' but

staristically highly significant increase in the total brain volume in aged

animals as compared to young adults and there lras no overlap in the values

obtained from young to old animals.
In the rars of the presenr study (sma11 Wistar, Wag/Rij) the total

volumes of the hippocampus and dentate gyrus of the right, paraplast embedded

hemisphere were also found to increase with age (347. and 297., tespeetively),
particularly between 12 months and 24 months of a1e (23% and 1'9% 

'
iespectively). The layers of the hippocampal CA3 area did not change in

volume with age; the volume of CA1 scratum pyramidale showed a mild increase

(137.). At least part of the increase in total volume will originate from

differential shrinkage of young and old brains during processing of the

tissue for paraplast embedding. It is known that this shrinkage is strongel
in che brains of younger individuals than in older ones (Haug, 1980, 1984,

1985;Sass,lg82;Uylingsetal.,r9B5)particularlywhenmethylbenzoateor
chloroform are used as intermediun. However, since we used xylene as

intermedium which does not show age-related changes of shrinkage (Haug,

1986), it is also possible that (part of) the measured increase in

hippocampal volume results as a function of ageing'

Taken together the findings that the numerical fractions of the neurons

and synapses in the present study do not change with age and the data which

indicate no change or a mild increase in brain volume with age, we are

inclined to conclude that there is no absolute loss of the neurons and

synapses analysed in the present study.

The apparent -but not significant- decrease in synaptic density N,

reported here (table I) is comparable with the (apparent) decrease in Nu

obtainedpreviouslywithconventionalquantitativemethods(cf.DeGrootand
Bierman, 1986) such as the ,unfolding' (De Groot, 1981; De Groot and Bierman,

19Bl) and 'serial section' technique (De Groot and Bierman' 1983' f987)'

Apparently, the decrease in N, must be explained by a relative loss of
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synapses resulting from an increase in reference volume with age rather than
by an absoTute loss of synapses resulting from ,ageing,.

rn another study on ageing also using the disector technique, but on
oso4 treated tissue, calverley and Jones (1988) found that the numerical
densities N, of perforated and non-perforated synapses in the parietal cortex
of the rat did not change with age. Possible changes in the reference volume
were not taken into account.

rn an early study in the nolecular layer of the dentate gyrus using a
conventional quantitatiwe method (cruz-orive, 1980; verwer and De Groot,
L982) and osOo treated tissue, Geinisman et a1. (1986b) found apparent
decreases with age (5 months + 27 months) of 10.1y" ar.d 3.1% for the number
fractions of non-perforated and perforated synapses per granule ceIl, which
were not significant. rn a later study (Geinisman et al., 1992a) using the
disector technique instead of the conventional counting method these authors
concluded that there was an age-dependent decrease in the number fractions of
perforated and non-perforated synapses which was significant for both synapse
types in the middle molecular layer and for the non-perforated synapses in
the inner molecular layer. Subsequently, Geinisman et a1 . (1,992b) subdivided
the perforated synapses into 1) fenestrated, 2) horseshoe-shaped, and 3)
segmented synapses. An apparent decrease with age was found for all subtypes,
which was significant in the middle molecular layer for the horseshoe-shaped
and segmented synapses.

Segmented synapses, also called ,multifoca1, synapses (Vrensen and
Nunez-cardozo, 1981), cannot be recognized in E-prA treated tissue. Since
only the membrane thickenings are'stained'with E-prA rather than the cell
membrane itself, such a synapse will be counted as 2 or more separate non-
perforated synapses. Even seriaTTy tracking of the synapses cannot avoid this
identification probTem. This problem is a serious drawback of the E-prA
treatment for counting synapses. rn the hippocampus, the percentage of this
type of synapses compared to the total m:.mber of perforated synapses is
unknown. rn the dentate gyrus it has been shown that in young rats about 50%
of the perforated synapses belong to the population of segmented synapses. rn
addition, there is evidence that especially this synaptic sub-type is
involved in synaptic plasticity (Geinisman er a1., 1991; L992b; 1993).
However, it shouTd be borne in mind that E-PTA treatment was essentiaT in the
present study for the quantification of presynaptic dense projections as an
indirect measure for synaptic efficacy (see below).

A comparison between E-PTA treated and oso4 treated synapses was made
in an earlier paper (Vrensen and De Groot, 1973b). rt was concluded that the
number of E-PTA synapses corresponds to the mmber of membrane thickenings of
the osoo synapses. The average size of the E-PTA synapse, however, always was
slightly smaller than that of the membrane thickening of the osoo synapse.
so far, it is not precisery knovm which components of the synapse are stained
precisely by either OsOo or E-pTA.
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Quantification of the size of synapses and pyramidaT ce77 nucTei
Unbiased estimates, indicative for the size of arbitrarily-shaped

synapses are the maximum intercept length maxl and the projected height H (cf
fig. 1). The first is measured in all'q-' disector-sampled synapses; the
latter is obtained from the ratio q/q'of the disector-sampled synapses
(Sterio, 1984) . In this study, EH(non-perforated synapses) increases
significantly with age (tab1e III and fig. 5) indicating an increase in size
of the totaT contact zone. The apparent increase in Emaxl(non-perforated
synapses) is not significant. It is noted that, for the non-perforated
synapses, the total contact zone equals the DP-zone; the total contact zone
of the perforated synapses equals the DP-zone plus the perforation zone (cf.
fig.2). No significant changes in the size of the perforated synapses is
found.

Attention is drawn to the finding that the ratio est Emaxl/est EH found
for the non-perforated synapses approximates the 4/r ratio which is valid for
circular discs (Fu11mann, 1953) whereas that of the perforated synapses does

not (tab1e III). This result at least indicates that the shape of perforated
synapses deviates more from the classically presumed disc-shape than that of
the non-perforated synapses does.

In a study on ageing, using OsOo treated tissue, Geinisman et al.
(1990b) found that maxl of the perforated axospinous synapses in the dentate
gyrus of the rat is 2.15 times larger than maxl of the non-perforated
synapses. For E-PTA treated synapses in cA3 stratru radiatLm the ratio
maxl(perforated synapses)/max1(non-perforated synapses) is I.57 on the
average (table III).

with regard to effects of age on the size of the pyramidal neurons we

observed here that the projected height H of pyramidal ce11 nuclei in CA1 and

cA3 is not affected by the age of the rats. Since the size of the nucleus
remains constant with age and the indication (see abowe) that the cAl and cA3

areas probably do not change (much) in volume with age, it is not likely to
expect a change in the size of the perikaryon of these ce11s and may be not
even a change in its dendrites. However, it is obvious that such a

'conclusion' must be treaced with caution.

Quantif ication of spapse perforations
The size of the perforations has also been estimated (the maximum

intercept length maxl and the projected height H) as well as the number of
perforations per synapse Epo.As mentioned before, due to the E-PTA

treatmenc, segmented perforated synapses are not recognized as such.

Therefore it can be concluded that only perforations of fenestrated and

horseshoe-shaped perforated synapses were included in the countings and

measurements.
EpO is an unbiased estimate since it represents the numerical fraction of
Nri"ynapse perforations),/Nr(perforated synapses); both Nr's are obtained by
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the disector stack method of Sterio (1984) for which no assumptsions have to
be made about the shape, size and orientation of the particles (De Groot and
Bierman, 1985). As mentioned before, numerical fractions N, do not depend on
changes in reference volume.
No change in the number of perforations per perforated synapse is found
(fig. 5A). I{ith respect to their size, the results showed that, ar high age
(30 months) the size of the perforations is larger, compared with the size at
12 months (fig. 68).

The reTewance of 'perforations, regarding s)maptic efficacy is as
follows. rt has been stated in a review by vrensen (1989) that the formation
of complex-shaped s)mapses such as perforated synapses, results from
expansion of the 'active zor.e' over a larger area of the presynaptic
membrane. Ihe active zone is where synaptic transmission takes place; it
corresponds with the grid of presynaptic dense projections (Dp zone) and the
postsynaptic 'band' ('thickening,, ,density, or ,plate,) (cf. fig. 2). There
is evldence that especially the border zones of the presynaptic grid of dense
projections are important with regard to synaptic functioning. rn this
context it is inportant to rea]-ize that perforation of a sJmapse creates an
'internal'border zone, which accuses for an important increase in total
length of the border zones in this type of synapse. As described earrier
Peters and Kaiserman-Abramof, 1969; Cohen and Siekevitz, 1978; Spacek and
Hartmann, 1983; Cal-verley and Jones, 1-987a; Geinisman et al., L9Bl, 1991,
L992b, L992c; Vrensen and Nunez-Cardozo, l-981) the ,perforation, may imply a
locaf interruption' in the active zone (so-called , fenestrated, or
'annulated' synapses), an ,invagination, in the active zor,e (so-cal1ed
'horseshoe-shaped' synapses) or complete separation of the active zone (so
caIled 'segmented' or 'multi-foca1, synapses) (cf. e.g. Geinisman et al.,
1991-' fig. 2). rn any case, the outer boundary of the active zone increases
with the length of the perforation boundary. Akert and coworkers (cf. Akert
and Peper, 1-975) showed, by means of freeze etch studies, that presynaptic
dense projections, vesicle attachment sites (vAss) and ca2t channels are
complementary structures, involved in the processes of tra4smitter release.
VASs are the sites where the transmitter is exocytosed in the ,intercleft,
space between the pre and postsynaptic membranes (cf. fig 2). Venzin and
coworkers (L977) demonstrated that the contribution of rhe periphery of the
active zone to the number of VASs and ca2+ channels is larger than that of the
centre of the zone. This implies that an increase in boundary (border zones)
of the active zone by means of invagination of the outer boundary or
induction of 'perforations' (dense projection free areas in the zone) Teads
to an increase in ca2' channels and vASs. consequently, a potentially enhanced
synaptic transmission results. This idea was also received from the results
of cohen and siekevitz (L978). Based on their finding that clusrering of
s]rnaptsic vesicles in che presynaptic erement arises particularly opposite the
edges of the post s)maptic densities, they suggested a concentration of
receptors for transmitters ac the edges of the postsynaptic thickenings. For
these reasons it is believed that perforated synapses are more efficient chan
non-perforated synapses. If true, the former idea would also imply that, in
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general, the segmented perforated synapses wilI be more efficacious than the
horseshoe-shaped or fenestrated ones since it is likely that their total
boundary is larger. This suggestion is supported by the results of studies,
in which particularly the segmented perforated synapses increase in number as

a result of a specific stimulus, such as long-term potentiation (LTP)
(Geinisman et a1.,1-991, 1992b) or kindling (Geinisman et aI., 1992c; L993).

Jones and Calverley (f991b), reported a doubling of the projected
height H of synapse perforations in the parietal cortex of the rat from 0.5
months to 22 months of age. In groups of comparable age, the size of the
perforations was found to be about twice the size of the synapse perforations
of the present study (cf. fig. 6): 104 nm (4 months), 102 nm (12 months) and
133 nm (22 months).

Since, in our study, the ratio est Emaxl/est EH found for the
perforations does not equal the 4fn ratio which is valid for circular discs
(Fullmann, 1953) it seems likely that the shape of the perforations is rather
complex. Jones and Calverley (1991a) reported in a study on ageing in the
parietal cortex of the rat that, at early age (0.5 and 1 months) the
perforations tend to be discrete (just like fenestrated synapses); later (4

months), so called 're-entrant' perforations are mainly observed, i.e.
perforations which are co-extensive with the surrounding synaptic contact
zone (like e.g. the typical horseshoe-shaped synapses) and the perforations
tend to branch (7 and 10 months). At higher ages (19 ar.d 22 months) large
synapses with large perforations are found. Frequently the Perforations are
co-extensive with the synaptic contact zone outside the DP zone and are
continuous with other extensive perforations; one or more small synaptic
grids belonging to one and the same synaptic terminal (segmented synapses)
may be observed.

In the study presented here, quaTitative visuaT inspection of the
perforations in the reconstructed synapse shadows (see below) did not allow
a prediction about differences between the age-groups in number, size and

shape of the perforations. At each age perfolated synapses with one or more

perforations, all or noE co-extensive \^rith the outer boundary of the DP zone,
are present. However, as mentioned already, segmented synapses are not
included.

As a consequence of the fact that segmented synapses go unrecogni.zed
and are counted as two or more non-perforated synapses, the number of non-

perforated synapses will be overestimated whereas the number of perforated
synapses -although to a lesser extent- wiII be underestimated. In addition,
the number of perforations per synapse will be underestimated and the size of
the perforations may actually be different. However, xhe reTative differences
between age-groups are only affected when differences in the number of
segmented synapses between the age-groups exist.

The results of the study of Jones and calverley (1991a) in the rat
parietal cortex -oldest age group bei-ng 22 months- suggest that the number

of segmented perforated synapses in the rat parietal cortex and the number of
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'segments' per synapse increase with age, However, the synapses selected for
the analysis do not comprise an unbiased number since the selection of up to
l0 synapses, used for the reconstructions, was carried out in one section of
a section series. This implies that larger synapses had a larger chance to be
incorporated in the analysis. It is clear from the reported results that the
segmented synapses particularly belong to the category of larger synapses.
Hence, their number has unavoidably been overestimated.

Estimating unbiased numbers of synapses, Geinisman et al. (7992b)
reported for the molecular layer of the dentate gyrus, a decrease in the
number of segmented synapses from 5 months to 27 months of about 237";
horseshoe-shaped and fenestrated synapses decreased in number as well (30%

and 112, respectively) . In 5 months o1d rats, segmented synapses were found
to comprise 517" of the total population of perforated synapses (Geinisman,
1993a).

Inspection of synapse shadows
Indirect information about synaptic size and shape, is obtained from

reconstructions of their shadows (figs. 8 and 9).
Qualitative inspection of these 2D reconstructions showed that the shape of
both synapse types clearly deviates from the classically presumed disc-
shape. They also showed that the perforated synapses are larger than the non-
perforated synapses.
Qualitative inspection of the synapse shadows does not a11ow to draw
conclusions about changes in size and shape, resulting from ageing.
Quantitative inspection of the synapse shadows did not point at changes with
age, neither for the size parameters S and L, nor for the 'shape factors, qu,

,b and 01.
As pointed out by De Groot et a1., L992, the results obrained with

inspection of synapse shadows do not permit hard conclusions about the actual
shape of a synapse. Th.y may provide additional information on the
configuration of synapses and the effect of an external stimulus on it and
may hence contribute to a better understanding of neuronal plasticity on the
who1e. It is likely that differences in the actual shape of the synapse,
reflect changes in its structural organizaxion and efficacy.

A comparison of the shape of the perforated and non-perforated
synapses, using the shadows is not re1iable. From inspection of'en face'
profiles of both synapse types (De Groot and Bierman, 1983) it was concluded
that the actual shape of the perforated synapses of this study, in general,
will be more irregular than that of the non-perforated synapses. It can be
stated, that the reduction from actual shape to shadow is larger, the more
complex the actual shape of Ehe structure in 3D is. This implies that,
relatively, the shadows of the perforated synapses are 'simplified, more than
those of the non-perforated synapses.

In a study on ageing in rats using reconstructed synapse shadows
(orthogonal projections), Jones and Calverley (1991a) showed that the area
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occupied by the perforation(s) is as large as the area, occupied by the
postsynaptic band PSB. In the present study, the area occupied by the
perforation(s) is smaller compared to that of the PSB (table III). Although
it should be borne in mind that, here, segmented (multifocal) synapses are
not included in the population of perforated synapses, the results indicate
that perforated synapses in the parietal cortex are 1ike1y to be larger and
more complex than those in stratum radiatum of the hippocampus.

In another study on ageing, using OsOo treated tissue, Geinisman et al.
(f990b) calculated the area of the post synaptic band (PSB) as an estimate
for the size of the synapses. This area was obtained by taking the product of
the total length of all PSB profiles and the mean section thickness. This
estimate is comparable to ES(synapse shadows) presented here (tab1e V) except
that, in our study, the area occupied by the perforation is included in ES.

With respect to this estimate it should be noticed that the ratio
ES(perforated synapse shadows)/ES(non-perforated synapse shadows) found by
Geinisman et al. (1990b) is 3.78 whereas that of the present study is 2.67.
The difference between the two studies originates mainly from the fact that
the non-perforated synapses in the molecular layer of the dentate gyrus,
apparently are much smaller than those in stratum radiatum of the
hippocampus; the size of the perforated synapses is more or less the same in
the two studies. A larger size for the perforated synapses using synaPse
shadows, was reported by Jones and Calverley (1991a) for synapses in the
parietal cortex of young and o1d rats.

Quantification of the number of presTmaptic dense projections
In the present study, the number of dense projections per synapse Eno

obtained with either the tile model or the conic model show a tendency to
increase with age and also the number of dense projections counted along maxl
shows an increase with age for both synapse tyPes.
These results suggest that both non-perforated, as well as perforated
synapses, become more efficient with age.

As mentioned above, it has been suggested (Akert, 1973) that the dense
projections are membrane thickenings 'guiding' the transmitter vesicles to
their vesicle aEtachment sites (VAS), i.e. the sites where the transmitter is
exocytosed in the intercleft space. Since the dense projections are supposed
to be complementary to the VAS it can be deduced that, the more dense
projections there are, the more vesicle attachment sites are Present in the
synapse. Clearly, the release of transmitter is relevant in the process of
transmission of information from one nerve cell to the other' Therefore, the
number of dense projections per synapse Eao is an indirect measure of
synaptic efficacy.

In this study, Eno has been calculated along
namely the'tile' and the'conic' models. Another
information on numbers of dense projections is

two different lines,
parameter,

the number
providing
of dense
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projections along the maximum intercept length, E(nDp/max1)

For the tile model it is assumed that the dense projections are
arranged on the presynaptic surface area according to a regular array. To
estimate the mrmber of presynaptic dense projections Eno with this model the
size parameters Es and EL, i.e. the surface area and boundary length of tshe
presynaptic surface area have to be calculated since they are indispensible
paraneters in the mode1. However, ES and EL are based on the assumption that
synaptic contact zones are round, disc-like structures. since the tile model
starts from this shape assumption and, in addition, starts from assumptions
about the distribution array of the dense projections on the presynaptic
surface area, the results of Eno are biased to an unknown extent. rt has been
observed that, in general, the array of dense projections shows high
regularity, at least in the non-perforated synapses. In the perforated
s1mapses the regularity may be disturbed (fig.2).

In the conic model tshe dense projections are regarded as cone-like
structures, sitting on the presynaptic surface area. A closer look makes
clear that for this model assumptions are made regarding the shape of che
dense projections. However, no assumptions are rnade about the shape of the
s1maptic contact zone or about the array of the dense projections on the
presynaptic contacczone. The bias in the escimate of Eno obtained with the
conic moder will be less than the bias in Eno obtained with the tile model.

Also the number of dense projections along maxl will be biased since
che cutting angle at which the synapse has been hit by seccioning is never
known and corrections for capping and under- or overprojection are not made.

Nevertheless, although biased to an unknown extent, Eno and E(nDp/maxl)
are important parameters and no method leading xo unbiased estimates of
numbers of dense projections are available, so far.

The finding that significantly lower values of Eno were obtained with
the tile versus the conic model are in agreement with our earlier data on
synapses in the stratrxn pyrarnidale of the hippocampal CA3 area of the rat (De
Groot, 1985). Most like1y this difference originares from the fact thar rhe
surface area S and perimeter length L of the actuaT synapse, parameters used
in the tile model to calculate Nr(dense projections), were corrected for
overprojection (see: Appendix). As a consequence EL and ES become smaller and
so does Nr(dense projections).
Apart from the fact that the corrections for overprojection only apply to
disc-like structures - which most synapses are not - the question remai"ns
whether E-PTA-stained synaptic contact zones are at all ,over'projected. The
findings that the values of EL and ES of the synapse shadows (table V) are
approximately of the same size or, in case of the non-perforaced synapses,
even slightly Targer than the values calculated for the actual synapse in the
tile mode1, support this suggestion. The size of the surface area and
perimeter length of the shadow of a structure can, at the very most, equal
the size of the actual structure; in general, however, the surface area and
boundary length of the shadow will be sma77er.
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As far as vre are aware, no other data on numbers of dense projections
in relation to ageing are available in the literature. The tile and conic
models presented here have been applied only by Cruz-Orive (1985) and De

Groot (1985). Regarding the models presented here the results, taken
together, suggest that the conic model is to be preferred.

Another method to quantify nurnbers of dense projections at the electron
microscopical leve1 has been described earlier by Vrensen et a1. (1980). For
this method, the use of "semi-thin" (i.e. 500 nm thick) sections of E-PTA

treated tissue is proposed. The thickness of these sections, in general, will
be larger than the 'thickness' of many of the investigated synaptic contact
zones and, therefore, a number of synapses will be fu11y incorporated in the
section. These, so ca11ed, 'en face'positioned synapses wery elegantly show

the array of the dense projections in the presynaPtic grid (fig. 2) and

enable counting and measurement of the dense projections in the grid.
However, although very elegant, this method has one main drawback, namely
that the population of synapses that will be analysed in this way, is biased
in number to an unknown extent because only fully incorporated 'en face'
positioned synapses can be analysed in this way. As stated before, larger
synapses stand a larger chance to be cut by sectioning and hence they stand
a smaller chance to be fully incorporated in the seccion (De Groot and
Bierman, 1983). Hence, the number of dense projections per synapse, analysed
and counted with this method, represents the 'average' composition of the
presynaptic grid of a seTected Portion of synapses and these may not be

representative for the total synapse population.
Theoretically, the method could provide nearly unbiased results with

respect to Eno if for the counting and selection of the synapses for dense
projections analysis, the disector 'stack' method could be used. One of che

requirements of the disector method is that the minimal si-ze of the
inwestigated particle is smaller than the height of the disector which, in
turn, equals the section thickness. Since only those synapses that are fully
incorporated in the secti,ons can be used for dense projections analysis, the

'thickness' of the synaptic 'disc' should be considered as minimal height of
the investigated particles. This thickness includes the height of the dense

projections and postsynaptic plate plus the width of the synaptic intercleft
space (cf fig. 2). This total thickness is less than 500nm and thus the
disector stack method can not adequately be used to select and count an

unbiased number of synapses for the evaluation of the presynaptic grid of
dense projections. In practice, only a minor number of synapses will be

situated in the section perfectly para11e1 to the surface of the section. In
addition, the application of the disector stack method on semithin sections
to quantify non-perforated and perforated synapses separately, has practical
limitations: perforations i.n a complex-shaped synapse may go unrecognized
when the synapse is curved or when the synapse is positioned under a certain
angle with reference to the section plane. As a result, perforated synapses

are identified, counted and further analysed as if they belong to the non-
perforated portion.
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Regarding the rarge variabiTity awng rats, particularly for the
estimated numerical densities of the synapses (table r), it should be noted
that the variability among blocks and disectors !'/ithin an animal is of the
same order of magnitude. rt is suggested that xhe main source for this
variability is originating from a pitfall in the sampling procedure for the
analysis of the synapses, arthough the specific problem has not been
identified. rt is possible that in some photographs, sampred for the synapse
countings, complex-shaped mossy fiber terminals have been incorporated which
are actually located in the stratum lucidum and should not have been included
in the analysis. The location of these synapses is rescricted to a small
'band' in stratum lucidum, adjacent to the stratum radiatum. T]heir 7oca7
density appears to be relativery high. and the majority of these synapses are
perforated.

rn addition to this (probabry main) source for the rarge variability
found among rats, it is noted that in the 3 months old rats the nervous
system may or may not yet be fu11y matured, which may contribute to the
interindividuar variability. At the age of 30 months, only 50 % of the rars
are sti1l alive. Hence, the 30 months survivors represent a selected
popuration of physically stronger rats" iJhether such a selection also
involves a selection \^rith regard to nervous system functioning, remains
unknown.

our results show that perforated synapses are significantly more
efficient than non-perforated ones. perforated synapses are larger and they
have one or more ,perforations,, Hence, their border zones are more
extensive, implicating a potentially enhanced synaptic transmission. rn
addition, they have a relatively larger number of presynaptic dense
projections, also suggesting a higher probability of transmitter release.

I,Iith respect to ageing in rat hippocampus, four major findings can be
deduced from the present results,
1) No loss in numbers of non-perforated or perforated synapses per neuron

occurs. changes in numerical densities of synapses and neurons -if at
all present- originate from an increase in reference volume.
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fs srrm7i2e, the results of the present study shor^, thaE quantitative
morphological methods enable the detection of neural plasticity. Nowadays,
methods are available to obtain unbiased estimates of number and size of
arbitrariTy'shaped particles such as synapses and neurons, which are key-
structures in the nervous system. rn addition, reliable information on
synaptic substructures such as pre- and postsynaptic membrane thickenings
(presynaptic dense projections and postsynaptic band, respectiwery) and
'perforations', knorrm to play a relevant role in signar transmission from one
nerve ce11 to the other, can be obtained by morphometric means with
reasonable validity.



2) Structural changes wich age occur in non-perforated and perforated

synapses, reflecting increased synaptic efficacy with age:

a) enlargement of the synaptic surface atea (non-perforated

synapses);
b) increase in numbers of dense projections composing the

pres)maptic Erid;
c) a Latget slrze of 'perforations' in the presynaptic grid at high

age (30 nonths).
3) No change ln ntrmber fractions of CAl to CA3 pyramidal neurons '

4)ProbablynochangeinslzeofCALandCA3neurons'althoughthis
conclusion must be treated with caution'

Taken together, these results suggest that the number of synapses per neuron

inthehlppocanpalCA3arealsnotaffectedbyage.Theefficacyofthe
synapses increases with age, expressed by an increase in size and complexity

of the active zone (transmission zone). Impairment of the synaptic circuitry

in thls area at 30 nonths is not likely to occur'

Ihe interesting question then, remains: 'Why do aged animals need an

erihanced efficacy of synaptic transmission''
Iheanswertothisquestionisasyetunknownbutitcouldbeareflectionof
the compensatory reaction of synapses in the hippocampus proper in response

to e.g. a loss of synapses in the dentate gyrus (Geinisman' L993a: Geinisman'

personal communication).
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Table I

Effect of age on the estimated nunerical density (Nr)* of synapses and neurons in
the hippocampus of female rats (Small Wistar, Ltag/Rij)

age non-perforated
(months) mean CE n

CA1 CA3

mean CE n mean CE n mean CE n

3

t2
24
30

1-3.62 15_0 s

10. 80 14. s 6

2.L4 28 .3 5

2.06 24.9 6

773
8 1-8

759
810

5.7
6.5
5.4
7.8

6

5

5

4

333

280
322
28L

10
9

11

5

7

2

4

3

)
6

5

5

8.12 L6.4 5

8. s6 31.4 4
1.10 20.2 s

1.98 29.2 4

n, number of rats; 5 blocks/rat, 2 disectors/block are analysed
CE, coefficient of error among rats ((SEM/mean))t1002).

Nr(synapses) 1*1611 "r-s, and Nr(neurons) (*106 cm-3), estimated. mean nwber of
particles per unit volume (Sterio, 1984).
data are taken from De Groot and Bierman (1987a/b, table I).**

**
svnaDS e s



Table II

Effect of age on the nean projected height (EH)' of pyramidal cel1 nuclei
in the stratum pyrarnidale of the hippocampal CA1 and CA3 areas of female

rats (Snal1 Wistar, Wag/Rij).

CA CA j

age
(months ) n

6

5

5

4

mean

5.20
4.9L
5 .07
5 .41

CE _lt_
5

6

5

5

mean

5.86
6.ll
5 .13
6 .64

CE

3

t2
24
30

3.5
5.4
2.9
4.L

4.0
5.8
5.0
5.9

n, number of rats; 2 blocks/rat, 2 stacks/bIock, 10 disectors/stack are

analysed.
CE,coefficient of error among rats ((SEM/mean)'t100%)'

* EH (pm) (Sterio, 1984, formula 4)
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Table IV

Effect of age on estimates of the mean nmber of presynaptic dense projections
per synapse (Eno*) -non perforated and perforated- in stratw radiatm of the
hippocanpal CA3 area of female rats (Small Wistar, Wag/Rij).

non-perforated slmapses
tile model* conic model*

perforated synap€eq
age tile model*

mean CE

conic model'
(months) n mean CE mean CE mean CE

3

t2
24
30

5

6

5

4

3.3
3.6
4.1
4.t

t2.4
8.0

t4 "4
1-9.4

4.4

5.9
6.9

7

5

8

2l

7

5

2

7

8

8

t2
6

1

9

9

36.9
L2.8
21 .0
8.9

11. 9

l.2.5
20. s

t2.o

20.9
7.5

t9 .4
L2.s

n, number of rats; 5 blocks/rat, 2 disectors/block are analysed
CE, coefficient of error among rats ((SEu/mean)*100%).

* Eno: Nr(dense projections)/Nr(synapses). Unbiased estimates of Nv(synapses)
are used (Sterio 1984). Est Nu(dense projections) is obtained by 2 different
methods (cf. Cruz-orive, l-985; De Groot, 1985): 1. Tile model, where Nu is
calculated from the number of conic Particles, triangularly arranged on the
presynaptic surface area; 2. conic model where Nu is calculated from the nmber
of presynaptic dense projections observed in the reference area, assming
conic particles in space.



Table V

Effect of age on the estimated mean surface area (ES*) and mean perimeter rength1rL**; of orthogonar projections*** ('"h.dor",) of non-perforated and perforated.synapses in the stratum radiatum of the hippocampar cA3 area of female rats(Smal1 Wistar, WaglRij ) .

non- perforated svn rforated ev-
age ES EL ES EL(months) n mean CE mean CE mean CE mean CE

3

L2

24
30

5

6

5

4

32s2
3069
3845
3542

1n o

5.3
10. 8

11. 9

76L
748
820
809

5.4

4.7
6.8

944L
7722

10559
87s 3

17. I

L7 .2
L3.2

T5L7
l3 81

1649
138 8

7.7
4.4
5.4
6.1

n, number of rats; 5 blocks/rat, 2 disectors/block are analysed.
CE, coefficient of error among rats ((SEM/mean)*1002).

* 5(*101 .rr21 i" zero-th order geomeEric moment (moo).** to calculate r- (nml) (Dorst and smeulders , r9gr, formura 24) the contourlength of the orthogonal projections is approximated as a coneatenated seriesof circular arcs,
*>k* fhs orthogonal projections are 's)mmetric, reconstructions of an unbiased

number of (disector-sampled) synapses, i.e. the Q-portions (sterio, 1gg4).



Figure 7. Schematic drawings of a "synaPtic disc" (or "contact zone") to

illustrate some of the parimeters estimaied in the present paper' i'e' th-u

maximum inrercepr r."gtri-Giorile length) (maxl), a random intercept length
(1,), t5e actual aiarne?er iol ""a 

pro5ectea height (or linear projection) H of

rhe parcicle. A disc-like particle'fii.ed between two para1le1 planes (P)' e.g'

the lower surface of the first, and upper surface of the last section of a

"stack" of serial sections with thickness t', is assumed'

x, y and z indicate geometric axes' The section plane is in the x'y directions;
z'is the direction of cutting (or sectioning)'
A. Disc in uPright position]i'e' disc face-parallel to x'z plane' Note that in

this Position, maxl - D : H'

B. orientation of the disc has been changed: compared to A, the disc has been

rotated45oaroundthez-axisandhasbeenturnedto!'ardsthex'yplane'
Angle between x,y plane and disc is 45o'

Comparison of figures i and S shows that the maximum intercePt Tength maxl and

trfeactuaTdiscdiameterDarenotaffectedbythisrotationoftheParticle,
whereas xtre ptojected height H is' Averaged oier all possible orientations the

value of H : pi'/A x D for glregl4l discs '
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Figure 2
A,B Photonicrographs of E-PTA treated non-perforated (A) and perforated (B)

synapses in stratun radiatm of the hippocampal CA3 area of a 3 months
old rat. The section thickness used is 25 run. The synaPses atre

positioned in the tissue section "en face", i.e. instead of being cut
by sectioning, the synaPse is fully incorporated in the tissue and the
piesynaptic "grid" of dense projections is facing the upper plane of
the section. The dark (electron dense) areas are dense projections
(arrow).
P, perforation.
Drawings of the synapses, illustrated in A and B. The black dots
represent the presynaptic dense projections. Compared to non-perforated
synapses, the DPs in perforated synapses are more irregular (note dense

projections indicated by open circles) and so is their pattern of
distribution (compare A, B, C and D). In addition, the presynaptic grid
of dense projections is interrupted at one or more sites in Perforated
synapses. Such interruptions are called "perforations" (P) (conpare A,

B, C and D).
The arrows 1 and 2, i-ntersecting the synapses' assme random "cuts"
through the synapses. In 1, the cut runs through the dense projections
carrying zone (DP zone); in 2 the cut, in addition, runs through a dense

projections free zone (perforation zone or perforation (P); compare C

and D with E and F).
When "cut" by secEioning, the synapses appear in the tissue section "en
profile", i.e. the synaPse is transversely cut by sectioning and shows

ihe profile of the transected synaptic contact zone (CZ) or "synapcic
disc" ( - DP-zone + possi.ble P-zone).
The top figures in E and F rePresent the "en Profile" appearance of
transections 1 and 2 in figs. C and D, after treatment of the tissue
with E-PTA; the lower figures show their appearance after treatment with
OsO, .

Aftlr OsOo treatment the presynaptic transmitter vesicles (PrSV) and the
pre and fostsynaptic ce11 membranes (PrCM and PCM, respectiwely) are
visualized whereas they are not after E-PTA treatnent. In contrast, the
dense projections (DP) and postsynaptic band (PSB) (density or plate)
are perfeatly visualized after E-PTA treatment but not after OsO4 because
the, by OsOo visualized PrSV, overlie the DPs^

The aciual iransnission of information from one cel1 to the oCher occurs
at the "active zone" composed of the Presynaptic Srid of dense

projections and corresponding postsynaptic membrane thickenings which
.r.- ..p.r"t"d by the intercleft space (ICS) ' Within the ICS is the
intercieft line (ICL) (electron dense material in the niddLe of the
rcs).

C, D

E, F
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Figure j.
A. Diagram, illustrating the sarnpling scheme for the quantification of the

hipfocampal pyrauridal ce1l nulei. For the estimation of the number of
pyrarniaai celJ" (and projected height H of their nuelei the disector "stack"
procedure was performed (Sterio, 1984).
i "t".k 

of n sections (n : 11* the 10-th section of a series of k sections)
was composed of (n-1) disectors. The section pai'r, composing a disector'
i.e. the reference plane and look-up p1ane, consisted of two sequential "10-
th,'-sections, e.g. the l--st and 11-th section, the 11-th and 21-st section,
and so on.

B. Disector pai.r of toluidine blue stained ePon seccions (0.25-prn thick) of the

hippocampal cA3 area of a 3 nonths old rat showing pyranidal neurons. On the

left is the ,reference plane'; on the right is the'look-up plane' of the
disector. To estimate the nunber of ce11 nuclei Gundersen's (l-977) unbiased
eounting rule is applied and only the nuclei that are Present in the framed

referenle area of ii-r. r"f.r"."e plane, but not in the look-up plane (dotted
circle) are counted; there nwber is unbiased (Sterio, 1984)'
Note that, in case the disector would be used in the reversed direction,
i.e.: the reference plane on the right and the look-up plane on the left' the

nucleus, indicated by the arrows, would have been counted'
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B. CA3 synapses to CA3 pyranldal neurons (y-axls) and the age of the rats (x-

axls) ,

C. CA3 perforated to CA3 non-perforated synapses (y-axis) and che age of the
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ORTHOGONAL PROJECTIONS
NON-PERFORATED SYNAPSES PERFORATED SYNAPSES
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FTgure 8. Randomly chosen examples of 2D reconstructlons of orthogonal
proJections (shadows) of non-perforated and perforated s)mapses ln the
hlppocanpal CA3 area (straturo radiatum) of rats of four dlfferent age-groups (3,'
L2, 24 and 30 nonths).
Froro vlsual (qualitatlve) inspectlon of these synapse shadows ic can be concluded
that both synapse t)rpes devlate conslderably fron the presuned dlsc-shape and
thet the perforated s)mapses are larger then the non-perforated ones. Dlfferences
ln shape of the shadows cannot be detected fron qualltative lnspectlon, only.
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Flgure 9. Relatlonshlp between estlmaEes of
A' the norualized central Donents rrlth reference to the senl-naJor princlpre

axls (est E7") (y-axls) and the age of the rats (x-ax1s),
B. the norrnallzed central DoDents wlth reference to the senl-rninor princlple

axis (est E7r) (y-axls) and the age of the lets (x-axts),
c. the monent invarlant est Eor (- Eaoz + Erlao) (y-axLs) and the age of the rats(x-axls).
Est E7", -""a !ro_and est EO, are varlables, lndependent of the size, shape and
orlenEatlon of the investlgated partlcles. Dlfferences ln these variables polnt
at differences ln shape.





PART IV

Appendix

DESCRIPTION OF PRACTICAL APPROACHES
FOR THE QUANTIFICATION OF

NEURONAL STRUCTURES

QUANTIFICATION OF SYNAPSES AND SYNAPTIC SUBSTRUCTURES





QUANTIFICATION OF SYNAPSES AND SYNAPTIC SUBSTRUCII]RES (sTERIo, L984; G:RUZ-
oRrvE 198s).

A. QUANTIFTCATION OF SYNAPSES1

L. TotaT number of synapses per unit disector voTume, Nr(s)
For a detailed description of the estimation of the number of both simple

non-perforated (n-ps) and complex perforated (ps) synapses using the disector
method, the reader is referred to De Groot and Bierman, 19g6 (in particular
fig. 3 of this paper with corresponding text).

An unbiased estimate of the number of synapses per unit disector volume was
obtained as follows:

n n
esr Nv : re a; /;>=, hiAi (A.1.1.)

where
est Nv estimated total number of particles per

unit disector volume
number of disectors
synapses (not synapse-fragments ! ) present
inAr(reference plane) but not inA,(look-
up plane)
distance in disector between A, (reference
plane) and Ar(1ook-up plane). In rhis
case, hi equals the thickness of one
section; hence, hi:Et' (:expected section
thickness )
reference area of the reference plane in
the i-th disector (i:1,2, . . . ,n)

Provided V(disector) and V(reference volume) are obtained from
identically treated tissue (see: Discussion), an unbiased estimate of the
total number of synapses can be obtained as follows

est N - est Nv est V(reference volume) (A.1.2.)

est N

est Nv

lln this appendix the notation E is used for ,average mean, instead of
for its literal meaning 'Expectatia,, which is a mathematical term.
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n
a;

h.I

I

est V

estimated total number of particles per
total volume e. g. total number of
synapses in CA3, stratum radiatum
estimated total number of particles per
unit disector volume
estimated volume of the brain structure,
e.g. the volume V of stratum radiatum of
the hippocampal CA3 area (: reference
volume) .



To avoid problems, encountered in different treatment of disector and

reference wolume tissue (see: Discussion), the following numerical density
ratios, obtained in epon-embedded tissue, were estimated:
1) Nr(non-perforated synapses) / Nr(perforated synapses) ;

2) Nr("a11" synapses, CA3 str. rad.) / Nr(Wr. neurons, CA3 str' pyr');
3) Nv(pyr. neurons, CA1 str. pyr) / Nr(PYr. neurons, CA3 str. pyr.)'

2. Llaximum intercePt Tength of the synaPses' EnaxT(s)
The Q- synapses were tracked through the series of sections and the

observed maximum profile (:intercept) length, maxl, was measured using a

semi-automatic image analysis system "Videoplan" (Kontron Messgerate Eching,
West Germany). Then,

n

/ t>, ai
nQi

est Emaxl : t P=,, F,

a;

maxll; J

estimated maximum synapse intercept
length, observed in serial sections
number of disectors
maximum intercept length of the j-th
synapse in the i-th disector. Note that
j runs from I to Qi

number of synaPses, Present in
A;(reference plane) but not in At(look-
up plane)

(A.2.1.)

where
est Emaxl

n
maxl,,

It should be noted that, for circular disc-like synaPses, maxl equals the

diameter of the synaptic disc; for other shapes of synapses it is as close to
the ideal as one can come for non-circular shapes (Braendgaard and Gundersen,

1986 ) .

3. Synapse perimeter Tength, EL(s)
The size Parameter EL was calculated from the ratio: est \ / est Nr'

For est N, of this ratio an unbiased estimate of Nw obtained by the disector
nethod (see: Appendix, A1) was used.

To obtain est \,the following approach was followed. After
identification of che synapse type by tracking the synapses through che

series of sections, the number n, of synaPses present in A,(reference plane)

\,ras counted.
An (uncorrected) length density was calculated as follows:

mm
esc L,i - ,* (,], 

", ) /1r1 Ai (A'3'f ')

where
est Li estimated length density, uncorrected for

capping and overprojection
number of series
number of synaPses (not synaPse-

m

ni
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A.
I

fragments ! ) present in A, (reference
plane) and tracked through the series of
sections
reference area of the reference plane in
the i-th series

To correct for capping and overprojection:

est h: esr Li [(Er,/EH) + cos Z]-l (A.3.2. )

where
est \ estimated length density corrected for

capping and overproj ection
expected section thickness (cf. De Groot,
1988)
expected projected height (:linear
projection) of the synapses
capping angle for synapses

Et'

EH

z

EH is calculated from

est EH : est EH/est. cos Z (A.3.3. )

estimated effective projected height of
the synapses

est Efr - (ENn/esr Nv)-Er, (A. 3 .4. )

where
ENr expected number of hit and observed

synapses per unit area

est cos Z is obtained as follows

est (cos Z;) : est [cos arcsin (sin Z;)l (A.3. s. )

(A.3.6. )

m

est (sin Zi) : 
iI=1

nim

i& ,i.1,t/ ir,
ni

ie maxlii

where
minl,, shortest intercept tength

serial sections for the
synapse in the i-th series
longest intercept length
serial sections for the
synapse in the i-th series

observed in
j -th tracked

max1r, observed in
j -th tracked

(i.eIn the present study the data of the min1r, and maxlr., of all synapses
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the Q-portions) of n rats Per age group were pooled and the ratio of the

pooled data was used to estimate sin Z for both synapse types separately'

4. Synapse (presynaptic) sutface area, ES(s)
The size parameter ES was calculated from the ratio: est sr/est Nr. For

est N, of this ratio an unbiased estimate of Nw obtsained by the disector
method (see: Appendix, A1) was used.

From the number of n, synapses counted in Ar(reference plane) (see:

Appendix, A3) the intercept length 1,, was measured, using the Videoplan (see:

Appendix, A2). An (uncorrected) surface density was calculated as follows:

est S{ :(4r) ELo (A.4. 1 . )

mnim
ELr : 

i>=r ;]r lii / i2=1 
Ai

where
est S{

ELI

where
ELo

where
est Su

Et,

ED

est N,

estimated surface density uncorrected for
capping and overProjection
expected intercept length of synapses

per unit area

expected intercept length of synapses

per unit area
number of series
number of synaPses (not synaPse-

fragments ! ) present in Ai (reference
plane) and tracked through the series of
sections
intercept length of the j-th synapse in
the i-th series. Note that j runs from 1

Co ni
reference area of the reference plane in
the i-th series

estimated surface density corrected for
capping and overProjection
expected section thickness (cf. De Groot,
1988)
expected diameter of synaptic "disc"
estimated number of synapses per unit

(A.4. 3 . )

m

n

I

I

To correct for capping and overprojection

est sr-[est S{-(4/r)Et' (ED)est NrlS(z)
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z
volume (see: Appendix, A1)
capping angle for synapses

ED is obtained as follows:

ED : EL/r

where
EL : expected synapse perimeter length

Appendix, A3)

g(Z) is calculated as follows (Z in radials):

C(Z):t 1- (2/r) (z- sinZ cosZ) l-1

To calculace Z, see Appendix, A3

(A.4.4. )

(see

(A.4.s.)

5. Projected height (-Tinear projeetion) of the synapses, EH(s)
The size parameter "projected height" of the synapses vras calculated

according the Sterio (1984, formula 4). For this, borh the e and the e-
portions of the synapses determined for the estimation of the number of
synapses (see: Appendix, A1) were used. The projected height of the synapses
\{as estimated as follows:

n

est EH : t,r, (Qi hi) I /t>=r a; (A.s.1.)

where
est EH estimated projected height of the

synapses
number of disectors
number of synapses counted in
A, (reference plane)
distance in disector between A' (reference
plane) and A,(look-up plane). In rhis
case, hi equals the thickness of one
section; hence, hi:Et' (:expected section
thickness )
number of synapses present in
Ar(reference plane) but not in A,(look-
up plane) of the i-th disector

As pointed out by Sterio (1984), EH requires a random orientarion
distribution of either the investigated particles or the disectors. with
respect to synapses in stratum radiatum of the hippocampal cA3 area, a random
orientation distribution was assumed.
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B. QUANTIFICATION OF SYNAPSE PERFORATIONS

1. Number of perforations per perforated synapse, Epo

An unbiased estimate of the number of synapse perforations (p) was also
obtained according to Sterio (1984). However, in view of their low quantity
and relatively small size the Q- portion was determined in complete series
(:"stacks") of sections. For this, the reference area At of the first section
of the series was compared with the same area in the adjacent second section
to obtain the Q- portion of the first disector of the stack (: a(1)-). This
latter area, i.e. the look-up area of the first disector, subsequently served
as reference area of the second disector and was compared with the third
section of the stack to obtain Q(2)-. This procedure was followed through the
complete sEack of n sections. Doing so, all sections of the stack -except for
the first and last (:n-th) sections- first served as look-up plane of the one

disector and then as reference plane of the next. A stack (:ssaies) of n
sections was thus composed of (n-1) disectors and resulted in (n-1) a-
portions. In this study, a stack consisted of at least 15 adjacent serial
sections; at least 5 stacks per animal were analyzed. An estimate of the
number of synapse perforaEions per perforated synapse (ps) was then
calculated as follows:

m

est Epo - t 
':" 

(

where
est EpO

h,j

Atj

N, (ns )

r}r 
q;, u,I n,, A,,),2 ml ,/ Nr(ns)

estimated number of synapse perforations
per perforated synapse
number of stacks (:series)
number of disectors in i-th stack
number of perforations, Present in
A,,r(reference plane) but not in Atr(look-
up plane) of the j-th disector in the i-
th stack
distance in disector betvreen
A,r(reference plane) and Atr(look-uP
plane). In this case, htj equals the
tshickness of one section; hence, ht, :
Et' (:expected section thickness)
reference area of the reference plane in
che j-th disector in the i-th stack
escimated number of perforated synapses
(ps) per unit volume (see: Appendix, A1)

(8. 1.1 . )

m

ni
a;

2. Maximtm intercePt Tengch of the perforations' E(naxl)(p)
The same disectors, used to estimate E(maxl)(s) (: synapses) were used to

estimate E(maxl) (p) (:perforations). Of all the perforations present in
Ar(reference plane) but not in A,(1ook-up plane) -i.e. the Q- perforations-
the maximr..rm intercept length maxl was measured using the Videoplan (see:

Appendix, A2). Then, est E(max1)(p) was calculated in accordance with est
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E(maxl) (s) (see Appendix, formula A.2.1. ) .

The perforations were observable in 1 to 3 serial sections depending on
their size. For circular perforations, maxl represents the diameter of the
perforation; for non-circular shapes it is as close to the idear as one can
come (Braendgaard and Gundersen, 1986).

Note, that I'max1" used also in De Groot and Bierman (19g5) represents
"maxB" in Cruz-Orive,s (1985) paper.

3,4. Pertoration perimeter length, EL(p) and perforation surface area, ES(p)
The disectors used for E(max1)(p) were also used to estimate EL(p) and

Es(p). rn principle, the procedures for EL(s) (see: Appendix, A3) and ES(s)
(see: Appendix, A4) were used. However, EL(p) and ES(p) were obtained from
the ratios est Li /est Nr. rn other words: no corrections for overprojection
and capping were carried out. rn fact, assuming an overprojection of the E-
PTA stained profiles of the ',dense projection zo,.e,, implies an
underprojection of the "dense projection free zone". Such a correction was
not made' EL(p) and ES(p), in principre, are needed for the prediction of the
number of dense projections per pres)maptic surface area using the tire model
(see; Appendix c2) and flucruarions in EL(p) and Es(p) will hardly affecr rhe
final outcome of formula C.2.1.

5. Projected height (:Tinear projection) of
est EH(p) was determined in accordance

estimation of EH(s) is given. In case of
portions determined in stacks for the
perforations were used to estimate EH(p):

lnininiest EH: t?, I (i=>r Qrit?r hii) / t\ aii ) / n

where
est EH

the perforations, EH(p)
with formula A.5.1. where the
the perforations the Q and Q-
estimation of the number of

(B.s.1)

m

Qt;

h..
rJ

aii

Note that EH requires
perforations or the

ni

a random
disectors

orientation distribution of either the
(Sterio , L984); a random orientation
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: estinated mean projected height of the
perforations

: number of stacks (:series)
: number of perforations counted in

Arr(reference plane) of the j-th disector
in the i-th stack

: distance in disector between
Ar, (re.ference plane) and A,, (1ook-up
plane). In this case, h,, - Et, (-expected
section thickness)

: number of perforacions present in
Arr(reference plane) but not in A,,(Iook-
up plane) of the j-th disector in rhe i-
th stack

: number of disectors in i-th stack



distribution of the synaPse perforations in stratum radiatum of the

hippocampal CA3 area was assumed.

C. QUANTIFICATION OF THE NUMBER OF DENSE PROJECTIONS

L. Estimation of the number of dense projections aTong the maximum intercept
Tength E(nDP/max7).

After measuring the maximum intercept length (maxl) of the Q- synapses

(see: Appendix, A2) and the Q- perforations (see: Appendix, 82) the nrunber of
dense projections along maxl was counted. Then, the estimated mean number of
dense projections along rnaxl of the dense ptojection zone is

n

escE(nDP,/maxl):(.4

where

a;
nr.rmber of disectors
number of synapses, Presenc in
A,(reference plane) but not in At(look-
up plane)
maximum intercept length of the j -th
synapse in the i-th disector (j runs from
1 to qi)
estimated maximum intercept length of (Q-)

synapse perforations

maxl,,

a;

f,, tnorl;/(maxl,r-est Emaxl(P)) I )

n

/ 
't" 

ai (c.1. r. )

n

est Emaxl(p):

To calculate est Emaxl(p) see: Appendix, A2 and 82. Note that in the case of
non-perforated synapses, est Emaxl(p) in formula C'1'1' i's zero'

2. Number of dense projections Per synapse, Eno: tiTe modeT

The basis for the "ti1e" model (Cruz-Orive, 1985) is formed by the

hypothesis that a dense projection and its surrounding hexagonal area (cf'

e.g. Akert and Pfenniget,1969; Akert et al., L91L; Akert' 1913; Vrensen et

al., 1980) is a basic unit, involved in guiding the vesicular release of
neurotransmittsers. In tshe model an unbounded lattice of fundamental regions
(: the hexagonal areas), each containing a fundamental domain (: a dense

projection) is covered with a plane mobile figure of arbitrary connectivity
(: the presynaptic surface area) ("f. Cruz-Orive, 1985, fig. 4)' Using

classical methods of integral geometry the expected number of fundamental

domains completely inside the mobile figure, i'e' the expected number of

dense projections on the presynaptic surface area, was calculated as follows:

Eno:t [(Es)+(1-Epo)ar)/ar)-br(EL)/(2ra) (J'z'L')

where
expected number of dense projections per
synapse
expected area of the mobile figure, i.e.
the area enclosed by the outer boundary
(in the case of perforated synapses:

Eto

ES
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mi"nus the area occupied by the
perforation(s) )
expected number of perforations per
synapse
area of the fundamental domain, i.e. area
occupied by a dense projection
area of the fundamental region, i.e. the
hexagon belonging to a dense projection
boundary length (: perimeter 1ength) of
the fundamental convex domain i. e. a
dense projection
expected total perimeter length of the
mobile figure, i.e. the perirneter length
of the presynaptic surface area EL(s)
(in the case of perforated synapses: plus
the perimeter length of the perforations
uL(p) )

n (b(BDP) /2)?
2 v3(b(BDp) /2+b(iDp) /2)z
tt (b(BDP) /2)

To estimate EL and ES of synapses and perforations see: Appendix, A3, A4,83 and 84. To estimate Epr, see: Appendix, 81.

3. Number of dense projections per synapse, Eno: conic modeT
For the "conic" model, the dense projectiotis were regarded as cone-likestructures sitting on the presynapcic surface area. The expected number ofdense projections (dp) per synapse leno) was obtained from the ratioNr(dn),zNr(s). t'tr(de) was obrained by counring rhe profiles of the denseprojections observed in Ar(reference plane) ancl appiying a correction foroverprojection and capping:

Est N, :,1, t.,,/<nr, + K EH)l

EPO

a1

az

b1

EL

Note that Epo: Eh in cruz-orive, 19g5, formula 3.2. rn the present paper Eh

::: 
t:pl1".d by Ep, ro avoid confusion with h(disecror) (See e.g.: Appendix,A1); b, in this paper:1, in Cruz Orive,s paper to avoid confusion withsynaptic intercept length, 1(synapses).

To calculated ar, a2 and br, the intercept length of the base of the denseprojections (b(BDP)) and of the space between two adjacent dense projections
(b(iDP) ) was measured in a number of synaptic profires present inA;(reference plane). Then,

(c.2
(c "2
(c.2

a1

az

b1

2.)
3.)
4.)

(c.3"1.)

where
est N, estimated number of dense projections per

t7t



ni

Et'

Then,
is:

where
b (BDP)

K

EH

unit volume
number of series
number of dense projections present in
Ai (reference plane)
expected section thickness (cf. De Groot,
1988)
truncation constant for dense projections
expected projected height of the dense

proj ections

assuming cone-like particles with radius:RDP/2 and height:HDP, EH(dp)

EH:(b(BDP)/4)(r+[b(HDP)/b(BDP)/2)]-arctan tb(HDP)/(b(BDP)/2)ll (c'3'2')

intercept length of the base of the dense

proj ections
intercept length of the height of the
dense projections

b (HDP)

D. (INDIRECT) QUANTIF]CATION OF DIFFERENCES IN SYNAPTIC STIAPE: MEASUREMENTS

ON'SYNAPSE ORTHOGONAL PROJECTIONS' (SHADOIIS)

To obtain so called "orthogonal Projections" of the Q-portions of both

non-perforated and perforated synapses, the following procedure was carried

out. Q-disector-sampled synapses were tracked in adjacenE serial sections. In

eaeh section in which the "tracked" synapse appeared, the "chord length"
(:shortest distance between the outer ends) of the intercepts (:profiles) was

measured using the Videoplan (see: Appendix, A'2) ' "S)rmmetrical"
reconstructions (- ortho8onal projections) of the synaPses were performed by

aProgram(SYNMoRF-DRAI,IINGv4-90)writtenintheFortranlanguagebyoneof
us (EPB B). In the reconstructions the centre-point of all intercept chord

lengthsofatrackedsynapse-i'e.thechordlength(s)oftheDPzone(s)p1us
thechordlength(s)ofpossibleperforation(s)-arePutontopofeachother.
Thewidthofadrawnchordlengthequalsthesectionthicknessused.Hence,
,'s)fmmetric,, reconsCructions result, comparable with "orthogonal projections"

(partIlI,fig.8).ThehardwareusedwasaVAXAMS8250-computer(Digital
Equipment corporation, l"laynard, llassachusetts) and a ZETAS-plotter (NICOLET) '

Totestpossibleage-relatedchangesinsynapticshapethefollowing
parameters were calculated for each ortshogonal projection of the Q- synaPses:

the perimeter L, the area s (- noo: 0-th order geometric moment) ' the

normalized central moments vrith respect to x- and y-axis and with resPect to

the semi-major and semi-minor princiPle axis ( 4g2, 42g, 4a and ?5r respec-

tively) and the moment invariant Or, being a function of geonetric moments

and invarianc under image translation, scaling and rotation' For these

calculations an 8-connected-chaincode scheme (Freeman' 1960) ' coding the

contour of the drawn synapse projection' was used' This coding was derived
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from the coordinates of the drawing. The moments tl., 116 and o, are invariant
under image translation, scaling and rotation.

To obtain L, the corner count estimator, proposed by Dorst and
Smeulders (1987, formula 24) was calculated.

L"(n", no, n") : an" + bno +cnc

where
L" - corner count estimator
n" : number of even chaincode elements in the

string of Che contour
Do : number of odd chaincode elements in the

string of the contour
o" : (corner count -) number of occurrences

of consecutive chaincode elements in the
string of the contour

a,b,c - coefficients for the (n", Do, .")
characterization; in this case a: .9g0,
b - L.406 and c - -.091. For the
derivation of a, b and c the reader is
referred to the original paper of Dorst
and Smeulders (1997), formulae 22_24.

rn-principle L" is unbiased over an ensemble of long stralght strings. rnthis case, the contour length of the orthogonal pro5ections was approximated
as a concatenated series of circular arcs. Although not designed for such
situations, L" is remarkably accurate (Dorst and Smeulders, 19g7).

rhe 0-th order geometric moment m,o (-s) and the normarized central
moments with respect to x- and y-axis and with respect to the semi-major and
semi-minor principle axis (70r, rt2g, tl6 and 70, respectively) and the momenr
invariant O, were obtained as follows (Chen, 1990).

Basic knowredge learns that a digital image can be presented by moments
of its intensity functions. The (K,L)-th (geometric) moment of an object inan image is defined by

(D. 1. r. )

(D. 1. 2. )
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lt I{

kr-- ii;Ir iK jL *,,,

where
m : moment
K,L

N

M

i
j
xi

order indicators; the order of the moment
equals K plus L
number of coordinates in x direction
number of coordinates in y direction
x coordinate; i:1,2,3...N
y coordinate; j:1 ,2,3. . .ltI
binary value ar the point (i,j).



Note that
xij : 1, if Point (i,j) is on or within
(the contour of) the object
*ij : 0, if point (i,i) is outside the
obj ect

The area (s) of the binary image of the object is represented by the 0-

th order geometric moment moo (K and L zero).
moo together with the i-st order geometric moments mro and mo, locate the

centroid (: centre of gravity: point io,jo) of an object in the image' The

centroid is defined bY

io: m1s,/ msq jo: ms1 / mrs (D'1'3')

The centroid, together with ch 2-th order geometric moments mo, and *zo (:

axial quadratic surface moments with respect co x- and y-axis, respectively)
were used to eompute the central moments t 92, lr., and pa,

poz: mo? - mfit / moo ttzo: mzo - mio / mo, (D'1'4')

P1l : m1 - mO, m1q / moO

The central moments pg2 and p11 and F7g wete normalized for scaling as follows

ns2-us2/uf,s n2s-t'2s/uf,s (D'l's')

nf:ur/Pf,s

where
?xl : normalized central moments with respect to axis K' L

The normalized central moments with respect to semi-major (a) and semi-minor

(b) principle axis were calculated as follows

rtu: tzo sin26 - 2 4r, lsirL$ cos{l + noz cos26 (D'1'6')

(D.1. 7 . )

4a: 4zo sir.216+tr721 - 2 rtl1 lsirl($+r/2) cos($+n/2)) + ttoz cos?(S+n/Z)

semi-major princiPle axis
semi-minor princiPle axis
slope of the semi-major principle axis

The slope of the semi-major principle axis is caleulated as follows

{: }: ran-l 12 pt /(tzo - ps)l (D'1'8')

For the sake of completeness the formulae to calculate the length of the
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qa
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semi-major and semi-minor principle axis are given below (Hu, 1962)

^ 
: l(roz + pzo + 10.'2s - us)z + a pl)h) / (uss/2)lh

6 - ((lloz + pzo l(t'2s - ps)? + a pznlh) / (pss/2)lh

The ratio of these length parameters of the principle axisratio of the axis in the geometric x_ (A) and y_directions (B)aI. , 1992) , be used to derive information about the actualparticlez. It is nored thar the ratio a/b equals xhe ratio A/B

The moment invariant O, was obtained

Ol - ,lOZ+ rtZO

(D.1.e.)

(D. 1. 10. )

can, like the
(De Groot et

shape of the

(D. r. 11. )
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From the moments mentioned above only the resulting moments tla, nb alrdo, are independent upon location, size and orientation of the inwestigatedparticles. Differences between age-groups or between the two synapse types inthe estimated mean values of the 3 variabres can result onry from differencesin shape. However, it should be borne in mind that _although est E?a, est E?b
.and _ 

est EO, are unblased variables characterizing the shape of an object-knowledge on the shape of the orthogonal projections cannot simply beextrapolated to the true shape of the synapses. Nevertheless differences inthe shape of orthogonal projections crlarly do reflect differences in thetrue shape of the synapse.
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SUMMARY





SUMMARY

Quantitative stereological/morphometrical methods are used to study whether
synaptic plasticity occurs in the hippocamus of the rat during normal ageing. The
methods are evaluated and their usefulness for quantitative morphological assessment of
neural structures is discussed.

Part I is an introduction to the thesis. The purpose of the thesis is given, as well
as a brief description of the anatomical organization of the hippocampal formation and
recent views on structure and function of perforated synapses.

Part II includes 5 different papers, dealing with different methodological problems
encountered in the quantification of synapses of arbitrary morphology using
stereological/morphometrical methods.

In Part II, Chapter L, the bias introduced in the estimation of synapse number and
size when complex-shaped 'perforated' synapses are not recognized as such is studied.
Results obtained in random sections are compared with results obtained in serial sections.
The results showed that, when the consequences for stereological work of the
simultaneous presence of complex-shaped perforated and non-perforated synapses are
not realized, synaptic profile length is underestimated and synaptic density is
overestimated when measured on random ultrathin E-PTA sections. It is shown that this
problem can be solved by using serial sections and a calculation method which makes no
assumptions about synaptic size and shape.

In Part II, Chapter 2, improvements of the protocol for serial sectioning are
described, as is the application of the 'serial section technique' to estimate numerical
densities of arbitrarily-shaped synapses. It is shown how the efficienry of the technique
can be improved for routine application. For this, the use of large serial sections,
preinspected at the light microscopical level is proposed as well as a rotation holder, a
calibrated micrometer and specific grids to carry and orientate the section in the electron
beam. Together, these changes in the protocol overcome the problems of orientation
within the tissue and facilitate recognition of the areas of interest in sequential sections.

The serial section technique to estimate the numerical density Nu of perforated
and non-perforated synapses is nearly unbiased. It was concluded that the section
thickness should be measured very precisely, and that, when carried out in the way
described, the serial section technique for calculating N, is no longer more laborious than
conventional methods.

In Part II, Chapter 3, different methods to estimate the thickness of (ultra)thin
tissue sections are described, evaluated and compared. In general, the section thickness
t'will differ from the actual distance t between the two cuts that generate a section. Five
different methods are evaluated experimentally using sections of ten different
interference colours: the 'small-fold' technique, b) the 'electron scattering' method, c)
interference microscopy with A) the Vicker's M86 scanning microinterferometer and B)
the Jenoptik Amplival Interphako interference microscope and d) the 're-embedding'
method.

Reliable, reproducible and comparable results are obtained with the small-fold technique,
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with the Vicker's M86 scanning microinterferometer and with the electron scattering

method. For the electron scattering method, standard testlines for the different settings

of the electron microscope were developed. The results obtained with the Jenoptik

Amplival Interphako interference microscope are reproducible, but show a constant

difference in thickness compared with the other three techniques. The re-embedding

method proved to be more laborious and slightly less reliable than the other techniques'

Furthermore it is concluded that the variation in t' between sections of a particular

interference colour (inter-section variation) is larger than the variation in t' within a

section (intra-section variation).
In Part II, chaptcr 4, the conventional 'unfolding'procedure (cruz-orive, 1983)

to estimate the numerical density of synapses is compared with two recent methods, i.e.

the serial section technique (Cruz-Orive, 1980) and the'disector technique' (Sterio, 1984),

which do not rely on assumptions regarding the size, shape and orientation of the

synapse.

It is shown that, with respect to the distinction between different types of synapses, a size

distribution of synapses derived by conventional means does not provide satisfactory

results since the types and extent of biases are never known.

Consistently lower values for Nu are obtained with the disector technique compared with

the results of the serial section technique. The main conclusion in this respect is that both

techniques can be used to estimate synaptic densities, provided a reliable estimate of the

section thickness is obtained and an appropriate sampling procedure is used.

In Part II, Chaptcr 5, a method is described providing information on differences

or changes in the shape of arbitrarily-shaped synapses using measurements on 2D

reconstructions of synapse orthogonal projections (shadows). It is concluded that,

whatever the actual shape of the investigated synapses may be, the results of the

measurements on their orthogonal projections show that there is a difference in size and

shape between perforated and non-perforated synapses. Compared to 3D reconstruction,

the proposed 2D reconstruction approach is rather simple and differences found in the

shape of the shadows demonstrated with this method reflect differences in the shape of

the synapse. The method certainly has its limitations, in particular, with respect to the

orientation and distribution of the synapses in the tissue and it does not permit firm

conclusions about the actual shape of the synapse as 3D reconstruction does'

Nevertheless, the method may provide relevant information about synaptic morphology

which can not be obtained by other means. In the present study, 3D reconstruction is

hampered by alignment problems which, so far, were unsolvable.

In Part III the effect of age on several ultrastructural features of neurons, of non-

perforated and of perforated synapses in the hippocampus of 3, 12,24 and 30 months

old rats is studied. Wherever possible, methods have been used providing unbiased

estimates of the investigated parameters. To estimate number and size of these

structures, some of the methods evaluated in Part II have been applied. Synapses and

neurons have been counted in serial sections according to an 'unbiased counting rule'

(Gundersen, 1977). To avoid biases introduced by age-related or procedure-related

changes in the reference volume, number fractions of neurons and synapses have been
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calculated since number fractions do not depend on changes in the reference space.
Also the number and size of 'synapse perforations' have been estimated.
Three methods to estimate the number of 'presynaptic dense projections, are applied,
evaluated and compared. To our knowledge, this is the first study, to apply these
methods.
Synapse 'shadows'are reconstructed to obtain (indirect) information about the shape of
the synapses.

The relevance of the results with regard to synaptic plasticity and the ageing
process is discussed. In general, the effect of age on the parameters measured is found
to be mild. The following obsewations are made: 1) no change in the numerical relation
between numbers of CAl and CA3 pyramidal neurons; 2) no change in the numerical
relation between numbers of CA3 synapses (stratum radiatum) and CA3 pyramidal
neurons; 3) no change in the numerical relation between numbers of perforated and non-
perforated synapses in CA3, stratum radiatum; 4) an increase in size of the non-
perforated synapses; 5) no change in the number ofperforations per perforated synapse;
significantly larger perforations at high age (30 months); 6) an increase in numbers of
presynaptic dense projections; 7) no change in size and shape of synapse shadows; the
shape of both synapse types deviates considerably from the presumed disc-shape.

The perforated synapses are found to be larger and more complex than the non-
perforated synapses.

The reliability and value of the different variables are discussed in relation to the
effect of age on the neural structures studied. The results, taken together, show that the
number of synapses per neuron in the hippocampal CA3 area is not affected by age. The
efficacy of the synapses increases with age, expressed by an increase in the number of
dense projections in the active zone (transmission zone), an increase in size of the active
zone (non-perforated synapses) and a larger size of the perforation area in the active
zone (perforated synapses) at high age (30 months). Impairment of synaptic circuitry in
this area at 30 months is not likely to occur.

Part rv, the Appendix, includes an extensive description of all the
stereological/morphometrical procedures and formulae, used in part III to quantiff
(arbitrairily-shaped) synapses.
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SAMEIWATIING
Gebruik makend van kwantitatief stereologische/morfometrische methoden is onderzocht
of er in de hippocampus van de rat gedurende het normale verouderingsproces sprake
is van synaptische plasticiteit. De gebruikte methoden zijn geevalueerd en hun
bruikbaarheid voor krvantitatief morfologisch onderzoek aan neurale structuren wordt
besproken.

Dcel I is een inleiding tot het proefschrift. De doelstellingen van het proefschrift
en de meest recente idee€n over structuur en functie van geperforeerde synapsen zijn
gegeven, alsmede een korte beschrijving van de anatomie van de hippocampus.

Deel II omvat een vijftal publicaties waarin methodologische problemen
beschreven zijn die men zoal tegen kan komen wanneer voor het kwantificeren van
synapsen die willekeurig van vorm zijn, bepaalde stereologische/morfometrische
methoden gebruikt worden .

In Deet II, Hoofdstuk 1, is de bias (of onbekende willekeurige "fout") bestudeerd
waarnee schattingen van aantal en grootte van s)mapsen zijn behept wanneer complexe,
geperforeerde synapsen niet als zodanig worden herkend. De resultaten, verkregen uit
metingen in random coupes, zijn vergeleken met die, verkregen in serie coupes. Uit deze
resultaten is af te leiden dat, wanneer de geldktijdi ge aanwezigheid van complexe,
geperforeerde synapsen en van niet-geperforeerde synapses niet wordt onderkend, de
profiel lengte van de synapsen zal worden onderschat en hun dichtheid overschat
wanneer deze worden gemeten in random ultradunne, E-PTA gecontrasteerde coupes.
Zoals is beschreven kan dit probleem worden voorkomen door gebruik te maken van
serie-coupes en een berekeningsmethode waarbij geen aannames gedaan hoeven te
worden met betrekking tot de vonn en de grootte van de synaps.

In Deel II, Hmfdstuk 2rslaatbeschreven welke verbeteringen aan te brengen zijn
in het protocol voor het snijden van serie-coupes. Ook is de zgn. serie-coupe techniek
voor het schatten van numerieke dichtheden, toegepast op synapsen die willekeurig van
vorm zijn. Belicht is, hoe de effici€ntie te vergroten is om tot routinematig gebruik van
de techniek te kunnen komen. Met name door gebruik te maken van grote serie-coupes
die, alvorens bekeken te worden op electronenmicroscopisch niveau, op
lichtmicroscopisch niveau worden gecontroleerd. Daarnaast wordt gebruik gemaakt van
een rotatie houder, van een gecalibreerde micrometer en van speciale grids waarmee
men zich snel kan ori€nteren in de coupe na inbrenging in de electronenbundel. Met
deze veranderingen in het protocol blijken de problemen betreffende orientatie in het
weefsel te zijn opgelost. Het is op deze manier niet moeilijk relevante gebieden in
opeenvolgende coupes te herkennen en te vervolgen. Met behulp van de serie-coupe-
techniek blijkt een schatting van de numerieke dichtheid N, van geperforeerde en niet-
geperforeerde synapsen te verkrijgen te zijn, die nagenoeg wij is van bias. Enerzijds is
het duidelijk geworden dat de dikte van de coupe bepaald moet worden met een grote
mate van nauwkeurigheid. Anderzijds is gebleken dat de serie-coupe techniek, mits
uitgevoerd zoals beschreven staat, niet langer bewerkelijker en arbeidsrovender is dan
de conventionele methoden als het gaat om het bepalen van numerieke dichtheden Nu.

In Deel II, Hoofdstuk 3, zijn verschilllende methoden beschreven voor het bepalen
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van de dikte van (ultra)dunne weefsel coupes. De methoden zijn geevalueerd en

onderling vergeleken. In het algemeenzal de coupedikte t'verschillen van de werkelijke

afstand t tussen de twee snijvlakken die in feite de coupe genereren' Vijf verschillende

methoden zijn experimenteel ge€valueerd, daarbij gebruik makend van coupes van

verschillende interferentie kleur. In totaal zijn er tien verschillende interferentie kleuren

geselecteerd en is de dikte van de coupes met een van de betreffende kleuren

onderzocht, gebruikmakend van de volgende technieken: a) de zgn. small-fold techniek,

b) de electron-scattering methode, c) interferentie microscopie met A) de Vicker's M86

scanning microinterferometer en B) de Jenoptik Amplival Interphako interferentie

microscoop en d) de re-embedding methode.

Betrouwbare, reproduceerbare en vergelijkbare resultaten worden verkregen met de

small-fold techniek, met de Vicker's M86 scanning microinterferometer en met de

electron-scattering methode. Voor de electron-scattering methode zijn, voor de

verschillende instellingen van de electronenmicroscoop, standaard testlijnen ontwikkeld'

ook met de Jenoptik Amplival Interphako interferentie microscoop blijken

reproduceerbare resultaten te verkrijgen te zijn. Echter, in vergelijking met de resultaten

van de andere drie technieken laten zij een constant verschil in dikte van de coupe zien'

De re-embedding methode blijkt arbeids-intensiever te zijn en iets minder betrouwbaar

dan de andere technieken. Verder kon geconcludeerd worden dat de variatie in t' tussen

coupes van een bepaalde interferentie kleur (inter-coupe variatie) groter is dan de

variatie in t'binnen een coupe (intra-coupe variatie)'

In Deel II, Hoofdstuk 4, wordt, voor het schattten van numerieke dichtheden van

synapsen, de conventionele ontvouwings procedure (Cruz-Orive, 1983) vergeleken met

twee recente methoden, n.l. de serie-coupe techniek (Cruz-Orive, 1980) en de disector

techniek (Sterio, 1984). Voor beide laatste methoden behoeven geen aannames gemaakt

te worden met betrekking tot de grootte, de vorm en de orientatie van de synaps'

Aangetoond is dat een verdeling van de grootte van synapsen, welke op conventionele

wijze verkregen is, geen bewedigende resultaten oplevert. Dergelijke resultaten zijn

behept met een bias waarvan de omvang onbekend is. Met de disector techniek werden,

in vergelijking met de resultaten van de serie-coupe techniek, consequent lagere waarden

voor Nu verkregen . Uiteindelijk is er wat dit betreft een belangrijke conclusie getrokken:

beide technieken zijn te gebruiken om synaptische dichtheden te bepalen, op voorwaarde

dat er een betrouwbare schatting van de coupe dikte wordt verkregen en er een correcte

en adequate sampling-procedure gebruikt wordt.

In Deel II, Hoofdstuk 5, wordt een methode beschreven waarmee informatie te

verkrijgen is over verschillen of veranderingen in de vorm van willekeurig gevormde

synapsen. Bij deze methode wordt gebruik gemaakt van metingen aan 2D reconstructies

van zgn. orthogonale projecties (schaduwen) van synapsen. Verschillen die met deze

methode aangetoond worden in de 2D reconstructies (orthogonale projecties of

schaduwen), reflecteren uiteindelijk verschillen in de vorm van de feitelijke synaps' Met

deze methode is aangetoond dat er verschillen bestaan in vorm en grootte tussen

geperforeerde en niet-geperforeerde synapsen. In vergelijking met 3D reconstructies is

dcvoorgestelde methode relatief eenvoudig. De methode heeft zeker zijn beperkingen,
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met name wat betreft de orientatie en verdeling van de synapsen in het weefsel.
Bovendien kunnen er geen harde conclusies getrokken worden wat betreft de werkelijke
vorm van de synaps zoals 3D reconstructies dat doen. Desalnietemin kan de methode
relevante informatie opleveren met betrekking tot de morfologie van synapsen, welke op
geen enkele andere manier te verkrijgen is. 3D reconstructie bleek in deze studie nl.
praktisch onmogelijk te zdn door de tot nu toe onoverkomelijke uitlijningsproblemen van
E-PTA-gecontrasteerde synapsen.

In Deel III is het effect van de leeftijd op verschillende ultrastructurele
karakteristieken van neuronen, van niet-geperforeerde en van geperforeerde synapsen
bestudeerd in de hippocampus van3, 12,24 en30 maanden oude ratten. waar mogelijk,
zijn methodes gebruikt die schattingen van de te bestuderen parameters opleveren welke
wij zijn van bias. Enkele van de methoden voor het schatten van aantal en grootte van
deze structuren welke in deel II geevalueerd werden, zijn hier toegepast. Zowelsynapsen
als neuronen zijn geteld in serie-coupes volgens een zgn. ,unbiased counting rule,
(Gundersen, 1977). Om bias te vermijden welke geintroduceerd wordt door leeftijds- of
procedure-gerelateerde veranderingen in het referentie volume, zijn neuron- en synaps-
'aantalfracties' berekend (d.w.z. ratio's van numerieke dichtheden van verschillende
structuren) berekend aangezien aantalfracties niet afhankelijk zijn van veranderingen in
het referentie volume.
Ook het aantal en de grootte van de zgn. perforaties in de geperforeerde synapsen zijn
geschat.

om het aantal presynaptische 'dense projections' per synaps te schatten zijn drie
methoden toegepast, ge€valueerd en onderling vergeleken. Voor zover ons bekend is
deze verouderingsstudie de eerste studie waarin deze methoden worden toegepast.
Van de synapsen zijn ook 2D reconstructies gemaakt om (indirecte) informatie te
verkrijgen over eventuele vormveranderingen van de synapsen.

Tenslotte wordt de relevantie van de resultaten met betrekking tot synaptische
plasticiteit en het verouderingsproces besproken. In het algemeen blijkt het effect van de
leeftijd op de gemeten parameters, zo er al een effect is waargenomen, gering te zijn.Er
zijn geen veranderingen gevonden in de aantalfractie CAUCA3 pyramide neuronen, de
aantalfractie cA3 synapsen (stratum radiatum)/cA3 pyramide neuronen en de
aantalfractie CA3 geperforeerde/CA3 niet-geperforeerde synapsen. Er is een toename
gevonden in de grootte van de niet-geperforeerde synapsen. Geen veranderingen in het
aantal perforaties per geperforeerde synaps maar wel significant grotere perforaties op
hoge leeftijd (30 maanden) en ten slotte zijn er ook geen verandeiing"n gevonden in de
vorm en de grootte van de 2D reconstructies van de synapsen; de vorm van de beide
synaps typen blijkt echter aanzienlijk te verschillen van de voor-onderstelde schijf-vorm.

De geperforeerde synapsen blijken groter en meer complex te zijn dan de niet-
geperforeerde.

De betrouwbaarheid en de waarde van de verschillende variabelen worden
besproken in relatie tot het effect van de leeftijd op de bestudeerde neurale structuren.
uiteindelijk is er geconcludeerd dat het aantal synapsen per neuron in het cA3 gebied
van de hippocampus niet wordt beinvloed door de leeftijd. De efficidntie van de synapsen
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daarentegen ldkt toe te nemen met de leeftijd, hetgeen afgeleid wordt uit het toenemen

van het aantal dense projections in de zgn. "actieve zone" (transmissie zone), uit het

toenemen van de grootte van de actieve zone (niet-geperforeerde synapsen) en uit het

toenemen van de glootte van de perforaties (geperforeerde synapsen) m.n' op hoge

leeftijd (30 maanden). Het lijkt dus niet waarschijnlijk dat er in het onderzochte

hippocampus gebied op de leeftijd van 30 maanden sprake is van een "aftakelen" van het

synaptisch circuit.
In Deel IV, de Appendix, worden alle stereologische/morfometrische procedures

en formules welke gebruikt zijn in Deel III voor het krvantificeren van synapsen, arbitrair

van vorm, in detail beschreven.
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STELLINGEN

behorende bij het proefschrift:

Application of Stereolory and Morphometry on Synapses and Neurons
in the Hippocampus of Ageing Rats.

H.et synaptische circuit binnen onze hersenen lijkt tijdens het verouderen veereerzijn eenheden te modificeren tot efficient"." ,nit, dan, zoars tot voor kort werdaangenomen, ze te verliezen (dit proefschrift).

Geperforeerde synapsen bestaan niet (dit proefschrift).

waren onze hersenen zo eenvoudigdatze te begrijpen zouden zijn, dan zoudenwij dat niet kunnen.

1l_,"9-":r*lljrg tot de gangbare opvatting wordt de stereologie gekenmerkt doorzrjn eenvoud.

Beeldanalyse begint met stereologie, niet met informatica.

Het gebruik van spreadsheets kan het inzicht op de onderriggende relatiesvertroebelen, omdat deze heuristisch in plaats van inalytisch ueiioero worden.Dit,lijkt een.beetje op woeger toen gebruikers van een rekenrineaar ervanverdacht werden te denken da1 2 maal i vrijwel precies 4 was.
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7 In de arbeidshygiene is het gebruikelijk blootstellingsparameters logarithmisch te
transformeren omdat de Gaussische verdeling dan beter benaderd wordt.
Correlatie van effect parameters met dergelijke logaritmisch getransformeerde
blootstellingsparameters suggereert dat een mogelijk effect of symptoom evenveel
toeneemt bij een blootstellingtoename van bijvoorbeeld 0.1 tot 1 ppm als van 100
ppm tot 1000 ppm.

8 Het v66rkomen van perifere naast centrale demyelinisatie bij multiple sclerosis
wordt onderschat, niet onderkend of zelfs ontkend.
Zee et al., Neurologt, 4l (1991) 457-460.

9 Preventie van convulsies na zenuwgasvergiftiging verdient meer aandacht.

10 Medisch Biologisch Defensie Onderzoek binnen een Instituut voor Voeding gaat
verder dan 'rats', kuch en bonen.

11 Kwantiteit en duur zijn niet bepalend voor de kwaliteit van een promotie-
onderzoek; wel blijken zij er vaak positief aan bij te dragen.

12 Door gebruik te maken van bruggetjes stoot een ezel zich niet twee maal aan
dezelfde steen.

13 Dat 'de kost voor de baat uitgaat' geldt niet voor hedendaagse promovendi.
Wanneer er geen duidelijk postdoctoraal stimuleringsbeleid komt, zal de AIO-
periode in de toekomst tot prewW-periode verworden.

Didima de Groot, 9 maart 1994
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